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ABSTRACT 

 

Polyacrylic Acid and Polyvinylpyrrolidone Stabilised Ternary Nanoalloys of Platinum 

Group Metals for the Electrochemical Production of Hydrogen from Ammonia. 

 

L.Y. Molefe 

MSc Thesis, Department of Chemistry, University of the Western Cape, February 2016. 

 

The electrochemical oxidation of ammonia has attracted much attention as an efficient green 

method for application in direct ammonia fuel cells (DAFCs) and the production of high 

purity hydrogen. However, the insufficient performance and high costs of platinum has 

hindered the large scale application of ammonia (NH3) electro-oxidation technologies. 

Therefore, there is a need for the fabrication of efficient electrocatalysts for NH3 electro-

oxidation with improved activity and lower Pt loading. Owing to their unique catalytic 

properties, nanoalloys of platinum group metals (PGMs) are being designated as possible 

electrocatalysts for NH3 oxidation.  

  

This study presents for the first time a chemical synthesis of unsupported ternary PGM based 

nanoalloys such as Cu@Pt@Ir with multi-shell structures and Cu-Pt-Ir mixed nanoalloys for 

electro-catalysis of NH3 oxidation. The nanoalloys were stabilised with polyvinylpyrrolidone 

(PVP) as the capping agent. The structural properties of the nanoalloys were studied using 

ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) and fourier transform infra-red (FTIR) spectroscopic techniques. 

The elemental composition, average particle size and morphology of the materials were 

evaluated by high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) coupled to energy 

dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy. High resolution scanning electron microscopy 

(HRSEM) was used for morphological characterisation. Additionally, scanning auger 

nanoprobe microscopy (NanoSAM) was employed to provide high performance auger (AES) 

spectral analysis and auger imaging of complex multi-layered Cu@Pt@Ir nanoalloy surface. 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectroscopy was used to investigate the crystallinity of the 

nanoalloys. The electrochemistry of the nanoalloy materials was interrogated with cyclic 
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voltammetry (CV) and square wave voltammetry (SWV). The electrocatalytic activity of 

novel Cu-Pt-Ir trimetallic nanoalloys for the oxidation of ammonia was tested using CV.  

 

UV-Vis spectroscopy confirmed the complete reduction of the metal precursors to the 

respective nanoparticles. FTIR spectroscopy confirmed the presence of the PVP polymer as 

well as formation of a bond between the polymer (PVP) chains and the metal surface for all 

nanoparticles (NPs). Furthermore, HRTEM confirmed that the small irregular interconnected 

PVP stabilised Cu@Pt@Ir NPs were about 5 nm in size. The elemental composition of the 

alloy nanoparticles measured using EDX also confirmed the presence of Cu, Pt and Ir. Cyclic 

voltammetry indicated that both the GCE|Cu-Pt-Ir NPs and GCE|Cu@Pt@Ir NPs are active 

electrocatalysts for NH3 oxidation as witnessed by the formation of a well-defined anodic 

peak around -0.298 V (vs. Ag/AgCl). Thus the GCE|Cu-Pt-Ir NPs was found to be a suitable 

electrocatalyst that enhances the kinetics of oxidation of ammonia at reduced overpotential 

and high peak current in comparison with GCE|Cu@Pt@Ir NPs, GCE|Pt NPs, GCE|Ir NPs 

and GCE|Cu NPs electrocatalysts. The presence of the crystalline phases in each sample was 

confirmed by XRD analysis. The surface analysis of Cu@Pt@Ir nanoalloy with AES surveys 

revealed the presence of Pt, Ir and Cu elements in all probed spots suggesting some mixing 

between the layers of the nanoalloy. Yet, analysis of nanoalloys by CV and XRD confirmed 

the presence of Cu-Pt and Pt-Ir solid solutions in the Cu-Pt-Ir and Cu@Pt@Ir nanoalloys 

respectively. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Summary  

This chapter presents a brief background to the study which highlights, amongst other items, 

the importance of a transition from non-renewable to renewable energy sources (hydrogen 

fuel cells) and the substitution of direct-use hydrogen as a fuel by less hazardous chemical 

compounds as hydrogen carriers. The emphasis is more pronounced on the application of 

nanoalloys as electrocatalysts for the oxidation of ammonia to enable direct use of ammonia 

as a fuel. The problem and its significance, scope and delimitations, the research’s aim, 

objectives and framework, as well as the thesis outline are further discussed. 

 

1.1. Background 

 

Some of the most significant world-wide challenges that we are currently facing are energy 

production and combating climate change. Energy production from the combustion of fossil 

fuels has severely impacted on the future world economy and environment [1]. Even though 

the introduction of a hydrogen economy is one of the best strategies to reduce harmful 

emissions, hydrogen storage is still a barrier for the global distribution of hydrogen fuel cells 

[2]. Recently, electrochemical energy production has been considered to be an alternative 

energy source provided that it is cleaner, sustainable and economically viable [1]. Thus, the 

electro-oxidation of ammonia has attracted much attention owing to its ability to provide 

clean energy as well as in keeping the environment clean. The only problem holding the 

application of ammonia electro-oxidation for the evolution of hydrogen back is the inherently 

slow kinetics of this reaction [2, 3]. Consequently, research has been on going in trying to 

improve the performance of less expensive electrocatalysts. The usage of low Pt loadings and 

Pt-free electrocatalysts is encouraged understandably so as to lower the implicated costs. The 

role of nanotechnology makes it possible to achieve the goals of investigating novel, highly 
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catalytic nanomaterials (NMs) which can reduce, or even completely replace, the use of 

precious metals.  

 

As previously mentioned, the replacement of existing energy systems in South Africa has 

been one of the greatest scientific challenges. This is predominantly related to current energy 

systems such as natural oil from fossil fuels. Non- renewable energy sources such as coal, 

which South Africa relies on mostly, will soon run out due to over dependence as well as a 

limited life span because the reserves are finite [4]. In addition, the industrial application of 

coal is accompanied by the release of toxic inorganic pollutants such as greenhouse gases like 

carbon dioxide and nitrogen oxides (CO2 and NOx where x=1 and 2) into the atmosphere 

resulting in climate change, causing global warming [4-5]. These will later lead to public 

health challenges, poor agricultural production and hence severe food crises. Therefore, in 

order to address these aforementioned problems, scientists have to develop the use of 

alternative energy sources that favours green, sustainable fuels. Examples of such energy 

sources include fuel cells, wind turbines and solar technologies (photovoltaic cells). 

 

To recall, a fuel cell is an electrochemical cell that converts chemical energy directly into 

electrical energy in the presence of hydrogen, producing water and heat as by-products [6-7]. 

The majority of low-temperature fuel cells are based on new hydrogen fuel cell technologies 

which have been considered as promising future energy substitutes [6-8]. The hydrogen fuel 

cell exhibits the ideal properties of high power density and clean oxidation yielding no 

carbon-containing products [8]. The main obstacle hindering the widespread utilization of 

hydrogen fuel cells is the expense of hydrogen fuel. Other commonly used fuels in fuel cells 

are ethanol and methanol. In addition, platinum metal has also been found to be the key 

catalytic material used in hydrogen fuel cell technology. Since South Africa has more than 

75% of the world’s platinum reserves [9], development of hydrogen fuel cell technologies 

could therefore be an encouraging process to meet the energy demand. Furthermore fuel cells 

are energy efficient, clean and fuel-flexible because they only produce water as the by 

product and the waste heat released from a fuel cell can be used to provide hot water [6]. 

 

The use of hydrogen as an energy carrier could reduce the country’s dependence on imported 

oil and petroleum for daily energy production. However, storage and transportation of light 

hydrogen is critical because the condensed hydrogen is heavy and, due to its properties, 
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hydrogen is highly flammable [8]. Following that, there has been extensive on-going research 

into overcoming compression and storage problems of hydrogen by finding alternative 

hydrogen storage or carrier compounds that can replace the direct use of hydrogen - but still 

maintaining high performance [2, 4, 8]. Thus various chemical compounds have been tested 

as hydrogen carriers. These include; water, alcohols, hydrocarbons, nitrogen hydrides, 

hydrazine and ammonia [8]. However, the extraction of hydrogen from some of these 

compounds is not efficient. For instance, the combustion of hydrocarbons and alcohols 

release polluting gases like carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and ozone to the atmosphere 

thus contributing to the environmental pollution; unlike the clean electro-oxidation of 

ammonia [2, 8]. Hence, among these competing candidates, liquid ammonia, nitrogen 

hydrides and hydrazine have been shown to be the best hydrogen carriers because they can be 

easily handled and transported. Moreover, since they are nitrogen containing fuels their 

oxidation commonly yields dinitrogen (N2) and hydrogen (H2), thus they can be used as 

direct fuels for commercial, high performance, clean portable fuel cells [8].  

 

Ammonia is one of the most common pollutants in water bodies due to surface run-off from 

the agricultural sites. This is because ammonia is largely produced around the globe as it is 

widely used as fertiliser in agriculture [10]. Thus, studying its electrochemical behaviour 

plays a vital role in both energy and environmental sustainability. Ammonia can be oxidised 

to produce various products like nitrogen and hydrogen; this being one of the ways in which 

ammonia can be electrochemically destroyed with no harmful side-effects [11]. It contains 

1.7 times the amount of hydrogen found in the same volume of liquid hydrogen and boasts a 

specific energy density 50% higher than liquid hydrogen for a given volume [10]. 

 

However, the oxidation of ammonia into hydrogen and nitrogen is a very slow process and 

for this reason, platinum, which is expensive, has been used as a catalyst for the reaction. 

Consequently new efficient electrocatalysts are required to improve the kinetics of this 

reaction [12]. Therefore, in order to reduce the impact of ammonia on environmental 

pollution and employ ammonia as a hydrogen carrier, it is very important to study the 

thermodynamics mechanism and kinetics of its oxidation [10]. In order to understand the 

factors affecting the poisoning of electrode surfaces by intermediates, Gerisher and Mauerer 

proposed a general mechanism of ammonia oxidation in alkaline solution on a Pt electrode in 
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1970 [13]. The mechanism entails dehydrogenation of absorbed ammonia and formation of 

nitrogen gas which is outlined below: 

	
� (��) →  	
�,���         (1) 

	
�,���  
→
→  	
�,���  +  
� +  ��       (2) 

	
�,���  ↔  	
���  + 
�  +  ��        (3) 

	
�,���  +  	
�,���  →  	� (� + �)
�  + (� + �)��    (4) 

	
���  →  	���  + 
�  +  ��       (5) 

Where x, y = 1 or 2. 

From the above mechanism step (1) – (3) is the formation of an active, weakly bound 

adsorbates NHx (x =0, 1, or 2) intermediates at the surface of Pt catalyst. Unfortunately, these 

adsorbates species lead to the deactivation of the platinum during the oxidation of ammonia.  

This is due to the fact that the adsorption energy of Nads on the Pt electrode surface is too high 

and it therefore hinders the formation of N2 as it does not allow the recombination of two N 

adatoms [13]. Even though platinum has been proven to be the best catalyst for oxidation of 

ammonia in alkaline media, the poisoning incurred by the Nads and its expense remain 

unresolved problems in using Pt as an electrode. Many researchers have contributed to 

developing binary and ternary catalysts that can be used to minimize the aforementioned 

problems. The carbon-supported monometallic Pd, Pt, Ir as well as bimetallic Pt-M (M= Ir, 

Pd, SnOx) nanoalloys has been investigated and their performance was compared to that of 

pure Pt nanoparticles [13]. Similar studies were further conducted wherein the 

electrochemical behaviour of PGMs nanoalloys were tested, coupled with highlighting the 

surface structural sensitivity of Pt towards this reaction [12]. 

This is where nanotechnology takes part in solving the problem. Nanotechnology is a new, 

emerging science which entails the design, characterisation, production and application of 

systems, structures and devices which have one or more dimensions of about 1 - 100 

nanometres (nm) [14]. These are widely known as nanomaterials (NMs) [14]. Moreover, the 

nanomaterials exhibit properties different to their bulk counterparts. Needless to say, the 

ability to modify NMs by controlling their size and shape at nano-scale has made these 
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materials to be of great importance for their wide application in various scientific fields. The 

most fascinating characteristics on the nanoscale include: the small size of the particles, 

which, owing to prevailing quantum confinement effects, results in increased surface area to 

volume ratio, further leading to an increase in the dominance of the surface atoms of the 

nanoparticles over those in its interior [14]. This is further substantiated by other previous 

studies [12-15] that wide applications of nanomaterials are due to their unique, enhanced, 

physicochemical properties which are distinct to their bulk counterparts. 

The platinum group metals (PGMs) such as platinum (Pt), palladium (Pd), rhodium (Rh), 

iridium (Ir), osmium (Os) and ruthenium (Ru) are also convenient to use as electrocatalysts, 

owing to their nobility and high catalytic activity towards many reactions [3, 12, 15]. The 

most economically significant of the PGMs are Pt, Pd and Rh and these are found in the 

largest quantities, while Ru, Ir and Os are less prevalent and less in demand [16]. They are 

expensive, however with nanotechnology, scientists are cutting costs by synthesizing core-

shell nano-catalysts where the core metal is non-noble, less catalytically active  and less 

expensive while the shell is more expensive (PGMs) and more catalytically active [14]. 

A great deal of work has been carried out and there is still more on-going research for an 

effective electrocatalyst of reasonable cost, high activity, minimum ohmic loss and long-term 

stability which sometimes may be in conflict with each other [15]. Since the main target is to 

reduce the amount of Pt loading, the following developments have been accomplished so far. 

Alloying Pt with other cheaper metals that exhibit a synergistic effect, increasing the 

electrochemically active sites and controlling the surface structure (shape, morphology and 

preferential orientation) of the electrocatalyst, thereby enhancing the mass activity of the Pt-

based electrocatalyst, developing well performing Pt-free electrocatalysts and also 

investigating suitable support materials which improves the performance of the 

electrocatalyst [13, 15, 17, 18, 19]. Therefore in overcoming this obstacle, PGM based 

nanomaterials such as Pt-Ir, Pt-Rh, Pt-Pd, Pt-Ru and many other mono, binary and ternary 

metallic  nanoparticles found in literature have been used to produce electrocatalysts which 

will improve the kinetics of the ammonia electrochemical-oxidation reaction [12-19].  

This study investigates the integrated functionalities between the modified structure of the 

outer shell of surface PGM and the stabilizing effect of a subsurface; second noble metal 

through interaction with a core of non-noble atoms. Moreover, the synthesised novel PGMs 
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based, triple layered, multi-shell nanostructures will be interrogated as advanced 

electrocatalysts towards the electrochemical production of hydrogen from ammonia for fuel 

cell applications.   

 

1.2. Problem statement  

 

Energy utilisation and production from the combustion of coal has resulted in significant 

environmental issues (harmful emissions) which have led to the implementation of energy 

policies for sustainable development in South Africa. One of the major policy mandates, 

strategies and the corresponding objectives for energy policy of the Department of Science 

and Technology (DST) was documented on the White Paper on Science and Technology 

(1996) [20-21]. Some of the main objectives of the policy are focused on achieving increased 

access to affordable energy services, improving energy governance, stimulating economic 

development, managing energy related environmental impacts and security supply through 

diversity [20-22]. Securing energy supply is the goal that relates mostly to renewable energy 

sources for a more diverse energy supply. However, the focus of diversification has been 

more on other sources of renewable energy than hydrogen fuel systems. Thus more focus has 

to be shifted on hydrogen and fuel cell technologies as clean, sustainable energy suppliers. 

The main challenge so far with hydrogen and fuel cell technologies is making this technology 

completely green and clean.  

 

Our country is famous world-wide for its abundance of mining and minerals and hence the 

mineral beneficiation policy has become one of the major strategies and key forces in 

advancing PGMs products. The national mineral beneficiation strategy, or value added 

processing, entails transformation of primary materials specifically from mining processes 

into advanced final products, which has a high export sales value. This policy involves a 

variety of activities such as large scale smelting, refining plants, capital and labour intensive 

processes [23]. Each successive stage of processing involved allows the final product to be 

sold at a higher price than intermediates and starting raw materials, thus adding more value to 

each level. These local benefits would include economic benefits, through job, wealth and 

industry creation; the development of appropriate skills and human resources capital; and an 

improved quality of life for all South Africans. Therefore, the proposed study supports and 
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directly addresses the need for the local utilisation of PGMs in a more value added manner, 

because the final product produced (PGMs nanoalloy electrocatalyst) exhibits enhanced 

properties compared to the raw, bulk elemental counterparts, conferring greater value to 

them. The benefits included have the potential to increase international markets as this study 

seeks to address the problems associated with large scale application of ammonia electro-

oxidation technologies.  

 

The majority of low temperature fuel cells are based on hydrogen fuel, with its ideal 

properties of high power density and clean oxidation, to yield no carbon containing products. 

Hence the issues related to compression, storage and distribution of hydrogen needs to be 

resolved by finding alternative hydrogen carriers that can replace a direct use of hydrogen but 

still maintaining high performance [6]. Therefore, the proposed study involves the electro-

oxidation of ammonia as an on board production of high purity hydrogen in DAFCs. 

Amongst other conventional candidate chemicals, ammonia stands a good chance of being 

applied as hydrogen storage medium in addition to direct fuel cell applications because its 

oxidation is said to be carbon free so it provides clean and sustainable energy which is in 

compliance with the DST's energy policy. This study further addresses the objectives of the 

policy by providing affordable energy production. However, the only problem impeding its 

large scale applications is the insufficient performance and high cost of the electrocatalysts 

related to the usage of high platinum loadings as its reaction kinetics are so sluggish. The 

reaction below, according to investigations so far, appears to be fastest in the presence of 

expensive platinum catalysts [12, 13, 15].  

 

2	
� (�)  →  	�(�)  +  3
�(�)        (6) 

So far, substantial advancements have been made in the area of electrocatalysts designed at 

the nanoscale level, where the control of structure, size and composition play a crucial role to 

achieve enhanced activity. Subsequently, the design of a less expensive, but high performing 

electrocatalysts, is of extreme importance. The ability to modify the size, shape and 

composition of Pt-based nano crystals can help to lower the Pt loading, providing a large 

surface area, more active sites and thus improving the catalytic performance [3].  

Considerable efforts have been dedicated to developing economically affordable 

electrocatalysts for ammonia electro-oxidation with enhanced activity and lower Pt loading. 
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Some of the previous studies were based on bulk noble Pt and Pt–Me (Me = Ni, Ir, Ru, Cu) 

binary alloys, while others focused on comparing the activities of Pt (100) with Pt (111) 

surfaces [11-12]. To date, successful replacement of Pt with other low cost electrocatalysts 

has not yet been achieved, thus there is still a high demand for scientists to develop the best 

electro-catalyst, since PGMs are known for their high catalytic activity and high resistance to 

corrosion and oxidation. Hence, in this study, glassy carbon electrodes modified with mono-

metallic and novel ternary nanoalloys were used as new electrocatalysts for the oxidation of 

ammonia.  

 

1.3. Rationale and motivation 

 

The research interests for this study have been encouraged by a need to speed up the 

transition to sustainable renewable energy systems in order to keep up with the drastically 

increasing energy demands directly related to the annual population growth. South Africa is 

at the stage whereby investment in renewable energies and energy efficiencies is a crucial 

strategy to eliminate negative social, economic and environmental impacts of non-renewable 

energy production and consumption [22].  

It is well-known that ammonia is one of the more abundantly produced inorganic chemicals 

in the world and that is also found as a major pollutant in animal agricultural operations and 

industrial production. Subsequently, development of electro-catalytic techniques for ammonia 

oxidation has attracted much attention since it addresses both environmental sustainability 

and alternative energy supplies [12]. Since hydrogen is the main fuel source for power 

generation in fuel cells, its storage and transportation still remain challenging [4]. Thus 

ammonia has been found to be an excellent alternative hydrogen carrier. Although it is toxic, 

liquid ammonia contains 1.7 times more hydrogen than that contained in the same volume of 

liquid hydrogen [10, 12].  It also boasts a specific energy density (kWhl-1) - 50% higher than 

liquefied hydrogen for a given volume [12]. However, the electro-oxidation reaction of 

ammonia to yield hydrogen is very slow, requiring elevated temperatures and purification of 

products, together with low efficiency in practice [13]. Conversely, this reaction is 100% 

efficient and produces pure products at ambient temperature in the presence of platinum 

catalysts [14]. Nonetheless, although platinum has been proven to be the best catalyst for 
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oxidation of ammonia in alkaline media, it is also susceptible to poisoning by Nads [13]. Since 

bulk platinum catalysts are expensive, nanostructured materials are therefore used for better 

reaction kinetics [6].  

In solving these problems, the research will then focus on the production of novel electro-

catalysts in form of nanomaterials with high surface areas. The nanomaterials will consist of 

ultrasensitive, nanostructured ternary alloys of PGMs, with some incorporating non-noble 

metals as the core of the nanostructure. The main driving force behind the use of PGMs based 

electrocatalysts is that South Africa is the world’s leading producer of platinum and rhodium 

and the second largest palladium producer after Russia. It has more than 75% of the world’s 

platinum reserves which is the key catalytic material used in hydrogen fuel cell technology 

[9]. South Africa can therefore benefit from this technology to reducing the related costs by 

utilizing locally produced PGMs technologies.  

The study was motivated by concerns and questions arising from the use of electrocatalysts 

with high Pt-loading. Furthermore, this area of study has become very interesting simply by 

looking at the fact that the cost of bulk Pt is too expensive and its limited supply in other 

parts of the world hinders its widespread utilization in fuel cells [2]. Consequently, it is 

advisable to investigate the synergistic effect of multi-shell multimetallic nano structures 

consisting of non-noble core and noble shell layers in targeting reduced costs coupled with 

excellent catalytic enhancements. 

 

1.4. Scope and delimitations 

 

It is advantageous that South Africa is also exploring other energy options and it is intended 

to reduce the harmful emissions and environmental effects from non-renewable energy 

sources. For instance Hydrogen South Africa (HySA) aims to demonstrate hydrogen 

production by splitting water at a pilot scale, using nuclear or solar power as the primary 

power source. This kind of development will help drive the country in its transition into the 

use of renewable resources.  

 In recent studies, bimetallic catalysts show greater catalytic properties than their 

monometallic counterparts, thus providing more opportunities to explore a variety of 
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combinations of metal nanoparticles for the essential enhancement of catalytic activity [10]. 

The manipulation of structure and compositions of core-shell nanostructures also possess an 

interesting, highly catalytic class of catalysts [3]. Despite the extensive research work which 

has been devoted to the electro-oxidation of ammonia, the fabrication of binary and ternary 

core-shell nanostructures with the nanoporous shell regions so as to enable easy access of the 

quest species has not been scrutinized enough in the past. Instead, investigating the structural 

sensitivity of Pt has been done over and over which does not add much new knowledge to the 

field; besides most of the electrocatalysts investigated was on bulk alloys. Therefore, it is 

reasonable to value the advantages of the core-shell architectures by enabling the interaction 

of the guest species with the interlayer of the trimetallic nanoalloy.  

This study aims specifically on addressing this problem by making use of a glassy carbon 

electrode modified with a novel trimetallic core-shell nanoalloy. Such types of nanoalloys are 

called multi-shell nanoalloys since they consist of more than one shell (core, inner shell and 

outer shell). The study of ternary nanoalloys are of interest owing to their novelty, as 

previous efforts have been dedicated to the design of various combinations of binary 

nanoalloys with very few ternary nanoalloys being investigated. From the studies covered so 

far, in some cases the ternary nanoalloys show higher catalytic activity than those of the 

respective mono and binary nanoalloys due to the synergistic effects between the three metals 

[3, 15, 20].  

The nanoalloys will be applied to the electrocatalytic oxidation of ammonia towards the 

evolution of hydrogen that can be captured for its use in hydrogen fuel cells or in DAFCs. 

The study is limited to the design of novel polyvinylpyrrolidone stabilised mixed Cu-Pt-Ir 

and multi-shell Cu@Pt@Ir nanoalloy systems. Here, the non-noble metal will act as the core, 

while the noble nanoporous PGMs will be present-as the shell layers. This will be followed 

by their characterisation and application in ammonia oxidation. The study therefore does not 

cover the application of these electrocatalysts to other reactions or for their use in other fuel 

cells except for DAFC.  
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1.5. The aims and objectives of the research 

 

The emphasis of this thesis is mainly to improve the kinetics of the electrochemical oxidation 

of ammonia. Specifically, this study aims to examine and enhance the kinetics of electro 

oxidation of ammonia when carried out in presence of novel PGMs based nanoalloys as 

electrocatalysts towards hydrogen evolution.  

The objectives of this research include; 

• To carry out chemical synthesis of novel nanoalloys (Cu@Pt@Ir multi-shell and Cu-

Pt-Ir mixed) 

• To interrogate the structural, spectroscopic and electrochemical properties of the 

nanoalloys using techniques such as HRSEM, HRTEM, EDX, SAED, XRD, 

NanoSAM, UV-Vis, FTIR, CV and SWV.  

•  To study and evaluate the electro-catalytic effect of glassy carbon electrode modified 

with the synthesised nanoalloys towards the catalytic oxidation of ammonia. 

 

1.6. Research questions 

 

• Why multi-shell ternary nanoalloys? 

• What is the role of non-noble metals as the core structure? 

• Which factors affect the formation of core-shell nanoalloys? 

• How do you prove successful formation of a nanoalloy structure? 

• How can the activity of the electrocatalyst be further improved? 

• How do you control the proper formation of nanoalloys? 

• How unique or novel is this nanostructure compared to previous studies? 
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1.7. Research Framework 

 

Based on the study objectives, the research framework is presented on the scheme below. 

 

Scheme 1: Research framework. 

 

1.8. Outline of the thesis 

 

Chapter 1: This chapter presents a brief background of the main aspects of the study, that is: 

hydrogen fuel cells, hydrogen carriers, with more emphasis on the use of nanoalloys as 

electrocatalysts for ammonia oxidation. The problem and its significance, scope and 

delimitations, the research’s aim and objectives are also discussed. 

Chapter 2: This chapter entails an extensive literature review of the concepts of the study 

which were briefly introduced in the previous chapter. The concepts, discussed amongst 

others, include: the working principles and classification of different types of fuel cells, forms 

of hydrogen carriers. This is followed by the thermodynamics of ammonia oxidation reaction 

and the use of various electrocatalysts. Nanotechnology and applications of nanomaterials are 
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further described with the background of characterisation techniques applied in this study 

finalising the scope of discussion for this chapter. 

Chapter 3: This chapter provides the detailed experimental procedures, the chemical 

reagents, materials and instruments which facilitated the successful synthesis, 

characterisation and finally applications of desired nanostructures 

Chapter 4: This chapter is a discussion of the results from various characterisation 

techniques employed to validate the formation of core-shell nanoalloys structures. 

Chapter 5: This chapter discusses the application and testing of the electrocatalyst for 

electro-oxidation of ammonia. 

Chapter 6: This chapter summarises the main points and findings of the study with final 

conclusion, future work and recommendations. 

References: This is a list all the references cited in this work. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Summary 

This chapter presents an extensive literature review of the concepts of the study which were 

briefly introduced in the previous chapter. The concepts, discussed amongst others, include: 

the working principles and classification of different types of fuel cells and forms of hydrogen 

carriers. This is followed by the thermodynamics of ammonia oxidation reaction and the use 

of various electrocatalysts. Nanotechnology and applications of nanomaterials are further 

described with the background of characterisation techniques applied in this study finalising 

the scope of discussion for this chapter. 

 

2.1. Energy 

2.1.1. The energy challenge 

 

The global energy demand is growing at an alarming rate and, alarmingly, is expected to 

further increase by as much as an order of magnitude by 2050, while primary-energy 

demands are expected to increase by 1.5 to 3 times [24]. The increased energy demand in 

developing countries like South Africa is met by burning limited fossil fuels that emit 

pollutants and greenhouse gases. Concurrently, this concern will also lead to an increase in 

energy-related environmental problems such as stratospheric ozone depletion, acid 

precipitation and global climate change in the future [24-25]. Additionally, there is already an 

expectation that by 2030, CO2 emissions from developing countries could be more than 50% 

of the world CO2 emissions [26]. Thus, a transformation from non-renewable energy to 

renewable energy is inevitable. Currently, South Africa is struggling to deal with an energy 

crisis and that was observed by Eskom cutting power supplies for 99 days this year as a 

strategy to ease an already strained grid. Ever since then, the energy department is evaluating 

the power-generation mix which includes renewable resources as a way to combat energy 
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shortages. Not only is the energy department coming with power plans, but scientists too are 

finding means to set out a vision for hydrogen and fuel cell technologies for future 

sustainable energy systems. These technologies can improve energy supply security and 

reduce air pollutants whilst mitigating climate change. 

 

2.1.2. Need for clean energy technologies 

 

Energy lies at the heart of all countries’ core interests because it is a primary human need. 

Everyone requires energy for transportation, warming buildings, for operating machines and 

for other various operations. The department of energy in collaboration with the department 

of science and technology are investing in clean energy technologies by supporting research 

and development in coming up with clean and sustainable energy technologies to improve the 

economy and reduce dependence on foreign oil and combustion of coal. This serves as an 

approach to solve the energy challenges facing the country. At the moment hydrogen and fuel 

cell technology are very promising as part of clean energy plan. Hydrogen is an energy 

carrier and is used to store and distribute energy [27]. Fuel cell technologies can generate 

electricity efficiently from a number of fuels, including natural gas, biogas, methanol, 

propane, diesel and hydrogen. 

 

2.1.3. Forms of energy  

 

Nowadays, our lives are totally dependent on electrical energy and that can be witnessed by 

the effect that a 24 - 48 hours load shedding has on essential daily activities. This is due to the 

fact that without energy, life becomes exceedingly challenging as all advanced automated 

technological systems cease functioning, while the lights go out and the quality of hospital 

services also declines. All of the disturbances caused by power-cuts make daily activities 

very difficult and, at times, impossible.  

There are different types of power plants which are used currently around the world to 

provide energy. Those include, thermal, nuclear, hydroelectric, wind, solar and geo-thermal 

power plants. The problem is that all of these power plants are dependent on a primary fuel to 
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produce electric power. In most cases, the fuels used in power plants are coal, natural gas and 

oil, while uranium and stored water are used in nuclear and hydroelectric power plants 

respectively. Thus the hydroelectric, thermal and nuclear power plants derive energy from 

non-renewable fuels, whereas wind, solar and geo-thermal power plants are based on 

renewable sources such as the wind, the sun and hot geysers, respectively [28]. Nonetheless, 

worldwide, the present energy systems are primarily dependent on combustion of fossil fuels 

like oil, natural gas and coal [24]. These fuels are non-renewable and therefore unsustainable 

but they provide high net energy or net emergy [28]. This is due to the fact that they need 

comparatively little power and energy to be extracted from their primary industry (mines), to 

process them through secondary industry and to finally be transported to the end-users 

(tertiary industry) as illustrated in Scheme 2 below.   

 

Scheme 2: The energy value chain showing processes involved in producing energy from its 

primary source to storage and distribution as fuel or an energy carrier to end users for 

consumption. 

Hence, there is no doubt that non-renewable sources have been providing extraordinary 

economic development where they are used ever since the industrial revolution. Net energy is 

described as a difference between the energy content of a fuel and the energy required to 
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extract, process and deliver that fuel. On the other side, emergy is defined as the amount of 

available energy of one kind that is required to produce something and is used up in a 

transformation process. Therefore, net emergy is a difference between emergy of a given fuel 

and emergy of all energies used directly and indirectly for materials, goods and human 

services in extraction, processing and delivery of that fuel [4]. Therefore, in general the 

renewable energy sources have less emergy than non-renewable energy fuels, resulting in 

their carriers to have even lower net emergy [4, 28]. For that reason, renewable energy 

sources cannot support continuous economic growth and the end result will be a steady-state 

economy.  

There are several problems with present global energy systems and this will become more 

evident with time. The most frightening problem being that the reserves of fossil fuels are 

limited and research on new innovations for energy sources cannot keep up with the 

drastically increasing energy demand; thus it clearly shows that the world will soon run out of 

fossil fuels [4]. The exploitation of non-renewable energy supplies is related not only to 

global warming, but also to environmental pollutions such as deforestation, air pollution, acid 

rain and emission of radioactive substances [24].  

In developing countries the energy demand is even worse owing to rapid industrialization, 

economic development and maintaining enhanced lifestyles which consume extremely large 

amount of world’s energy sources. On the other hand, in developed countries energy 

consumption is decreasing because of transferring businesses and industries which require 

high energy to undeveloped countries [4]. This fast growing energy demand put pressure on 

finding alternative energy production sources and it also leads to high oil prices. Furthermore, 

the reserves of fossil fuels are not equally distributed across the world. For instance, oil and 

gas reserves are mostly found in the Middle East and Arabic countries which are in politically 

unstable geographic areas. Therefore this will further lead to political wars over the 

remaining available reserves [4]. It is obvious that if these issues are not addressed on time, 

then future consequences will be harsh. The only solution to these obstacles is an 

implementation of a transition to sustainable renewable energy systems. 
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Scheme 3: Representation of the present unsustainable energy system based on fossil fuels 

(a) and a future sustainable energy system based on renewable energy sources with hydrogen 

and electricity as energy carriers (b) (extracted from ref [4]). 

As illustrated in Scheme 3 the non-renewable energy sources are unsustainable in 

comparison to renewable energy sources. Renewable energy systems offer sustainability and 

recyclability of water and oxygen obtained from the environment, whereas for non-renewable 

resources fuels get used up as fossil fuel reserves are finite. Moreover, during the process of 

combustion of fossil fuels, oxygen is being taken from the environment while pollutants are 

released as by-products to the environment making the whole process unclean. Thus there is a 
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need for a transition to renewable energy sources such as solar, wind, water and biomass with 

infinite reserves to ensure sustainable global energy supply. These renewable energy sources 

can easily be converted to heat, hydrogen, electricity and biofuels in large quantities so as to 

replace fossil fuels utterly [4]. The use of renewable energy sources which are more evenly 

distributed around the world will help in reducing air pollution as well as global wars over the 

remaining fossil fuel reserves. Therefore the utilization of renewable energy systems appears 

to be a promising solution to the current energy crisis.  

Just to emphasise, the renewable energy sources are of great importance in reducing pollution 

and preserving the environment. Among the fuels used to generate electricity in power plants, 

fossil fuels are considered destructive in a sense that they emit green-house gases upon their 

combustion which poses threat to the environment as presented in Scheme 3. Moreover, 

fossil fuels will soon run out because their sources are limited [25]. These make renewable 

energy sources and fuels like solar, wind, biofuels and biomass to be in high demand. 

Nonetheless, as previously mentioned, the power efficiency from renewable sources is lower 

in comparison to that of non-renewable conventional power plants. Moreover, some of these 

renewable sources are periodic because they depend on the availability of sunlight and wind. 

Thus, fuel cells can be used to provide energy when periodic sources are not available [28]. 

 

2.2. Fuel cells 

2.2.1. Introduction  

 

Sir William Robert Groove and Prof Christian Friedrich Schoenbein were the first scientists 

to demonstrate the fuel cell in 1839; however it took more than a century for fuel cells to be 

approved as a genuine power unit [6]. Their extraordinary invention was first known as the 

gas battery which is now called the fuel cell [29]. Grove constructed a cell consisting of two 

platinum electrodes placed in two separate tubes, one filled with oxygen and other with 

hydrogen, immersed in water, while the other end of the electrode were placed in sulphuric 

acid. He realised that the cell does not produce sufficient electricity to useful work and that 

led him into connecting several sets of electrodes in series to obtain the “gas battery” [30].  

The flow of current was measured to be proportional to the increase in water level in the 

tubes and heat was produced as a by-product. However, he could not quantify the reaction 
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products and study his system in more detail due to the lack of a comprehensive theory and 

adequate equipment in the 1840s [29]. The main founder of physical chemistry, the Russian-

German Friedrich Ostwald made a significant contribution to the theoretical and experimental 

fundamentals of fuel cell reactions in the 1880s. He did not only explain how components of 

the fuel cells operate, but he further determined their kinetically- and thermodynamically-

driven interactions at the electrode-electrolyte interface in presence of a fuel. Around 1890, 

Lang, Mond and Jacques were the first to introduce the term “fuel cell”, becoming the first 

fuel-cell system builders [29-30]. 

The advantages of using fuel cells among the various renewable energy sources available are 

that they have higher efficiencies and do not produce any polluting gases during operation; so 

they are very clean [30-32]. However, at this moment key challenge impeding the world- 

wide commercialisation of fuel cells is due to the high cost of the required loadings of 

precious metal used as electrode catalyst. Other barriers include the source and infrastructure 

of hydrogen supply as well as the system complexity when it comes to management or 

control of temperature, hydration and cold climates [28]. Consequently, these problems will 

need to be addressed to make this technology competitive. South Africa has an advantage and 

a strong potential to achieve this cost reduction through development of local PGM-based 

technology.  

Table 1 presented below, shows a comparison of different generation systems [33]. It can be 

observed that among conventional systems and other distributed generation systems, fuel 

cells are the only ones with a high efficiency. The overall efficiency in fuel cells to produce 

profitable energy is almost twice that obtained by means of conventional combustion engines. 

This is because the thermal–mechanical–electric sequence with Carnot’s cycle limitations 

used in the conventional indirect technology is avoided in fuel cells [32]. Additionally, as 

they do not have mobile parts, they do not produce noise, so as a result, fuel cells offer more 

advantages such as high energy conversion efficiency, modularity, zero emission, scalability, 

quick installation as well as in giving good opportunities for cogeneration operations as 

compared to other distributed generation technologies [7, 28, 33]. 
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Table 1: Comparison of different generation systems 

 Reciprocating 

engine: diesel 

Turbine 

generator 

Photo voltaics Wind turbines Fuel cells 

Capacity 

Range (kW) 

500 - 5000  500 - 25000 1 - 1000 10 - 1000 200 - 2000 

Efficiency (%) 35 29 - 42 6 - 19 25 40 - 60 

Capital Cost 

($/kW) 

200 - 350 450 - 870 6600 1000 1500 - 3000 

O & M Cost 

($/kW) 

0.005 - 0.015 0.005 - 0.0065 0.001 - 0.004 0.01 0.0019 - 0.0153 

Data obtained from ref [33]. O & M: operation and maintenance 

 

2.2.2. Working principles of fuel cells 

 

Fuel cells are electrochemical devices that continuously and directly convert chemical energy 

into electrical energy for as long as fuels and oxidants are being supplied [7]. The only by 

products produced are pure water and heat when hydrogen is used as a fuel. The overall 

process can also be referred to as reverse water electrolysis [29]. A fuel cell is very much like 

a battery that can produce electricity while being recharged continuously. However, unlike 

internal combustion engines which develop mechanical work by the combustion of fossil fuel 

derivatives, fuel cells rely on a chemical reaction involving fuel instead of its combustion [6, 

31, 33]. 

The internal combustion engine is an affordable and effective way of generating mechanical 

work from a fuel. On the other hand, because most of these engines are powered by a 

hydrocarbon fossil fuel, their combustion emits carbon dioxide into the atmosphere 

contributing to a “greenhouse effect” which will lead to global warming [28]. The hydrogen 

fuel cell produces electricity through the electrochemical reaction of hydrogen and oxygen, 

with only water as a reaction product. Thus, they are seen as advantageous because their 

operation produces no carbon dioxide [32]. 
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A single fuel cell consists of an electrolyte sandwiched between two catalyst-coated 

electrodes (a porous anode and cathode). While there are different fuel cell types, all fuel 

cells have similar working principles [6]. During operation of a fuel cell (Scheme 4), a 

hydrogen fuel pumped in the anode compartment reacts with oxygen which is an oxidant 

supplied at the cathode compartment to produce electricity and water [29]. At the anode 

terminal, a platinum catalyst causes the hydrogen to split into positive ions and negative ions. 

The electrolyte membrane found between the electrodes permits only the positive ions to 

flow from anode to cathode side and acts as an insulator for electrons. The electrons travel 

along an external circuit to the cathode side, creating an electrical current. At the cathode, the 

positive and negative ions combine with oxygen to form pure water which flow out of the cell 

with unused gases [33]. The structure of a simplified fuel cell operation is shown in Scheme 

4. For as long as hydrogen and oxygen gas are supplied to the fuel cell, then a direct current 

can be generated. In most of the fuel cell applications, air is used instead of oxygen, since air 

is composed of about 21% oxygen [28]. Therefore, the electrochemical reactions that occur in 

the anode and cathode are as follows: 

Anode:  
� → 2
� + 2��        (7) 

Cathode: 
�

�
�� + 2
� + 2�� → 
��       (8) 

Overall reaction: 
�

�
�� + 
� → 
��       (9) 
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Scheme 4: Fuel cell operation diagram. 

 

2.2.3. Types of fuel cells 

 

The various types of fuel cells are available named and distinguished based on the operating 

temperatures and the type of the electrolyte used as summarised in Table 2. Below is the full 

discussion of the six main types of fuel cells. 

 

2.2.3.1. Alkaline Fuel Cell (AFC) 

 

The alkaline fuel cell is also known as Bacon fuel cell named after its British inventor. It uses 

an aqueous solution of potassium hydroxide (KOH) as an electrolyte and it operates at low 

temperature around 100 ºC. Furthermore, it can reach efficiency levels of 50-70% [33]. 

During its operation, the negative ions, instead of the positive ions, travel through the 

electrolyte to the cathode where they combine with hydrogen to generate water as by product. 

One of its advantages is that it gives quick start. However, its major drawbacks include being 

very sensitive towards CO2 because it takes a long time to react, consuming the alkalis in the 
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electrolyte in so doing it reduces the concentration of hydroxide ion during chemical 

reactions [30]. For that reason AFC needs a separate system to remove the CO2 from the air. 

The other disadvantage is the use of a corrosive electrolyte owing to its short life span and 

these factors limits its commercial applications. AFCs are therefore applicable in 

transportations and space shuttles. Proton ceramic fuel cells (PCFCs) and direct borohydride 

fuel cells (DBFCs) are subcategory of AFCs. 

 

2.2.3.2. Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC) 

 

Polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cell also called proton exchange membrane fuel 

cell uses a solid polymer electrolyte (Teflon-like membrane) to allow exchange of ions 

between two porous electrodes. The solid electrolyte also helps in preventing gas cross-over 

[6]. This membrane serves as an excellent proton conductor and electron insulator. It operates 

at relatively low temperatures of around 100 ºC allowing it to start quickly (less warm-up 

time) making it ideal for use in automotive vehicles and commercial applications like laptop 

computers, mobile phones and bicycles. Moreover, the PEM fuel cell delivers high power 

density and offers the advantages of low weight and volume compared to other fuel cells. The 

major disadvantages of the PEM fuel cell are its lower operating efficiency (40-45%), use of 

an expensive platinum catalyst and it is also intolerant to carbon monoxide [6, 33]. Direct 

formic acid fuel cell (DFAFC) and direct ethanol fuel cell (DEFC) come under the 

subcategory of PEMFC. 

 

2.2.3.3. Direct Methanol Fuel Cell (DMFC) 

 

The direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs) are a relatively new fuel cell type in comparison to 

others. The DMFC uses polymer electrolyte just like PEM fuel cell, but instead of using 

reformed hydrogen fuel it uses liquid alcohol such as methanol [33]. During its operation, at 

the anode side the methanol (CH3OH) dissolves in water to produce hydrogen without the use 

of an external reformer. At the cathode side, the recombination of protons and electrons from 

anode through external circuit with oxidised air take place to produce water as the by product. 

One of the main advantages of DMFC is that the anode catalyst itself draws hydrogen from 
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methanol thereby eliminating the need of a reformer reducing the overall cost. It operates in a 

very similar manner to the PEM fuel cell, however its performance is limited by the slow 

kinetics of the electrochemical oxidation of methanol at the anode and the crossover of 

methanol from anode to cathode lowers the efficiency of DMFC [34]. Since a single DMFC 

is capable of supplying 0.3-0.5 V under loaded conditions, it is mainly used to replace 

batteries for notebook computers, cameras and other portable electronic devices in the range 

of 1 W to 1 kW capacity. 

 

2.2.3.4. Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell (PAFC) 

 

The phosphoric acid fuel cell (PAFCs) utilizes liquid phosphoric acid as an electrolyte; the 

acid is contained in a Teflon-bonded silicon carbide matrix while the porous carbon electrode 

contains a platinum catalyst. The operation temperature of PAFC is around 175-200 ºC, 

almost double that of PEM fuel cell. Unlike PEMFC and AFC, it is more tolerant of 

impurities in fossil fuels (hydrocarbons) that have been reformed into hydrogen [33]. Owing 

to its high operating temperature, PAFC is more than 85% efficient when used for the co-

generation of electricity and heat but is less efficient at generating electricity alone (37%–

42%). This efficiency is only slightly more than that of combustion-based power plants, 

which typically operate at around 33% efficiency. It operates like PEM fuel where pure 

hydrogen is used as the input fuel so they have the same chemical reactions [34]. The 

drawback of PAFC is same as for PEM fuel cell; it is also expensive due to the use of high 

loadings of expensive platinum catalyst. This type of fuel cell is typically used for stationary 

power generation, but some PAFCs can be used to power large vehicles like city buses. 

 

2.2.3.5. Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell (MCFC) 

 

MCFC is a high-temperature fuel cell that uses an electrolyte composed of a molten 

carbonate salt mixture suspended in a porous, chemically inert ceramic lithium aluminium 

oxide matrix [6]. It operates at high temperatures of 600-700°C. Unlike alkaline, phosphoric 

acid and PEM fuel cells, MCFC does not require an external reformer to convert fuels such as 

natural gas and biogas to hydrogen. At the high temperatures due to its internal reforming 
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capability, it separates hydrogen from carbon monoxide fuel, while hydrogen is produced 

through the water shift reaction. Thus the resultant reaction is taken the same as PEM fuel 

cell to generate electricity. The major advantages of MCFC include high efficiency of 50-

60%, no need of precious metal catalyst and external reformer due to its high operating 

temperature [37]. The primary disadvantages of the current MCFC technology are its 

intolerance towards sulphur and slow start up [33]. It is mainly used for medium and large 

power applications. 

 

2.2.3.6. Solid Oxide Fuel cell (SOFC) 

 

The SOFCs are basically high temperature fuel cells. They utilize hard yttria stabilised 

zirconia, non-porous ceramic compounds as the electrolyte. Since SOFC is a solid state 

device, it therefore shares some properties and fabrication techniques with semiconductor 

devices [34]. During its operation oxygen O- reacts with hydrogen H+ to produce water and 

heat. SOFCs operate at very high temperatures - as high as 1000 °C. The main advantage of 

SOFCs is that they are around 50-60% efficient at converting fuel to electricity. Furthermore, 

the high-temperature operation allows them to reform fuels internally, so a separate reformer 

is not required to extract hydrogen from the fuel [30]. The system's waste heat can be 

captured, recycled and utilized to make additional electricity by co-generation operation [35]. 

Operation up to 1000 °C allows more flexibility in the choice of fuels and it exhibits 

enhanced performance in combined-cycle applications [6]. Some of its drawbacks include, 

slow start up, high cost and an intolerance to sulphur contents in the fuel cell. It is not suitable 

for larger fluctuations in load demand [33]. Therefore, just like MCFC, the SOFC is mainly 

utilized for medium and large power applications. 

 

2.2.3.7. Summary 

 

In general PEMFC, AFC and PAFC have the low operating temperature in the range of (50–

250) ºC and MCFC and SOFC have high operating temperature in the range of (650–1000) 

ºC. The summary of electrolyte type, operating conditions, applications and limitations of 

various major types of fuel cells is presented on Table 2 [28]. 
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Table 2: Types of fuel cells 

Fuel cell 

type 

Mobile 

ion 

Operating 

temperature 

(ºC) 

Limitations Applications 

AFC OH- 50 - 200 Air and fuel should be free from CO2 

to avoid carbonate formation in the 

electrolyte. Expensive catalysts are 

required. 

Used in space (Apollo 

Shuttle) 

PEMFC H+ 30 - 100 Pure hydrogen and expensive 

catalysts are required. 

Vehicles and mobile 

applications and for low 

power CHP systems. 

DMFC H+ 20 - 90 Slow methanol oxidation rate, low 

power output and fuel crossover 

problems. 

Suitable for portable 

electronics systems of low 

power, running for long 

times. 

PAFC H+ ~220 Fuel reformers needed: complex 

system and high cost. 

Large numbers of 200 kW 

CHP systems in use. 

MCFC CO3
2- ~650 Requires molten electrolyte: hot and 

corrosive mixtures of lithium, 

potassium and sodium carbonate. 

Suitable for medium-to-

large scale CHP systems, up 

to MW capacity. 

SOFC O2- 500 - 1000 Ceramic electrolyte, complex and 

expensive accessory equipment. 

Suitable for all sizes of CHP 

systems, 2 kW to multi-MW 

Data extracted from ref [28]. CHP: combined heat and power  

Research in the field of fuel cell systems has been dedicated to areas such as cell design, 

electro-catalyst materials for anode and cathode, electrodes, hydrogen production and 

storage, flow field plates and direct fuel supply systems [28]. It is crucial to investigate 

electro-catalyst materials and cell design of fuel cells so as to reduce their overall 

expense/cost. Fuel cells are more expensive than internal combustion engines and currently 

used power generators. On the other hand, there is a critical problem with obtaining the 

source of fuel (hydrogen), its storage and transportation. Therefore, research is on-going in 

finding efficient transportation networks and storage systems for hydrogen. The major 
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sources of hydrogen production are fossil fuels and water, which are described in the next 

section below. 

 

2.3. Hydrogen production methods 

 

The common major sources for hydrogen production are water and fossil fuels, other 

chemical compounds like alcohols and hydrocarbons are also used as hydrogen carriers. 

Ammonia electrolysis was introduced as a novel approach to hydrogen production, whereby 

ammonia is electrochemically cracked into hydrogen and nitrogen gas. Ammonia has more 

advantages over other chemical compounds to be used as a hydrogen carrier. As previously 

mentioned, the operation of an efficient fuel cell needs a reliable supply of a pure hydrogen 

gas as fuel. Hydrogen is abundantly available in the world, however it can only be obtained in 

the form of various compounds not as a pure hydrogen gas. Hence, the compounds which 

contain a high content of hydrogen are currently being used as hydrogen carriers and these 

include: alcohols, ammonia, water and hydrocarbons like oil, coal, gas and methane [28]. 

Fuel processing is the only way of harvesting hydrogen gas from different compounds. Below 

is a description of the most common and widely used fuel processing techniques for 

generating hydrogen gas from hydrocarbons. 

 

2.3.1. Steam Reforming 

 

Steam reforming is one of the well-known techniques for producing hydrogen gas. In a 

reformer, hydrocarbons denoted as (CnHm), undergoes the following chemical reaction 

summarised below: 

 ! 
" + � 
�� → �  � + (
"

�
+ �) 
�      (10) 

 � + 
�� →  �� + 
�        (11) 

The reaction (11) is known as the water gas shift reaction, wherein hydrogen and carbon 

dioxide are being formed from the reaction of steam mixed with hydrocarbons and carbon 

monoxide in presence of a nickel catalyst at high temperatures, normally above 500 ºC [36]. 
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The hydrocarbons which can be used in steam reforming processes include methane, 

methanol and natural gas.  

   
# +  
�� →   � + 3 
�         (12) 

 
��
 + 
�� →  �� + 3 
�        (13) 

In order to obtain clean hydrogen from this process, the reformed gas has to be purified by 

removing all gas products other than hydrogen before it can be sent for use in fuel cells. The 

disadvantage of this method is that all the reforming reactions are endothermic, that is they 

need energy to produce hydrogen gas. Additionally, hydrogen still has to be purified prior to 

its application in fuel cells [28]. Lately, with new developments, methanol can be used 

directly as a fuel in the fuel cells, thereby both reforming and electrochemical conversion of 

hydrogen to water and electrical energy is taking place. Such types of setups are referred to as 

a direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC). It should be noted that not only methanol can be used for 

fuel reforming in fuel cells, but other fossil fuels can be used as well. The general name for 

this process is known as internal reforming. 

 

2.3.2. Partial Oxidation Reforming 

 

Another way of extracting hydrogen gas from methane and other hydrocarbons is via partial 

oxidation reforming. This method does not require the use of a catalyst due to high operating 

temperatures (of 1200 to 1500 ºC) used in presence of oxygen to ensure complete conversion 

[37]. The partial oxidation reaction for the conversion of methane to hydrogen and carbon 

monoxide presented below is an exothermic process: 

 
# +
�

�
�� →  � + 2
�        (14) 

In comparison with reaction (12), it can be observed that fewer molecules of hydrogen are 

produced by the partial oxidation method than the steam reforming methods, signifying that 

the partial oxidation process is less efficient. However, the high operating temperature for 

partial oxidation allows for the easy handling of heavier petroleum fractions such as diesels 

and residual fractions. 
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2.3.3. Coal gasification 

 

Gasification is another technology commonly used for large scale conversion of complex 

hydrocarbons into various products, which are further processed to enrich the hydrogen 

fraction. This technology can use all types of carbon-based feedstock such as biomass, coal, 

petroleum residues and municipal wastes and can be used to produce a range of commodity 

products. The process of coal gasification reactions operates at high temperatures (1040-1540 

ºC) at moderate pressures (5-10 bar) [28]. Steam and oxygen are therefore used to produce 

gas products containing CO, CO2, CH4, H2, N2 and H2S in varying proportions. 

 

2.3.4. Water electrolysis 

 

Water electrolysis is a quite old technology started around two centuries back, but very 

promising technology for hydrogen production. This process has its various merits like very 

simple process with plenty of resource and is a pollution free process if renewable energy 

sources use purity of high degree. In water electrolysis water molecule passes through 

electrochemical process and they spilt into hydrogen and oxygen gases. Since electric current 

is used for the splitting of water, sometimes water electrolysis is seen as a better way of 

producing hydrogen for fuel cell applications as there is no purification step required [38]. 

Combining the process of water electrolysis and fuel cells would mean that the electricity and 

water produced from the fuel cell might be used in the electrolyser to from hydrogen and 

oxygen and this is not considered power efficient.  

At room temperature the splitting of water is very small, approximately 10 moles/litre owing 

to poor electric conductivity of pure water. In order to solve this problem, acid or base is used 

to improve the conductivity. Hence, water electrolysis technology can be sub-divided into 

three main classifications based on the electrolyte used in the electrolysis cell. The 

electrolysers available include; alkaline electrolyser, PEM electrolyser and solid oxide 

electrolyser [39-40]. In an alkaline electrolyser, a liquid electrolyte such as potassium 

hydroxide (KOH), sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and sulphuric acid (H2SO4) solutions are used 

with water. During this process the solution splits into positive and negative ions which 

readily conduct electricity in a water solution by flowing from one electrode to the other [38]. 
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On the other hand, the electrolysis process in a PEM electrolyser is carried out in acid 

ionomer environment, whereas a solid oxide electrolyser makes use of a solid oxide 

electrolyte at high temperatures [38-42]. A minimum voltage of 1.23 V, which is required to 

dissociate water to hydrogen and oxygen under normal room temperature and atmospheric 

pressure, results in a lower hydrogen gas evolution rate and low current density. Thus at 

present, the current efficiency of hydrogen production by water electrolysis is too low to be 

economically competitive. In addition, the high energy consumption is a serious problem for 

water electrolysis, as on average 4.5–5.0 kWh/m3H2 energy is needed for a conventional 

industrial electrolyser [28]. 

 

2.3.5. Efficiency of hydrogen production methods 

 

The importance of all the previously discussed hydrogen production methods is that the 

obtained hydrogen will be applied in fuel cell to generate power. Usually, the efficiency for 

hydrogen production method is described as the ratio of energy derived from hydrogen over 

the energy contained in the raw material. However, the calculation should also include other 

energies involved in combustion, i.e. cooling, electrical heating and purification steps, so as 

to obtain the actual efficiency for converting the raw material to final product (pure hydrogen 

gas) [28]. The efficiencies of the various hydrogen production methods are listed in Table 3 

using the values provided in a report by the National Research Council [28].   

 

Table 3: Hydrogen production efficiency  

Methods Efficiency (%) 

Steam methane reforming 63 

Coal gasification 64 

Water electrolysis 67 

Data obtained from ref [28].  
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Upon comparing these three hydrogen production methods, it can be observed that 

electrolysis of water seems to have a slight advantage over steam reforming and coal 

gasification. 

 

2.4. Ammonia and related chemicals as potential hydrogen carriers 

 

As previously mentioned, ammonia is a potential hydrogen carrier that can provide an in-situ 

method for the production of hydrogen. However, not only ammonia can achieve this as other 

chemicals related to ammonia may also provide an alternative energy supply. Materials such 

as hydrazine, ammonia carbonate, ammonia bicarbonate, ammonia borane, nitrogen hydrides 

and urea have the potential to be used as hydrogen carrier chemicals [2, 10]. Like hydrogen, 

ammonia, hydrazine and ammonia borane also are carbon-free, which means no COx 

emissions are expected upon their oxidation. The catalytic decomposition of ammonia and 

these nitrogen-based chemicals for their application in fuel cells towards in-situ hydrogen 

production is a promising approach to attaining higher efficiencies [2].  

Ammonia reforming has been mainly proposed for use with fuel cells for portable power 

applications [10, 36, 43-45]. It is regarded as an inexpensive largely produced inorganic fuel 

and due to its use in fertilizer production it has an extensive distribution system [36, 46]. Pure 

ammonia has an energy density of 8.9 kWh/kg, which is higher than methanol (6.2 kWh/kg), 

but less than diesel (13.2 kWh/kg) [43]. One mole of ammonia contains 1.5 mol of hydrogen 

and is equivalent to 17.8% by weight or 108 kg H2/m3 embedded in liquid ammonia at 20 °C 

and 8.6 bars. It is essential to note that this density is about 4 times higher than that of the 

most advanced storage methods in metal hydrides [48].  

Although it is toxic, unlike odourless H2, ammonia can be detected by its characteristic strong 

odour even at safe concentration levels (< 1 ppm) making leak detections simple, reducing 

some of the risk [44, 46, 49]. Additionally, ammonia has a narrower flammable range than 

hydrogen and is considered non-flammable when being transported, whereas hydrogen burns 

with an invisible flame [46, 49]. Furthermore, NH3 has a high content of H2 atoms per unit of 

volume, it is easy to transport and is considered to be less toxic in comparison to methanol 

[47, 50]. In comparison to other compounds ammonia is the best H2 carrier because unlike 

alcohols and hydrocarbons, ammonia oxidation yields no carbon and nitrogen oxides (COx 
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and NOx) containing products. So it is environmentally friendly thus compared to hydrogen it 

can be easily handled, stored and distributed as indicated in Scheme 5. 

 

 

Scheme 5: Ammonia fuel cycle, (extracted from ref [51]). 

 

2.5. Recent progress in direct ammonia fuel cells 

 

Due to the excellent properties described above, ammonia has the potential to be used 

directly as a fuel in alkaline and solid oxide fuel-cells (SOFCs) to produce steam and some 

NOx exhausts [52]. The first type of ammonia fuel cells were investigated in 1960s based on 

alkaline fuel cells (AFCs) with a typical operating temperature of 50–200 °C, using KOH as 

electrolyte [53]. It was reported that ammonia can also be used for molten hydroxide 

NaOH/KOH fuel cells at operational temperatures of 200–450 °C and when nickel was used 

as both cathode and anode material, a power density of 40 mW cm-2 at 450 °C was attained 

[54, 55]. Conversely, the durability of ammonia fuel cells operating with KOH-based 

electrolytes is an issue owing to the reaction between hydroxide electrolytes and CO2 [56]. 

 In addition to AFCs, the low temperature proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) 

using hydrogen as the fuel have been developed for various applications such as electric 
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vehicles. It was found that ammonia is not a suitable fuel for PEMFCs as it may react with 

the acidic Nafion membrane and poison the Pt/C anode catalyst [57]. However, ammonia can 

solely be used to produce hydrogen which can then be captured and be fed into PEMFCs for 

power generation [58]. 

Up to date, the best choice for direct ammonia fuel cells is to operate at high temperatures 

using solid oxide fuel cell (SOFCs) because ammonia decomposes readily at these high 

temperatures and so far it has not been reported to poison the ceramic utilised in SOFCs [46, 

58]. The ammonia based SOFCs can be divided into two categories, that is SOFC-O (oxygen 

ion conducting electrolytes) and SOFC-H (proton conducting electrolytes). SOFC-O entails 

an oxygen ion conducting electrolyte, such as samarium doped ceria (SDC) or yittria 

stabilised zirconia (YSZ) and water formation at the anode. On the other hand, SOFC-H 

entails a proton conducting ceramic electrolyte such as barium cerate and water formation at 

the cathode [46]. The earliest direct ammonia SOFC was reported by Vayenas and Farr in 

1980 based on yttria stabilised zirconia (YSZ) electrolyte and platinum electrodes for the co-

generation of electricity and nitric oxide [59-60].  

Another challenge facing the development of these fuel cells is that in order to ensure a long 

life for PEM fuel cells, ammonia levels are required to be reduced to below ppb levels 

because exposure of ammonia to the acidic PEM electrolyte may cause a huge and 

irreversible loss in performance [36]. However, for SOFC, ammonia can be fed directly to the 

fuel cell without any reforming [44-45]. Therefore, in general, the main challenge for direct 

ammonia fuel cells is the fabrication of robust anode electrocatalysts because the 

accumulation of adsorbed nitrogen species on the catalyst surface has proven to be 

problematic as they cause catalyst degradation. Another shortcoming of these cells is the 

ammonia flux through the anion exchange membrane [61]. 

 

2.6. Hydrogen production from ammonia 

 

The production of hydrogen gas has been mostly based on reforming of hydrocarbons and 

sometimes water electrolysis has been considered. As it has been mentioned, the production, 

storage and transportation problems of hydrogen has led to research of finding novel 

hydrogen storage materials like metal hydride compounds to enable quick release of 
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hydrogen [28]. Thus, in overcoming the concerns of generating hydrogen with less energy 

consumption, the use of ammonia as a hydrogen carrier towards hydrogen production via 

ammonia electrolysis should be considered. The fuel cell technology is more efficient, 

compact, quieter and reliable, if and only if, the hydrogen used is from a renewable source, as 

“hydrogen is only as clean as it is made” [27]. This will help in making the whole technology 

green, clean and better for the environment.  

 

2.6.1. Ammonia cracking 

 

Ammonia cracking is basically the thermal decomposition of ammonia into hydrogen and 

nitrogen at high temperatures (<500 ºC), thus it is an endothermic process and unlike 

ammonia synthesis, low pressures (250 atm) are preferred [44]. Ammonia cracking is 

regarded as the reverse of the synthesis reaction, where its synthesis is represented by the 

following reaction [2, 44]: 

	�(�)  +  3
�(�)  →  2	
� (�)   ∆
 =  −92.4 *+,-.�� (15) 

In contrast to steam reforming, partial oxidation and coal gasification, ammonia cracking is a 

COx free process. This advantage has motivated the indirect use of ammonia in an alkaline 

fuel cell. The research on ammonia cracking started when synthesis of ammonia was 

extensively investigated and then with the information developed on ammonia synthesis, 

various catalysts were also fabricated and tested for ammonia cracking [28, 44]. The catalysts 

tested for this reaction are metals, alloys and compounds of noble metals. In recent decades, 

Ni and Ru based catalysts supported on an activated carbon or porous alumina has been 

widely studied [36, 44].  

 

2.6.2. Ammonia electrolysis 

 

A lot can be done with application of ammonia oxidation for hydrogen production. The 

ammonia electrolysis process where ammonia is broken electrochemically into hydrogen and 

nitrogen can be made green and more sustainable. The vital goal of this process is presented 

in Scheme 6 where ammonia-waste can be pumped into an ammonia electrolyser that 
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operates with renewable energy sources towards hydrogen and clean water production [10, 

28]. The ammonia used here can be obtained from waste, making it compatible with 

renewable energy sources. Indeed, this technology can be used as a breakthrough to the 

hydrogen storage and transportation challenges. 

 

Scheme 6:  Diagram showing how an ammonia electrolyser operating with renewable energy 

can produce hydrogen and clean water from livestock and industrial ammonia waste, 

(extracted from ref [28]). 

 

2.6.3. Comparison of ammonia cracking and ammonia electrolysis 

 

Both approaches discussed in the above section are used to break down ammonia into 

hydrogen and nitrogen, so their thermodynamic efficiencies are the same. Thermodynamic 

efficiencies were determined by calculating the ratio of the lower heating value of H2 (242.7 

kJ mol-1) over the sum of ammonia lower heating value (320.1 kJ mol-1) and either thermal 

energy (NH3 cracking) or the electrical energy (NH3 electrolysis) [28]. The efficiency of 

more than 100% in theoretical terms for these two technologies under various conditions, 

presented in Table 4, because the energy to produce ammonia has not been included in the 
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calculation. One of the advantages of ammonia electrolysis over thermal cracking is that 

ammonia electrolysis allows the direct conversion of ammonia from waste to hydrogen, 

whereas thermal cracking of ammonia needs pure ammonia [28]. It therefore means that for 

ammonia cracking the energy required to make NH3 should be taken into consideration. Other 

than its poor conversion efficiency, ammonia cracking it requires a complex system. While 

ammonia electrolysis just uses renewable energy and is a less complex system. 

 

Table 4: Efficiency data for ammonia cracking and electrolysis 

Methods  Conditions  Efficiency (%) 

Ammonia cracking and ammonia 

electrolysis 

Thermodynamic at standard 

conditions 

112.1  

Ammonia cracking Pure ammonia (exclude energy) 102.1  

Ammonia electrolysis Glass cell, one compartment with 1 

M NH3. 

80  

Single cell electrolyser (with 

separator), 1 M NH3. 

104.5  

9-cell stack, 1 M NH3. 98.2  

Low concentration electrolyser (20 

mM NH3): glass cell, one 

compartment. 

95.1  

Data obtained from ref [28]. 

 

2.7. The thermodynamics of the electro-oxidation of ammonia for hydrogen 

production  

 

The electrolysis of ammonia is a new approach for hydrogen production recently 

proposed by Botte et al. [62]. It involves the use of an ammonia solution (NH4OH) 

containing and potassium hydroxide. In a typical ammonia electro-oxidation reaction, 

electrolyte composition consists of 1 M NH4OH in 5 M KOH [28]. Ammonia gets 
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oxidised in an alkaline medium to form nitrogen gas at the anode electrode, while on the 

cathode side of the electrolytic cell, water is reduced to hydrogen gas [63]. Hence, the 

overall ammonia electrolysis reaction for the cell involves dissociation of ammonia into 

hydrogen and nitrogen. The reactions at each electrode side and overall reaction are 

presented below [10, 63, 64]: 

Anode reaction: 

2	
� + 6�
� → 	� + 6
�� + 6��       (16) 

      

01 = −0.77 4 �5. 6
0 

Cathode reaction: 

2
�� + 2�� → 
� + 2�
�         (17) 

01 = −0.829 4 �5. 6
0 

 

Overall reaction: 

2	
� → 	� + 3
�            (18) 

01 = −0.059 4  

 

The processes which occur in an ammonia electrolytic cell are illustrated below in Scheme 7. 

In comparing ammonia with water electrolysis methods, thermodynamically there is a 

significant difference in potential between 0.059 V and 1.23 V of cell voltage for ammonia 

and water electrolysis, respectively [63]. Based on these thermodynamic cell voltages, 

theoretically the energy required to produce a gram of H2 is 1.55 Wh for NH3 and 33 Wh for 

H2O electrolysis (assuming that there are not kinetics limitations for the reaction to take place 

at the thermodynamics conditions) [10, 63]. Therefore, the thermodynamic values favour the 

production of hydrogen coupled to the oxidation of ammonia over hydrogen production by 

water electrolysis [65]. Even though ammonia electrolysis is thermodynamically favourable, 

the reaction kinetics is slow [46]. The energy consumption and efficiency for different 
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ammonia electrolysis systems varies with different catalysts, support materials and 

electrolytic cell configurations. This are listed in Table 4. Furthermore, the cost and energy 

expenditure of H2 production from ammonia electrolysis is almost 87% cheaper and 95% less 

energy consuming than water electrolysis [28]. The other advantages of this process is its 

ease of integration with renewable energy (electricity) sources (e.g., wind and solar energy) 

as well as its ability to provide hydrogen production on demand, thus minimising the need for 

hydrogen storage [10]. This alone shows the importance of ammonia electrolysis and its 

promising impact in the present hydrogen economy.  

 

 

Scheme 7: Diagram of ammonia electrolysis with anode and cathode electrodes reactions 

producing nitrogen and hydrogen gas respectively, (obtained from ref [28]).  

 

2.8. The ammonia electro-oxidation reaction mechanisms  

 

The electrolysis of ammonia has evolved in recent years with an objective to clean 

wastewater. The electro-oxidation of ammonia is now seen as one of the best ways for 
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optimising H2 production. There are two different reaction mechanisms which have been 

proposed for the electrochemical oxidation of ammonia in alkaline media, one by Oswin and 

Salomon (1963) [66] and one by Gerischer and Mauerer (1970) [63, 67]. Therefore, in this 

section, the mechanism of ammonia electro-oxidation is briefly discussed with particular 

attention drawn to latest findings on the active intermediates and poisonous species, which are 

highly significant for the fundamental understanding of the principles of enhancing the 

electrocatalyst performance. Below are the reaction steps proposed by Oswin and Salomon, in 

1963, for the oxidation of ammonia [63]: 

	
� + 9 → 9	
�          (19) 

9	
� + �
� → 9	
� + 
�� + ��       (20) 

9	
� + �
� → 9	
 + 
�� + ��       (21) 

9	
 + �
� → 9	 + 
�� + ��        (22) 

9	 + 9	 → 9�	�          (23) 

9�	� → 	� + 29          (24) 

Where, M represents the catalyst material as the electrochemical reactions takes place on the 

catalyst surface. 

Then in 1970, Gerischer and Mauerer proposed a reaction mechanism for the ammonia 

electro-oxidation with inclusion of extra reaction steps to those suggested by Oswin and 

Salomon [63]: 

	
� + 9 → 9	
�          (19) 

9	
� + �
� → 9	
� + 
�� + ��       (20) 

9	
� + �
� → 9	
 + 
�� + ��       (21) 

9	
 + �
� → 9	 + 
�� + ��        (22) 

9	 + 9	 → 9�	�          (23) 

9	
� + 9	
� → 9�	�
(���)        (25) 
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9�	�
(���) + (� + �)�
� → 9�	� + (� + �)
�� + (� + �)��   (26) 

9�	� → 	� + 29          (24)  

The steps in the Gerischer and Mauerer reaction mechanism follow the same reactions listed 

by Oswin and Salomon except for those shown in reactions (25) and (26). Based on the 

Gerischer and Mauerer mechanism, there are additional re-actions and intermediates formed 

during the electrochemical oxidation of ammonia [63]. The secondary reactions involve other 

intermediates such as NHx and NHy (x and y = 1 or 2). These NHx and NHy intermediate 

molecules can combine to form N2H2, N2H3 and N2H4 molecules reaction (25), which 

eventually reacts with OH– ions to form adsorbed N2 and water molecules reaction (26).  

Molecular modelling of the reactions steps gives information on the structural changes for 

each molecule with the catalyst surface. Furthermore, the reaction rates of the various 

reaction steps involved in both mechanisms can be calculated from molecular modelling [63]. 

Therefore, a thorough understanding of different steps mentioned in the mechanism is 

mandatory when it comes to the development of a highly efficient electrocatalyst for 

ammonia oxidation. 

The same mechanism of Gerischer and Mauerer can also be represented as follows [28]: 

	
�   (��) →  	
�,���        (1) 

	
�,��� +  �
�  → 	
�,���  +  
�� +  ��      (27) 

	
�,��� +  �
� →  	
���  +  
�� +  ��       (28) 

	
�,���  +  	
�,���  →  	�
���,���       (29) 

	
�,���  + (� + �)�
� →  	� + (� + �)
��  + (� + �)��    (30) 

	
��� +  �
�  →  	���  +  
�� +  ��      (31)  

	��� + 	��� →  	�,���        (32) 

	�,��� →  	�(��)          (33)  

Where x, y = 1 or 2.         
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2.9. Technological problems encountered during hydrogen production from 

ammonia 

 

Various catalysts have been interrogated for improving the sluggish kinetics of the ammonia 

electro-oxidation reaction. Even though significant current densities are obtained on a 

platinum electrode surface, this electrode process is far less reversible owing to high anodic 

overpotentials compared to hydrogen oxidation [66, 67]. Moreover, the Pt catalyst, which is 

the best electrocatalyst for this reaction, gets easily deactivated at high current densities as it 

is susceptible to poisoning by the nitrogen adsorbate (Nads) intermediates [68-70]. 

Consequently, hydrogen production from ammonia electrolysis needs the development of 

better catalysts for electro-oxidation of ammonia. In previous years, substantial efforts have 

been dedicated to testing several metals and alloys as potential catalysts. One of the studies 

was based on the use of bulk platinum and bulk iridium electrodes as electrocatalysts toward 

ammonia oxidation and their findings showed that these metals have best catalytic activity 

compared to noble and coinage metals [70, 71]. The only problem encountered was that the 

observed current densities for these catalysts were very low - less than 1 mA cm-2. It was also 

proven that metal alloys, metal oxides and bimetallic electrocatalysts exhibit higher activity 

toward ammonia oxidation in comparison to monometallic catalysts. In this case the 

investigated alloys and oxides include, among others, Ag-Pb [71] alloys and Ru oxides [72], 

but this was only observed at very high overpotentials. Independent findings [11] have 

supported the fact that the Pt catalysts structure plays a vital role on the kinetics of ammonia 

electro-oxidation and have reported low overpotentials exclusively for Pt (100). However, the 

electro-oxidation of ammonia is strongly inhibited with Pt (111) and Pt (110) catalysts 

surfaces [11, 12, 73-79]. Furthermore, in a separate study, various bimetallic Pt-Me 

electrocatalysts (where Me is other PGMs e.g. Ir, Rh, Pd and Ru) and preferentially oriented 

Pt (100) nanoparticles were screened for ammonia oxidation [12]. The authors concluded that 

among all the bimetallic NPs tested, only Pt75Ir25 and Pt75Rh25 nanoalloys show an improved 

oxidation current density at the low potential range with respect to the activity found for pure 

Pt nanoparticles prepared by the same method. In addition, they reported that the Pt (100) 

preferentially oriented NPs exhibit higher current densities than polycrystalline Pt NPs owing 

to the structural sensitivity of ammonia oxidation towards the presence of surface sites with 

square symmetry [12]. 
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The importance of using PGMs based multi-shell or core-shell, or even alloy electrocatalysts 

with cheaper base metals is to reduce the high cost of fuel cells by reducing the amount of Pt 

loading of the catalyst. Most of these experiments were carried out using bimetallic, bulk 

metal or metal oxide electrodes with high precious metal loading. In this study, the use of 

novel mixed and multi-shell PGMs-based electrocatalysts towards hydrogen production from 

ammonia electro-oxidation reaction will be investigated. Multi-shell nanoparticles will be 

constructed in such a way that the catalyst atoms are located on the shell region, while the 

core can be constituted by a cheap, catalytically inactive metal in order to develop efficient 

and economically viable electrocatalysts with low Pt- loading. This structure has the 

advantage in catalytic activity because the shell provides strongly catalytic sites and the 

synergistic effects also play a role. Thus, the core element does not play a significant role 

except for the shell growth and it also gives an electronic effect (a ligand effect) on the shell 

element because the surface atoms of the shell are coordinated to the core in their catalytic 

reactions [80]. 

 

2.10.  Principles of electrocatalysis 

 

Electrocatalysis is a distinct field in electrochemistry that has gained a special growth after 

the late eighties due to the application of new hybrid techniques [81]. Recently, the 

application of new concepts of electrocatalysis for industrial electrochemical processes has 

attracted a significant amount of attention for chemists and engineers. Electrocatalysis can be 

described as an electrochemical reaction with an adsorbed species, either as reactant and/or 

product, which can change the kinetics of the reaction and in some cases also the mechanism, 

selectively at electrode surfaces in electrochemical cells using materials exhibiting high 

catalytic activity towards the electrode processes [82]. Accordingly, electrocatalysts are a 

specific form of catalyst (substances that accelerate the rate of a chemical reaction without 

being transformed or consumed by the reaction) that functions at an electrode surface or it 

may be the electrode surface itself. So they act directly at the electrode/electrolyte interfaces 

to assist in transferring electrons between the electrode and reactants [83]. An electrocatalyst 

can be heterogeneous like platinum surface or nanoparticles, or homogeneous like enzyme or 

a coordination complex [83].  
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Desirable electrocatalysts exhibit good corrosion stability over extended periods, good 

electrical conductivity, so as to minimise resistance loss and must be of low cost, while the 

activity, selectivity, yield and efficiency of electrochemical reactions are maximized. 

Nonetheless, it should be noted that the structure and performance of the electrocatalysts 

depend strongly on the preparation method [84]. Pt-catalysts, owing to its relatively high 

catalytic activity, it is the most commonly studied electrocatalyst. Moreover, it is used as the 

main component of a number of binary and ternary nanoalloys for ammonia electro-oxidation 

reaction. The sluggish reaction kinetics of ammonia electro-oxidation needs high Pt loading 

in the electrocatalysts in order to achieve acceptable reaction rates. However, because of its 

high cost and limited resources in some other parts of the world, Pt cannot be used for 

widespread applications [85]. 

 

2.11. A variety of electrocatalysts for ammonia electro-oxidation 

 

The primary purpose of using Pt-based core-shell, mixtures or even alloy nanocatalysts with 

cheaper base metals is to reduce the high costs of fuel cells [86]. Most importantly, when it 

comes to Pt-based alloys and core-shells, a very thin layer of Pt to form a shell can also help 

to reduce cost. The research is not only focusing on the low cost of Pt-based mixture, alloy 

and core-shell nanoparticles, but the increased catalytic activity, reliability, stability and 

durability are part of a package of benefits which comes with these materials [86]. Thus, 

these types of catalysts are promising to be a breakthrough in the hindered large-scale 

commercialization of direct ammonia fuel cells. 

The demand for researchers to come up with new electrocatalysts which have similar or even 

higher catalytic activity than Pt, has been posed by avoiding the dependence of Pt metal 

catalysts in fuel cells.  Since the properties of the catalyst surface are closely associated with 

the catalytic activities, catalyst surface modification with another component or changing the 

morphology could enable the controlled tuning of the catalytic properties. In light of that, a 

detailed description of the recent developments made towards improving ammonia 

electrolysis exclusively in anode electrode catalysts during the past few years are discussed in 

the following sub-sections.   
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These advances for ammonia electro-oxidation  can be summarised as follows: firstly, the 

alloying of Pt with other cheaper metals that have a potential synergistic effect with Pt 

including other PGMs such as Ir, Ru and Rh; secondly, enhancing the mass activity of the Pt-

based electrocatalysts by increasing the electrochemically active sites and/or controlling the 

surface structure of the electrocatalysts (shape, preferential orientation, morphology, etc.); 

thirdly, developing well-performing Pt-free electrocatalysts; and lastly, exploring appropriate 

support strategies which have a positive effect on improving the performance of the 

electrocatalysts [15]. An overview of the performance of the typical varieties of 

electrocatalysts used for ammonia electro-oxidation is given below: 

 

2.11.1. Pure metal electrocatalysts 

 

Even though Pt is expensive, it is still the most active metal catalyst used for enhancing the 

reaction rate of the ammonia electro-oxidation. Katan and Galiotto [67] explored the electro-

oxidation of ammonia on a Pt black electrode, which was fabricated by spreading precipitated 

Pt black on sintered Ni plates in  a solution of 3 M ammonia + 6.9 M KOH at 23 ºC. Their 

study gave an average current efficiency of 99.7±1.8% for N2 production at current densities 

from 10 to 100 mA cm2.  

In other similar studies, electrocatalysts in which the noble metal is deposited on an inactive 

base substrate (e.g., Ni, Ti and carbon-based materials) were reported [87, 88]. For instance,  

the cyclic voltammetric studies on a RANEY Ni supported Pt in 1 M NH3 + 1 M KOH 

solution showed a well-defined peak around 0.2 V (vs. Hg/HgO), confirming the activity of 

the electrocatalyst for ammonia electro-oxidation [89]. The electrochemical activity of 

Pt/RANEY Ni towards ammonia electro-oxidation was similar to that witnessed for a pure Pt, 

although it seemed to exhibit a much higher oxidation current density.  

In many cases, Pt was able to support the electro-oxidation of ammonia at a reasonable rate. 

However, in addition to Pt, many other metals have been investigated for this reaction. De 

Vooys and co-workers carried out a detailed study on the electrocatalytic oxidation of 

ammonia in alkaline media focusing on a range of polycrystalline transition metal (Pt, Pd, 

Ru, Rh and Ir) and coinage metal (Cu, Ag and Au) electrodes using a combination of cyclic 
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voltammetry and online electrochemical mass spectrometry (DEMS) [69]. The authors 

discovered that the activity of the electrode towards the selective oxidation to N2 was related 

directly to the type of the species at the surface, i.e. the electrode was active if NHads or NH2, 

ads was present and deactivated in the presence of Nads. This was in agreement with the 

Gerischer-Mauerer mechanism. The potential at which NHads or Nads was formed was metal 

dependent. The observed trend in the strength of adsorption of Nads was Ru > Rh > Pd > Ir > 

Pt>>Au, Ag, Cu. The Sabatier principle [90] was employed to describe the relationship 

between the activities of different metals for the selective oxidation of ammonia to N2. 

Coinage metals such as Cu, Ag and Au, have a low affinity for Nads and are inactive in the 

selective oxidation to N2 since the active intermediates (partially dehydrogenated ammonia 

species NH2,ads or NHads) are not formed. However, in the case of PGMs such as Ru, Rh and 

Pd with a high Nads binding energy, ammonia is dehydrogenated at much lower potentials 

compared to Pt and Ir, leading to the formation of surface poisonous Nads at much lower 

potentials than on Pt and Ir. Hence, Ru, Rh and Pd show little activity for ammonia electro-

oxidation. Only Pt and Ir have been proven to have a good dehydrogenation capacity with a 

sufficiently low affinity for the formation of Nads, leading to a steady-state production of the 

active intermediates needed to produce N2. Endo et al. [91] reported a cyclic voltammetry 

study, wherein the main oxidation peak on Ir was observed at a lower potential than on Pt, 

showing that Ir probably had a lower overpotential for ammonia electro-oxidation than Pt. 

However, the peak current density on Ir was much lower than that on Pt. 

 

2.11.2. Platinum (Pt) based binary or ternary electrocatalysts 

 

The importance of ammonia oxidation has led to numerous investigations about metal 

catalysts like heterometallic nanoparticles. Heterometallic nanoparticles are emerging as an 

important type of catalyst. Bimetallic NPs with alloyed and core-shell structures are said to 

have higher catalytic activities than their monometallic counterparts due to the synergistic 

effects acting between the two metals [80]. In addition, synergistic catalysis of trimetallic and 

multimetallic NPs has also attracted considerable attention in recent years. Therefore, 

advances have been made to enhance the catalytic activity of pure Pt by fabricating Pt-based 

binary and ternary (reduced Pt loading) catalysts. 
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In general, developing Pt-based alloys causes a series of effects, like  the surface segregation 

of one element [92], geometric change (decrease of the Pt–Pt bond distance) [93] and a 

change in electronic structure of Pt (increase of Pt d-electron vacancies) [94] , which might 

contribute to the enhanced electrocatalytic activity of Pt. Some of platinum group metals such 

as Ir and Ru are so far the most studied elements for alloying to Pt, even though their results 

concerning their effect on enhancing the electrocatalyst performance are controversial. It has 

been reported that the controversy for their alloying effect on the catalytic activity can be 

credited to the modifications in electrochemical test conditions and preparation methods [15].  

The application of binary alloys for enhancing the electro-oxidation of ammonia was also 

described by Mishima et al. [95] who studied the electrochemical oxidation of ammonia in 

KOH solutions on a Pt and Ir black electrodes, with a mixture of both and a Pt–Ir alloy 

prepared by an electrodeposition method. The authors reported that both the mixture of Pt 

and Ir black powders and the electrodeposited Pt–Ir alloy displayed superior activity than that 

of Pt black or Ir black based on ammonia oxidation currents at E = +0.6 V (vs. RHE). In a 

similar study, Moran et al. [96] also proposed the application of Pt–Ir for ammonia electro-

oxidation, also obtained by an electrodeposition method. The DEMS analysis results 

indicated that N2 was the major product during ammonia electro-oxidation for both Pt and Pt–

Ir at lower potentials. However, the yield of N2 was higher for the Pt–Ir alloy, while lower 

poisoning levels of the surface with increasing ammonia concentration was also observed. In 

contrast, the onset potential for ammonia oxidation at Pt–Ir was slightly shifted to a more 

positive potential (ca. 0.05 V) compared to pure Pt.  

Recently, Endo et al. [70] fabricated various :;���9� (M = Ir, Ru or Ni) bimetallic alloys on 

a glassy carbon (GC) substrate by a thermal decomposition method and interrogated their 

electrocatalytic activities for ammonia oxidation in presence of KOH. The authors found that 

the saturated current density at a low oxidation potential was higher on :;���<= (� ≤ 0.8) or 

:;����?� (� ≤ 0.4) than that on Pt, signifying a positive synergy of Ir and Ru with Pt in the 

ammonia electro-oxidation. Therefore Ir or Ru was able to dehydrogenate ammonia at a 

lower potential than Pt, contributing to the enhanced electrocatalytic activity for ammonia 

oxidation when alloyed with Pt, whereas alloying of Ni with Pt lowered the current density of 

Pt with � in :;���	@� (0.2 ≤ � ≤ 0.7) and did not lower the onset potential of ammonia 

electro-oxidation. In another interrelated study [91], it was reported that both :;1.A ?1.�� and 

:;1.BC ?1.�� alloys showed an electrocatalytic activity inferior to Pt. Therefore, according to 
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authors, alloying of Pt with Cu and Ni will lead to a decrease in the electrocatalytic activity 

for ammonia oxidation. 

Bonnin and co-workers [97] conducted a similar study where a comparison between cyclic 

voltammetry and galvanostatic performance of various electrodes such as Pt-Ir, Pt-Rh, Pt-Ir-

Rh and Pt was investigated for the electro-oxidation of ammonia at low concentrations. 

According to their results it was found that Pt-Ir-Rh showed the lowest onset potential, even 

though the peak current was highest for pure Pt. Furthermore, the Pt-Ir –Rh electrode 

exhibited the highest current density coupled with the lowest voltage for all tested currents 

during the galvanostatic experiments. The authors concluded that Pt-Ir-Rh and Pt-Ir 

supported on carbon fiber substrates were the most promising electrodes for ammonia 

electrolysis at low concentrations [97]. 

It is worth noting that the effect of alloying elements to Pt is strongly dependent on the 

electrochemical test conditions. Thus, in general, based on the review of literature data, it 

appears that the electrochemical tests based on the galvanostatic or potentiostatic 

measurements usually come to the conclusion that alloying of Pt with e.g. Ru or Ir has a 

positive effect on improving the activity whereas the cyclic voltammetry studies often lead to 

a contrary conclusion [15]. For instance, Vidal-Iglesias et al. [12] reported a negative effect 

for alloying Pt with other metals by using cyclic voltammetry measurements. The ammonia 

electro-oxidation on different Pt–M (M = Ir, Rh, Pd and Ru) binary nanoparticles was 

investigated. Their findings revealed that the incorporation of a second metal such as Ir, Pd, 

Rh and Ru, caused a significant loss on the peak current density (i.e. maximum activity) for 

ammonia electro-oxidation. According to the authors this significant drop in current density 

was attributed to a decrease of the density of Pt (100) surface sites that are particularly active 

for ammonia electro-oxidation. For the nanoparticles containing Ir or Rh with high Pt 

loadings (e.g., Pt75Ir25 and Pt75Rh25), the onset potential of the ammonia electro-oxidation 

process shifted towards less positive potentials producing higher current densities than pure 

Pt nanoparticles [12]. The authors then concluded that the use of these binary nanoalloys did 

not significantly improve the activity of pure Pt, emphasising that the alloying of Pt with Ir or 

Ru enhanced the ammonia electro-oxidation only in the low oxidation potential region. 

Consequently, when Pt alloys are used, caution should be paid to the operating conditions 

(e.g., working mode and electrode potential). 
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2.11.3. Platinum (Pt) free electrocatalysts 

 

The fabrication of Pt-free electrocatalysts is another way of significantly reducing 

electrocatalysts cost. These non-Pt electrocatalysts include mostly metal oxides such as 

Ni/Ni(OH)2, IrO2 and RuO2 and boron-doped diamond (BDD). The problem with these 

materials is that, in contrast to the amount of information available for Pt and Pt-based alloys, 

little is known about the mechanism of ammonia electro-oxidation on the surface of these 

catalysts [98]. In comparison to ammonia electro-oxidation on Pt-based anode materials, 

ammonia electro-oxidation on metal oxides and BDD usually occur at a high overpotential, 

leading to a low current efficiency. Furthermore, on a Pt-based electrocatalyst ammonia can 

be selectively oxidised to N2 in the potential window where Pt is without adsorbed oxygen. 

Conversely, that is not the case for the majority of metal oxides and BDD electrodes as 

oxygenated nitrogen species (e.g., NO, N2O, nitrite and nitrate), apart from N2 have also been 

found during ammonia oxidation [15]. However, it is should be taken into consideration that 

in many applications, such as the remediation of ammonia-contaminated wastewaters and 

ammonia-based fuel cells, the preferred ammonia oxidation product is elemental nitrogen, 

rather than further oxidation products. Therefore, it is highly advisable to develop non-Pt 

electrocatalysts and electrolytic conditions which display maximum chemical and current 

efficiency towards electrochemical decomposition of ammonia to environmentally friendly 

nitrogen gas. 

In a study conducted by Ge and Johnson, [99] they investigated ammonia oxidation in an 

alkaline solution at the surface of Ag-Pb eutectic alloy electrodes (2.4 wt% Ag), the anodic 

responses were observed at very high overpotentials compared to Pt-based electrodes. At a 

pH of < 8, the anodic signal faded due to the protonation of NH3 to form NH4
+. It was 

reported that protonation of NH3 prevents adsorption of the NH3 at Ag sites as the expected in 

the first step of ammonia electro-oxidation. According to their findings, authors concluded 

that NO3
- was the final product in the electrolysis of ammonia, which is also different to the 

product observed in the case of Pt-based electrocatalysts. 

In view of the electrochemical removal of ammonia from environmental wastewater, metal 

oxides such as IrO2 and RuO2 are used as dimensionally stable anodes (DSA) owing to their 

metal-like properties [100, 101]. Donten et al. [102] studied the electro-oxidation of ammonia 
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in a Na2SO4 solution at the surface of Ti/TiO2/RuO2 electrode. The ammonia oxidation 

response was identified as a well-defined anodic peak at 0.8 V (vs. SCE), with the major 

product formed being elementary nitrogen, while nitrate was formed as a minor product. 

Additionally, the pH optimisation study carried out indicated that the height of the anodic 

voltammetric peak of ammonia was found to be linearly dependent on the ammonia 

concentration in a millimolar range. In a similar study by Kim et al. [108] the effects of pH, 

the supporting electrolyte type and chloride ion on the decomposition rate of ammonia into 

N2 and the by products produced in presence of the IrO2 electrocatalyst, was investigated. It 

was found that in the basic solution, ammonia was oxidised mainly to N2 with some small 

yield of nitrate and nitrite ions as by products through a direct electrolytic reaction in addition 

to adsorption at the electrode where the oxygen evolution rarely occurred. On the other hand, 

in neutral and acidic solutions, the ammonium ion was partly oxidised to N2 by the OH 

radicals generated at the oxide surface under the oxygen evolution condition through an 

indirect electrode reaction. However, the decomposition rate in the neutral and acidic media 

was much lower than that in the basic condition. In contrast, the chloride ion coexisting with 

ammonia resulted in an increase in the decomposition yield of the ammonia by the active 

hypochlorite ion generated at the electrode. The conversion yields of ammonia to N2 ranged 

from 6.8 % to 62.5% depending on the solution conditions. Hence, they concluded that the 

electrochemical decomposition path and products of the ammonia are strongly dependant on 

the conditions of the ammonia solution [103]. 

In a subsequent study, the same authors (Kim et al.) [104] improved the performance of the 

IrO2 anodes for ammonia electrolysis by using a continuous multi-cell-stacked electrolyser 

consisting of an ion exchange membrane with a self-pH-adjustment function. The obtained 

current efficiency for the decomposition of ammonia to N2 at a pH of 7 and a pH 13 was 32% 

and 52% respectively. When the concentration of ammonia was reduced in the effluent from 

successive cells, the overall current efficiency was stated to be 76% with a decreasing current 

efficiency from cell to cell.  
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2.12. Factors affecting the performance of the electrocatalysts 

 

The nature of the electrocatalysts and the operating conditions affects the performance of the 

electrocatalysts significantly. The design of the electrocatalysts towards ammonia electro-

oxidation is all about creating a surface that balances the stabilization of active intermediates 

and the fast desorption of the oxidation products, whist simultaneously decreasing the 

activation energy of reactions [15]. Moreover, the performance of the electrocatalyst can be 

categorised by a series of parameters including (1) mass activity (MA, activity mass-1): 

current density normalized by the mass of the electrocatalyst as measured at a specific 

potential, (2) specific activity (SA, activity area-1): current density normalized by the 

electrochemically active surface area (ECSA) of the electrocatalyst, (3) specific, 

electrochemically active surface area (SSA, area mass-1): ECSA normalized by the mass of 

the electrocatalyst and (4) durability: the ability of the electrocatalyst to resist permanent 

change in performance over time [15]. According to the above definitions, the MA, which is 

the most important parameter, can be generally expressed as follows: 

MA = SSA × SA          (34) 

 

 

Scheme 8: Approaches for enhancing the mass activity (MA) of the electrocatalysts for 

ammonia electro-oxidation, (obtained from ref [15]). 

As can be seen in equation (34), the electrochemically active surface area of the 

electrocatalysts can be enhanced by increasing MA (and thus the Pt loading can be lowered) 

while increasing the SSA of the catalysts. This can be easily accomplished by reducing the 
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particle size so as to increase the surface to volume ratio and thus increasing catalytically 

active sites per mass. 

In addition to improving the SSA, SA can also be enhanced to increase the MA of the 

electrocatalysts. This can be attained by a variety of strategies, like alloying, controlling the 

surface structure, morphology and preferential orientation [15]. Thus in this subsection, a 

brief report on the highlights of the previous work where the authors investigated the effect 

that preferential orientation, morphology, support materials and electrochemical test 

conditions have on the performance of the electrocatalysts is discussed. This section is very 

important as it gives an insight into the optimisation of the electrocatalyst performance. 

 

2.12.1. Preferential orientation effect 

 

Pt and Pt-based materials are still considered to be the most effective electrocatalysts for 

ammonia electro-oxidation. However, the electro-oxidation of ammonia has been found to be 

highly structure sensitive. Hence, various crystal surfaces of Pt can display very different 

electronic structures and atomic arrangements, [105, 106] leading to unique reactivity 

towards ammonia electro-oxidation.  

Vidal-Iglesias et al., [107] were the first to report on the effect that Pt surface structure have 

on ammonia electro-oxidation in basic media. This was investigated by carrying out the study 

of electro-oxidation of ammonia on a series of single crystal Pt electrodes. The results 

obtained proved that the ammonia electro-oxidation is extremely sensitive to both the domain 

size and type of site. Thus the reaction takes place exclusively on (100) sites [77, 107, 108]. 

In their subsequent study, they used stepped surfaces containing (100) terraces and (111) 

monoatomic steps and it was found that the electro-oxidation of ammonia was also dependent 

on the width of the (100) domains [77]. The authors concluded there is a possibility that the 

geometry of the surface may affect various stabilities of the formed reaction intermediates. 

In an effort to explain the observed difference in activity between Pt (111) and Pt (100) 

surfaces, Rosca and Koper [75] carried out the electro-oxidation of ammonia on Pt (111) and 

Pt (100) using voltammetry, chronoamperometry and in situ infrared spectroscopy 

measurements. It was found that the catalytic difference is due to differences in their ability 
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to stabilize the adsorbed intermediates (NH2 fragment) on the surface. Hence it was proposed 

that the high activity of Pt (100) could be ascribed to the ability of the Pt (100) surface to 

stabilize the adsorbed NH2 intermediate on the Pt surface. In a similar study, Solla-Gull´on et 

al. [76, 109] also emphasised the importance of controlling the surface structure of both bulk 

electrodes and nanoparticles. They compared the catalytic activity of preferentially oriented 

Pt (100) nanoparticles with polycrystalline Pt nanoparticles on ammonia electro-oxidation.  

 

2.12.2. Morphological effect 

 

In addition to the preferred orientation effect, recent work showed that controlling the shape 

of Pt-based electrocatalysts to more complex morphologies (e.g., dendritic-like morphology) 

is another strategy to improving Pt activity (i.e., MA) towards ammonia electro-oxidation 

[110-112]. It was reported that by just increasing the deposition current density during the 

electrodeposition process, the morphology of the deposited Pt particles changed from smooth 

spherical particles to 3D flower-like and sheet-like particles [111]. The morphological change 

of the Pt particles was attributed to the change of the diffusion control degree during 

electrodeposition. The MA of the flower- and sheet-like Pt particles was found to be about 3 

times higher than the smooth spherical Pt particles. Further analysis on the critical role of the 

morphological effect in the observed improvement of SA also confirmed that the presence of 

an open dendritic morphology in the surface of these Pt particles, results in enhanced 

catalytic performance owing to the high accessibility of guest species and the rich corner 

atoms of their surface [112, 113]. 

 

2.12.3. Electrocatalyst supports 

 

In electrocatalysis, catalysts are usually dispersed on an appropriate support. The support 

material helps in improving the catalytic activity and durability of the electrocatalyst through 

the enhancement of dispersion degree, particle size, size distribution, morphology, alloyed 

degree, mass transport and electrical conductivity [15]. An ideal support material should meet 

the following requirements such as (1) high specific surface area, which is essential for 
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improving the dispersion of catalytic materials, (2) high electrical conductivity and (3) high 

electrochemical stability under ammonia electro-oxidation conditions. The commonly used 

support materials for ammonia electro-oxidation include carbon-based materials (e.g., carbon 

powders and carbon fibers), metallic materials (e.g., Ti and RANEY Ni) and metal oxides. 

Carbon black (e.g., Vulcan XC-72) is the most frequently used catalyst support due to its 

large specific surface area, good electrical conductivity, porosity and relative stability in both 

acidic and basic media [13, 114, 115]. 

To justify the importance of electrocatalyst support, Bonnin et al. [97] carried out a 

comparison study between the use of RANEY nickel and carbon fiber as substrates for the 

electrodeposition of Pt-based alloys. The results obtained showed that electrodes prepared on 

a carbon fiber substrate exhibited higher activity towards the electro-oxidation of ammonia at 

low concentrations compared to the catalysts on a RANEY Ni. The authors concluded that 

carbon fiber was a better substrate than RANEY Ni for the electro-oxidation of ammonia 

owing to: (1) uniform coverage by noble metals, (2) minimal surface blockage effect and (3) 

light weight presented by carbon fiber. This behaviour was ascribed to an increase of the 

surface area. Boggs and Botte [18], further developed optimization of the electrodeposition 

parameters for depositing Pt and Pt alloys on carbon fiber paper substrates. 

 

2.12.4. Parametric influence of the electrochemical test conditions 

 

Another crucial factor affecting the performance of the electrocatalyst is the electrochemical 

test conditions during operation of the electro-oxidation of ammonia. Therefore various 

electrochemical methods have been developed in order to restore the activity of the electrode 

during the oxidation of ammonia [10, 116]. In their previous work, Zhong and Cheng [65] 

studied the anodic ammonia oxidation reaction and the cathodic hydrogen evolution reaction 

systematically by cyclic voltammetry on Pt surface as electrocatalyst. The aim was to 

interrogate the effect of various electrolytic parameters and operation conditions, such as 

ammonia concentration, support electrolyte (KOH) concentration, electrode rotating speed, 

temperature, upper switch potential, potential sweep rate and cyclic number. The results 

showed that the oxidation of ammonia on a Pt electrode was controlled by a mass-transfer 

process of ammonia towards the electrode surface.  
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Through their optimization studies, optimal ammonia concentration and KOH concentration 

were obtained which maximize the ammonia oxidation and hydrogen evolution currents 

simultaneously. Furthermore, it was reported that the role of the solution alkalinity in 

ammonia electro-oxidation was essential for enhancing the oxidation of ammonia and 

decreasing both the oxidation reaction overpotential and hydrogen evolution. Thus, from their 

findings they concluded that an optimal KOH concentration is crucial to the ammonia 

electrolysis especially for hydrogen generation purposes [65]. 

 

2.13. Nanoalloys 

 

In many cases, alloying tends to enhance certain properties of materials due to synergistic 

effects which come with mixing two or more metals of different properties together. Alloying 

metals further opens the opportunities for diverse structures, properties and compositions 

which lead to widespread applications in engineering, catalysis and electronics [117]. 

The ability to produce, modify and even control the properties of materials on the nanometer 

scale has attracted interest in bimetallic and trimetallic nanoclusters/nanoparticles which are 

also known as alloy nanoclusters or nanoalloys. Just like bulk alloys, nanoalloys also have a 

wide range of combinations and compositions depending on the applications they are meant 

for. The structures of nanoparticles and the degree of separation or mixing between two or 

more metals in bimetallic or trimetallic nanoclusters may depend on a few factors. The 

factors involved include method and conditions of cluster generation (i.e. temperature, 

pressure, type of cluster source, etc.) [117, 118]. All of these factors lead to a variety of 

nanoclusters of differing properties. Furthermore, nanoalloys can also be generated in either 

colloidal solution, cluster beams: they can be immobilized on surfaces, can be formed inside 

porous materials or by decomposing/dealloying bimetallic organometallic complexes [117]. 

At the moment, interest and efforts are being dedicated to the ability to tune the chemical and 

physical properties of the alloy nanoparticles by varying the atomic ordering, composition 

and size of the clusters because they are important in controlling and determining their 

catalytic activity [119]. The other main reason for interest in nanoalloys is that they exhibit 

improved unique structures and properties which are distinct from those of their pure bulk or 
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elemental cluster counterparts [80, 120, 121]. That is the structures, physical and chemical 

properties of bimetallic clusters may be different from the structures and properties of the 

pure cluster of the same type and size. Synergism is often observed in catalysis or 

electrocatalysis by binary nanoalloys. This extraordinary behaviour is attributed to finite or 

quantum size and surface effects [80, 119]. The fact that the individual metal atoms have 

different electronegativities and atomic electron configurations also adds to the distinctive 

properties observed.  

 

2.13.1. Types of nanoalloys 

 

Generally, nanoalloys can be categorised according to their chemical ordering/mixing 

patterns and geometric structure [117].There are four main types of chemical ordering for 

nanoalloys [117] as illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the cross-sections of the main, possible mixing 

patterns: core-shell (a), sub cluster segregated (b), mixed (c), three shell (d) structures, 

(extracted from ref [117]). 
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Core-shell segregated nanoalloys (Figure 1a) 

They consist of a core of one type of atom (A) surrounded by a shell of another (B) and are 

usually denoted as AcoreBshell. It is possible to have some mixing between shells. 

Sub cluster segregated nanoalloys (Figure 1b) 

This type consists of A and B sub clusters which may share a mixed interface (left) or may 

also have a small number of A-B bonds (right). 

Mixed A-B nanoalloys (Figure 1c) 

Here clusters may be either ordered (left) or randomly (right) mixed. Random mixed 

nanoalloys are referred to as “alloyed” nanoparticles. 

Multi-shell nanoalloys (Figure 1d) 

The pattern may present layered or onion-like alternating A-B-A shells. 

 

2.13.2. Factors influencing segregation, mixing and ordering in nanoalloys 

 

The degree of segregation/mixing and atomic ordering in AmBn nanoalloys depends on the 

balance of the following factors [117, 122]: 

• Relative strengths of A-A, B-B and A-B bonds. For instance, if A-B bonds are 

strongest, this will favour mixing; otherwise if the bonds are weak, segregation will 

be favoured. 

• Charge transfer, the electron transfer from less to more electronegative elements 

favours mixing. 

• Specific electronic or magnetic effects. That is electronic shell structure or electron 

spin interactions may stabilize certain compositions, sizes and/or segregation 

arrangements. 

• Surface energies of bulk elements A and B. The element with lowest surface energy 

tends to segregate to the surface. 
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• Relative atomic sizes. The smaller atoms prefer to occupy the more sterically 

confined core. 

• Strength of binding to surface ligands (surfactants). For coated or supported clusters, 

the element that strongly binds to the support or ligands may be pulled out toward the 

surface. 

The observed atomic arrangement for a particular nanoalloy depends critically on the balance 

of the factors outlined above, the preparation method and experimental conditions [117]. 

 

2.13.3. Preparation methods of nanoalloys 

 

There are various methods for the preparation of nanoalloys such as in solution, in the gas 

phase, in a matrix or supported on the substrate; thus the method varies depending on the 

desired application of materials to be synthesised. The preparation methods play a crucial role 

in determining the final performance of the electrocatalysts particularly fabricated from 

nanoalloys since they affect a series of chemical and physical properties of the 

electrocatalysts such as the composition, alloying degree, particle size, surface structure and 

morphology [15]. Furthermore, the nanoalloys can be synthesised from concurrent or 

successive reduction of the metal salts. However, in most cases the simultaneous reduction of 

individual metal ions to form metal nanoalloys is challenging due to a huge difference in 

redox potentials of involved metals. Hence, redox potentials play a significant role in 

controlling the structure of the nanoalloy. Many of the methods for generating nanoalloys are 

the same as for pure monometallic clusters, although there may be additional complexities 

[117]. Common synthetic pathways for the preparation of nanoalloys are discussed below: 

 

2.13.3.1. Electrochemical synthesis 

 

Electrochemical synthesis is a very versatile and attractive method for generating nanoalloys 

in solution. The most common technique is electrochemical deposition (ECD) because it 

offers the possibility of controlling the process simply [118]. In electrochemical syntheses, 
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the current is applied at a certain potential in a solution containing metal salts in the presence 

of a suitable supporting electrolyte. During this process the NPs are deposited on the 

electrode surface. The advantages of this process include low cost, no contamination with by-

products, it allows simple control of the metal content of bimetallic NPs and more reactive 

metals can act as the reducing agents for more noble metals. The only drawback is that it 

gives relatively low product yield [117, 118].  

 

2.13.3.2. Microwave synthesis 

 

Microwave synthesis is a commonly employed method for the synthesis of a wide variety of 

inorganic (pure metallic and bimetallic alloy) NPs since it is facile, fast and energy-efficient 

as no high temperatures or high pressures are needed [123]. Microwaves are generally 

generated using a magnetron. The reactants absorb microwave energy, which is then 

converted to heat causing the rapid decomposition of the precursors and creating highly 

supersaturated solutions, whereby nucleation and growth occur to produce the desired 

nanocrystalline products [124].  

Furthermore, the advantage of microwave heating (irradiation) (MWI) is that it is very useful 

for controlled large-scale synthesis, since it minimizes the thermal gradient effects [125]. In 

addition, nanoparticle size can be controlled by changing the concentration of the precursor 

and the MWI duration, while the shape of formed nanostructures is controlled by varying the 

concentration and composition of the ligating solvents [118]. 

 

2.13.3.3. Chemical reduction 

 

This method is one of the most important methods, because of the simplicity and the 

possibility of its application in any chemical laboratory. Hence, many, various, nanoalloys are 

generated by the chemical reduction of metal salts dissolved in an appropriate solvent and 

surfactant such as citrate, thioethers, or alkylthiols) or polymeric ligands (e.g., 

polyvinylpyrrolidone, PVP), which passivates the nanoalloys surface [117, 118]. Colloid 
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preparation can be single phase or two phase, whereby colloids form at the interface between 

an aqueous layer (in which the metal salt is dissolved) and an organic layer (containing the 

surfactant and reducing agent). They can also be generated by using inverse micelles. The 

control of average particle size and size distribution can be achieved by tuning the 

preparation conditions (solvent, surfactant, reducing agent, etc.) or varying the size of the 

inverse micelles. The advantage of this method is that it gives a high yield, while the 

disadvantage is contamination from surfactants/capping agents and by-products [117].  

Chemical reduction methods can be divided into two main strategies which are: co-reduction 

and successive reduction of metal salts. In a co-reduction method, bimetallic nanoalloys can 

readily be prepared by the simultaneous chemical reduction of the appropriate mixture of 

salts in the solution phase using reducing agents such as NaBH4, N2H4 (hydrazine) and H2 

gas. Generally during co-reduction, the metal species with the highest redox potential 

precipitates first, forming a core on which the second component is deposited as a shell. The 

order of deposition can be changed by performing the reduction in the presence of a 

surfactant that bonds more strongly to the metal with the higher redox potential, stabilizing 

the inverse-core-shell arrangement. On the other hand, successive reduction is based on the 

reaction of preformed clusters whereby atoms of one metal can be deposited onto a 

preformed cluster of another metal via the “seed-germ” process wherein a cluster without 

passivating ligands, or with weakly bonded surfactant molecules, undergoes a second 

reduction step in the presence of salts of the other metal [117]. 

 

2.13.3.4. Thermal decomposition of transition-metal complexes 

 

Thermal decomposition, which is also known as thermolysis, is defined as chemical reaction 

in which complexes containing two or more metals, break up into at least two elemental 

metals when heated. This process has been used to produce nanoalloys of the more noble 

metals. The use of stabilizing ligands like PVP helps in improving the quality of the obtained 

results. Precursors can be mixtures of metal-containing complexes. A series of nanoalloys 

was obtained via the thermolysis of compounds, which had low stability at elevated 

temperatures. The main advantage of this method is to eliminate phase separation and 

composition control issues [118].  
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2.13.3.5. Radiolysis 

 

Radiolysis of aqueous solutions is an efficient method for reducing metal ions in order to 

generate nanoalloys. In the radiolytic method, gamma-ray (ƴ-ray) irradiation of water leads to 

solvated electrons which subsequently reduce the metal ions [117]. Radiolysis of aqueous 

solutions of two metals, can lead to formation of core-shell or alloyed nanoparticles 

depending on the rate of radiolysis (which depends on the ƴ -ray dose), the relative 

concentrations of the two metals, the rate of interion electron transfer and the nature of 

ligands which are coordinated to the metal ions. This method has been used to synthesise 

(among others) Ag-Au, Cu-Ag, Pd-Ag, Pt-Ag, Pd-Au, Pt-Au, Cu-Pd and Ni-Pt nanoalloys. 

Higher ƴ-ray dose rates favour mixing over core-shell formation; though for some systems 

mixing can take place at moderately low dose rates [126]. 

 

2.13.3.6. Ion implantation 

 

The implantation of metal salts is done on the insulating matrices generating a solid-solution 

of nanoalloys. Metal nanoalloys embedded in insulating matrices are of interest for magnetic, 

optical and catalytic properties. The sequential implantation of two different metal ions has 

been used to generate implanted binary nanoalloys. Examples of such nanoalloys include: 

Ag-Au, Cu-Pd and Cu-Au nanoalloys implanted on silica using beams with energies of 

approximately 100 keV [127]. 

 

2.13.3.7. Biosynthesis 

 

It is known that certain microbes themselves can reduce metal salts to their zero-valent 

metallic states. The traditional and most widely used synthetic methods for metallic 

nanoparticles use wet-chemical procedures. However, their drawbacks include contamination 

from precursor chemicals, use of toxic solvents and generation of hazardous by-products 

[128]. Hence, the biological approach for synthesis of nanoparticles becomes important. Over 
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the past several years, plants, algae, fungi, bacteria and viruses have been used for production 

of low-cost, energy-efficient and nontoxic metallic nanoparticles [128, 129]. The advantage 

of biological synthesis of NPs is that the process is scalable, offers particle size and shape 

control and can even be coupled to the remediation of precious metal-containing wastes 

[130].  

A common Lactobacillus strain present in buttermilk was exposed to large concentrations of 

metal ions to produce microscopic gold, silver and gold-silver alloy crystals of well-defined 

morphology [131]. Cyanobacteria have also been observed to produce AgNPs. Another 

example is a spontaneous biosynthesis of cadmium sulfide (CdS) semiconductor nanocrystals 

done by incubating Escherichia coli with cadmium chloride (CdCl2) and sodium sulfide 

(Na2S) [132]. 

 

2.13.3.8. Sol-gel methods 

 

The sol–gel method is mainly employed for the synthesis of metal oxide NPs and oxide 

nanocomposites. The sol–gel process involves the hydrolysis and condensation of metal 

precursors [133]. The sol–gel process can be either in aqueous or non-aqueous media. In the 

aqueous sol–gel process, water molecules serve as the source of oxygen for the formation of 

the oxide. Whereas, in the non-aqueous process, oxygen is provided by the solvent (ethers, 

alcohols, ketones, or aldehydes) or by an organic constituent of the precursor (alkoxides or 

acetylacetonates) [134]. The condensation process in non-aqueous sol–gel synthesis involves 

metal–oxygen–metal bonds formed either by alkyl halide elimination, ester elimination, ether 

elimination, or by aldol-like condensation [133]. 

 

2.13.3.9. Hydrothermal and solvothermal synthesis 

 

Hydrothermal–solvothermal synthesis is a common method employed to synthesise inorganic 

NPs. Properties of the reactants, such as their solubility and reactivity change in the solvent 

or water at elevated temperatures and pressures have to be taken into consideration. Thus by 
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taking advantage of the high reactivity of metal salts and complexes at elevated temperatures 

and pressures, inorganic nanomaterials are prepared at temperatures considerably lower than 

in solid-state reactions. Reaction parameters such as time, temperature, pressure, reactant 

concentration, pH, can be tuned to attain acceptable nucleation rates and particle size 

distribution. Both hydrothermal and solvothermal synthesis methods can be used to prepare 

NPs of metals, oxides, chalcogenides, pnictides and various materials [133]. 

 

2.13.4. Applications of nanoalloys 

 

Nanoalloys can be used in a number of technologically important areas such as catalysis, 

optoelectronics, magnetic and medical applications. 

 

2.13.4.1. Catalysis 

 

Catalytic applications of nanoalloys are of great importance. It is known that classic noble-

metal catalysts, such as palladium, platinum and ruthenium, are the most frequently used in 

synthesis. However, their industrial large-scale applications are certainly limited, because of 

their high cost. In this case, synthesis of nanoalloyed catalysts such as M1M2, where M1 = Pd, 

Pt, Au and the less-expensive M2 = Ni, Cu and Co, could decrease their cost without 

reduction in their high catalytic activity, due to the presence of M1 [118]. The catalytic 

properties were found to be highly dependent on the preparation method [135].  

Nanoalloys have higher catalytic properties compared to monometallic nanoparticles. Based 

on their extraordinary catalytic properties nanoalloys have been applied in many areas of 

catalysis including in various types of fuel cells where nanoalloys are employed as 

electrocatalysts to decrease the overpotential of electrochemical reactions, in enzyme kinetic 

studies where conducting metal NPs are used as electron transfer “mediators” for 

enhancement of electron transfer and for electro-analysis in sensors and biosensors to 

improve mass transport, high effective surface area and catalytic properties [136-139]. In 

addition, large surface area and high surface energies enable NPs to adsorb biomolecules, 
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thus making immobilization and biocompatibility of biomolecules easy [137]. Other 

applications of nanoalloys are not as frequent as in the field of catalysis. 

The catalytic properties of metals may be modified and fine-tuned by alloying, i.e., forming 

bimetallic solids. The same is true for small metal particles and nanoparticles and the field of 

alloy nanocatalysis is currently attracting a lot of attention [117]. According to the experts, in 

the field of catalysis, the mutual influence of different neighbouring atoms can lead to 

catalytic behaviour which is different (and often enhanced) than that of the monometallic 

clusters, i.e., “synergistic effects” are observed. The layered (core-shell) bimetallic 

nanoparticles offer even more fascinating prospects for the design of new catalysts [117, 118, 

128].  

 

2.13.4.2. Optoelectronics  

 

Some nanoalloys show strong absorption bands in the visible region caused by “surface 

plasmon” resonance effects [143]. The surface plasmon resonance effect is due to extensive 

electronic correlation and corresponds to a collective excitation of weakly bound electrons 

relative to the ionic cores, i.e., the correlated motion of the cluster’s itinerant electrons in the 

attractive field due to the positively charged ionic cores [117]. Therefore, nanoalloys due to 

their unique optical properties, they have found great applications in optoelectronics. 

 

2.13.4.3. Magnetic applications  

 

Recently there has been much interest in granular materials formed by embedding 

nanoparticles in a solid host [117]. When magnetic 3d metal nanoparticles (e.g. of Cr, Fe, Co, 

Ni or mixtures of these metals) are embedded in nonmagnetic metals, or even insulators, they 

exhibit the phenomenon of giant magneto-resistance (GMR), with a change in resistance 

upon application of a magnetic field. Such GMR materials are promising for applications as 

magnetic sensors and magnetic recording. This has led to the study of bimetallic nanoalloys 

formed between magnetic 3d metals and nonmagnetic 4d (e.g. Rh, P and Ag) or 5d metals 
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(e.g. Pt, Au). The combination of 3d metals (e.g. Co and Ni) with large local magnetic 

moments and 4d metals (e.g. Rh) with strong spin-orbit coupling may be an effective way of 

obtaining a high magnetic moment and anisotropy which is required in high-density magnetic 

recording [117]. For example, 3d-5d Fe-Pt and Co-Pt nanoalloys are candidates for ultrahigh 

density magnetic recording media due to their high magnetic anisotropy with associated high 

magnetic susceptibility and coercively [140]. 

 

2.13.4.4. Medical applications (Biodiagnostics) 

 

In the past decade, there has been tremendous growth in the use of nanoalloys in 

biodiagnostics such as for bioconjugation, as cellular labels and in assays for gases, metal 

ions and DNA/protein markers for diseases [141]. Nanoalloys offer the possibility of 

enhanced robustness, sensitivity and selectivity. So, based on their tunability, (in terms of 

composition and ordering as well as size and shape) nanoalloys show considerable promise as 

biodiagnostic agents [117]. For example, Mirkin and colleagues used AgcoreAushell 

nanoparticles (50-100 nm diameter) as tunable colorimetric probes for DNA detection, 

making use of the variation of the surface plasmon resonance band with the composition and 

ordering and the sharp melting transitions of nanoparticle-labelled [142]. 

 

2.13.5. Platinum Group Metals (PGMs) nanoalloys 

 

The platinum group metals (PGMs) are a family of six greyish to silver-white metals 

clustered together in the periodic table with related chemical and physical affinities as well as 

similar geochemical behaviour. The three heavier metals platinum (Pt), iridium (Ir) and 

osmium (Os), have densities of about 22 g/cm3; and the three somewhat lighter metals 

palladium (Pd), rhodium (Rh) and ruthenium (Ru), have densities of about 12 g/cm3. The 

PGMs belong to the transition metals of Group VIII in the Periodic Table, as do iron (Fe), 

cobalt (Co) and nickel (Ni) [16]. The position of the elements is shown in the periodic table 

below (Figure 2). Owing to their great scarcity they are classified as precious metals. The 
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PGMs, along with gold (Au) and silver (Ag), are classified as noble metals because of their 

high resistance to oxidation and corrosion.  

 

 

Figure 2: The periodic table showing platinum group metals (highlighted in green), 

(reprinted from ref [143]). 

PGMs based nanoalloys exhibit unique physical and chemical properties that have made them 

crucial to the modern industrial world. The PGMs have very high melting points and are 

chemically inert to a wide variety of substances (even at very high temperatures) thus 

resisting corrosion. Most importantly, they have excellent catalytic properties; hence they are 

widely used in chemical industries and in automobile catalytic converters. Commercial 

substitution of PGMs with cheaper metals has rarely been successful, but an individual 

platinum group metal may readily be replaced by another [16, 143]. Since it has been 

reported that binary and ternary nanoalloys based on Pt often enhance the catalytic activity of 
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Pt, PGM-based nanoalloys have found application in fuel cells, oxidation of methanol, 

hydrogen activation, biosensors and immunosensors [144,145]. 

 

2.13.6. Core-shell nanostructures 

 

Core-shell nanoparticles are particles that contain an inner core covered by an outer shell, 

whereby the type of the material used for core can be different to the shell material. 

 

2.13.6.1. Why core shell? 

 

These nanostructures exhibit enhanced extraordinary physical and chemical properties over 

their individual counterparts. For instance if a material has a core of material A and shell of 

material B, then the core-shell of A-B can have improved reactivity of the surface, enhanced 

stability and dispersibility of the colloidal core. Furthermore, these structures can be 

employed in many applications. There are diverse applications for these core-shell materials 

including drug delivery agents to control release of drugs in medicines, which can also 

protect materials from light and moisture for sensitive compounds. In the latter case, the light 

or moisture sensitive compound can be synthesised as a core and be covered with a shell 

which will prevent the reaction of atmospheric oxygen or moisture on the core, thus 

stabilizing a core material. Other applications include catalysis and coatings [146]. 

 

2.13.6.2. Synthesis of core-shell 

 

There are several factors affecting the formation of core-shell nanostructures as previously 

mentioned. Therefore, their synthesis can be followed using the basic principles which are; 

• The miscibility and the interfacial energy of the two materials are very important 

when it comes to the formation of core-shell nanostructures.  
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• In terms of miscibility, if the two materials are immiscible there is a significant 

possibility of formation for the core-shell. However, if they are miscible, they may 

form a solid solution. 

• On the other hand, in terms of interfacial energy, a large interfacial energy will lead to 

formation of individual particles and not core-shell nanostructures. If the interfacial 

energies between two materials is very high, then chances are core-shell 

nanostructures will not form; instead a nano composite of A and B will be formed. 

• Lastly, lattice mismatch also plays a role. Lattice mismatch has to do with the lattice 

parameters of A and B. Consequently, if the lattice (unit cell) parameters are widely 

different, the interfacial energy will increase. Thus, it is crucial to choose materials 

which do not differ significantly in their lattice constants (usually within 1-3 %). A 

large lattice mismatch implies large interfacial energies which lead to composite 

formation, not a core-shell [146]. 

Methods to achieve uniform core-shell involve: 

• Slow addition of the shell forming agents at relatively low temperatures 

• The correct sequence of mixing of the reactants, for example if the aim is to form 

Acore with Bshell therefore, the precursor of material A has to be added first followed 

by precursor of material B. 

• Proper choice of the shell forming agent and a choice of appropriate reagent which 

will be related to the shell forming agent has to be taken into consideration. 

• Control over the rate of addition of the shell forming agent for making a proper shell. 

• Control of the temperature and the proper selection of organic ligands to be adhered to 

the surface of core [146]. 

Therefore, these are some of the key parameters that have to be taken into consideration in 

achieving a uniform core-shell nanostructure. There are kinetics and thermodynamics 

involved in making a stable core-shell structures and thus by changing key parameters, one 

can sometimes get meta-stable phases and one can stabilise those that normal thermodynamic 
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conditions do not favour more especially because the synthesis is carried out in the nano 

dimensions. 

 

2.13.6.3.  Mechanisms for the formation of core@shell hybrid nanocrystals (HNCs)  

 

 

Scheme 9: Mechanisms for the formation of core@shell HNCs: (a—c) direct heterogeneous 

nucleation and growth of the shell material onto preformed nanocrystals seeds with controlled 

shape and crystal structure; (d) sequential heterogeneous nucleation and growth steps onto 

preformed seeds, involving deposition of an amorphous shell and its conversion to crystals 

upon cation exchange; (e) silica shell growth after chemical activation of the seed surface and 

subsequent polymerization; (obtained from ref [147]). 
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There can be several various mechanisms by which core@shell nanostructures can be 

formed; Scheme 9 (a-c) above shows a direct heterogeneous nucleation and growth of one or 

more secondary material layers onto the surface of preformed nanocrystals seeds serving as 

starting “cores”. In general multi-layered nanostructures are being formed by first preparing 

nanoparticles of one material which are then used as nucleation seeds to deposit other 

materials on the surface [147]. 

Therefore, it can be observed that the shell tends to adapt to the symmetry as well as the 

shape of the starting core (Scheme 9 (b) and (c)). This is where a rod-like particle gives rod-

like shaped core-shell structures, with the same applying when different crystalline forms of 

zinc sulphide are used to form cores and the symmetry is taken into consideration. That is 

when hexagonal zinc wurtzite is used as a core; a rod-shaped shell will then form; whereas 

when cubic zinc blende is a core, a tetrapods shell will form on top because of the tetrahedral 

symmetry [147]. A three-step shell growth process, for example in organic media can also be 

achieved as illustrated in Scheme 9 (d) whereby a silver shell is formed on the particle by 

adding silver nitrate initially to form an amorphous shell layer which can be replaced by a 

cationic exchange process using some other alkylating agent [148]. 

The initial step in a three-step growth involves the deposition of a Ag layer with a precisely 

tailored thickness onto the target core, followed by conversion of the latter to an amorphous 

AgxS shell upon sulfidation [148]. The last step is then the cation-exchange reaction leading 

to Ag+ replacement by Xn+ metal ions (favoured by the strong acid softness of Ag+), which 

ultimately results in a single-crystalline MexYy coverage [147]. 

The core@shell structures can also be formed by controlled hydrolysis and condensation 

reactions in organic media, here you supply a desired metal alkoxide such as silica, titanium 

or zirconium alkoxide is supplied to form on top of a core particle [149-152]. This is then 

followed by a hydrolysis condensation step where the water molecules result in the built-up 

metal oxide network covering the starting seeds to form a shell as shown in Scheme 9 (e). 
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Scheme 10: The mechanisms leading to the formation of core@shell HNCs: (f) sacrificial 

redox replacement of the outer seed layer; (g) surface-confined red-ox reaction followed by 

vacancy coalescence via the Kirkendall effect; (h) self-controlled nucleation-growth; (i) 

thermally driven crystal-phase segregation; (j) solid-state diffusion and coalescence (obtained 

from ref [147]). 

 

Scheme 10 is a continuation of Scheme 9. The mechanism illustrated in Scheme 10 (f) 

shows another way of forming a core@shell structure through sacrificial conversion of some 

of the outermost exposed layers of a starting nanocrystalline core into a different material by 

a galvanic replacement reaction. It therefore means that the final core diameter of the 

core@shell structure is smaller than the starting core diameter because parts of the exposed 

layers have been removed during a reaction which can be a redox type reaction to allow the 

incoming deposited material to form a shell layer on top of the inner core [153, 154]. 
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The mechanism shown in Scheme 10 (g) occurs through what is known as “Kirkendall 

effect” which means an atomic diffusion process takes place through vacancy exchange. This 

take place without having a direct interchange of atoms to form either a core@shell structure 

with a large gap in between a core and shell as an intermediate structure, or a completely 

hollow structure which is a final structure obtained when all matter has moved from core to 

the shell [155, 156]. In this type of a mechanism a core@shell structure is firstly formed 

using a redox or sacrificial reaction. Then, in this core@shell, the inner core region hosts a 

fast-diffusing species, while the outer region acts as reservoir of slowest diffusing species 

(e.g., metal cations and oxygen anions in oxide passivated metallic nanoparticle, 

respectively). A net transport of matter from the core outwards takes place along with 

coalescence of the generated vacancies into a single large void [155, 156]. 

Scheme 10 (h) illustrates the self-controlled nucleation-growth mechanism in which the 

energy activation barriers for the homogeneous nucleation of the individual compounds may 

diverge to such an extent that: two different materials form at distinct times or temperatures 

and the shell material is produced most exclusively by heterogeneous nucleation on the in-

situ formed seeds [147]. That is, from two distinct materials, the second material’s particles 

aggregate faster to form the core serve as seeds, whereas the other material aggregates 

slowly, forming a shell on the in-situ formed seeds. The final structural result will be a 

core@shell structure composing of core represented as lighter particles and a shell made up 

of dark particles in Scheme 10 (h).  

The thermally induced phase segregation and solid-state diffusion mechanism Scheme 10 (i) 

involves the mixing of two different materials forming a solid-state composite particle, which 

upon heating, diffuse and phase segregate into two completely distinct entities to form 

core@shell structure [147]. The last mechanism in Scheme 10 (j) is referred to as solid-state 

diffusion and coalescence, whereby a core particle combines with other small particles of 

different materials which initially adsorb and coalesce as they grow on the surface of the core 

and ultimately form a core@shell structure via diffusion [146, 147].  
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2.14. Experimental techniques for characterisation of nanoalloys 

 

For optimization of nanoalloy synthetic methods, rapid, quantitative feedback concerning 

final nanoalloy size, shape, optical properties and their relationship to the countless synthetic 

variables is necessary [157]. Hence, a variety of experimental techniques, including 

diffraction, microscopy and numerous spectroscopies, have been applied to characterise and 

study the properties of mono- and multi-metallic nanoparticles. The following section gives a 

brief general overview of some of the most commonly applied techniques. 

  

2.14.1. Spectroscopic techniques 

2.14.1.1. UV-Visible spectroscopy 

 

UV-Vis is a spectroscopic technique that uses photons in the visible and adjacent ultraviolet 

(UV) and near infrared (NIR) ranges [143]. However, photons in the UV and visible region 

do not have sufficient energy to penetrate as deeply into a sample as higher energy photons 

like X-rays but are absorbed at the surface, thus making UV-Vis spectroscopy relatively 

surface sensitive. Although UV-Vis spectroscopy provides an easy and cheap means for 

compositional analysis, it is limited to bulk analysis and some metals are suited more for UV-

Vis analysis than others; for example, gold metal exhibits distinct optical plasmon absorbance 

in the visible range [158]. UV-Vis in situ studies can be carried out to monitor the progress of 

the particle formation or shell deposition in the characterisation of core-shell particles 

[159,160]. UV-Vis spectroscopy can also be used for particle size measurements since the 

absorption spectra of metal nanoparticles are dependent on the particle size and wavelength. 

However, the contribution of the particle size to the absorption spectra becomes less and less 

significant with decreasing particle size [161]. Furthermore, it is used in the quantitative 

determination studies. The absorption of light at a specific wavelength is determined by the 

ratio of transmitted intensity and intensity of the incident light (It/Ii). Therefore optical 

absorbance can be expressed as:  

DE5 = −.-��1
FG

FH
         (35) 
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That is, if a material absorbs UV-Visible light, then its concentration at a particular 

wavelength can be monitored using the Beer-Lambert relationship:  

DE5 = I 1.          (36) 

Where ε is the molar extinction coefficient (ε, L.mol-1cm-1), C0 is the concentration of the 

absorbing species (C0, g.L-1) and l is the optical path length (l, cm) of the absorbing medium. 

The drawback of UV-Vis is that it requires a certain degree of monodispersity and of regular 

shaped particles in order to achieve accurate measurements [162].  

 

2.14.1.2. Fourier Transform Infra-Red (FTIR) spectroscopy 

 

Infrared (IR) (including Fourier transform IR (FT-IR)) spectroscopy is widely used to study 

the vibrational spectra of small molecules adsorbed on metallic clusters. For example, by 

making comparisons with pure metal clusters or surfaces, IR spectroscopy of small molecules 

(e.g., CO) adsorbed on bimetallic nanoparticles can be used as a probe for the surface 

composition and structure of the sample [117, 163]. FT-IR is an effective analytical 

instrument that is able to detect chemical functional groups and characterise covalent bonding 

information in the sample. The most useful region of infrared lies between 4000 and 625 cm-

1. FT-IR depends on transitions between vibrational energy states stretching and bending. 

 

2.14.1.3. Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy 

 

This analytical technique is often used in conjunction with SEM and TEM. An electron beam 

(typically 10-20 keV) strikes the surface of a conducting sample causing X-rays to be 

emitted, the energies of which depend on the material under examination. The X-rays are 

generated in a region about 2 µm in depth. The generated X-rays are element specific, 

because each element in the chosen nanoparticle emits X-rays at their characteristic energies 

by electron beam irradiation and their intensity is proportional to the concentration of each 

element in the particle, hence compositional analysis is enabled in scanning electron 

microscopy and transmission electron microscopy when fitted with EDX microanalysis 
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detectors [162]. Therefore in general, EDX is a high-resolution (with approximately 1.5 nm 

lateral resolution) variant of X-ray microanalysis that measures and identifies the elements 

present and concentration inside a single particle. EDX can also do line scans across a 

particle to show detailed distributions, or carry out 2D mapping thus showing the distribution 

of the elements over the full particle [117]. EDX works very well for heavier elements, as it 

accomplish analyses down to Boron. 

 

2.14.1.4. Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) 

 

AES is a popular technique for determining the composition of the top few layers of a surface 

and is sensitive to chemical identity because Auger electron energies are element specific. It 

involves detection of secondary electrons which are ejected upon relaxation of a core hole 

[117]. In Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), electrons emitted after the interaction between 

primary X-rays or electrons and a sample are detected. The interaction is illustrated in Figure 

3. The amount of electrons having escaped from the sample without energy loss is typically 

measured in the range of 20 to 2000 eV. The data is represented as a graph of intensity versus 

electron energy. Due to the impact of the primary beam, the atoms in the sample are ionised 

and electrons are liberated from the surface, as a result of the radiationless de-excitation in 

the Auger electron emission process [164, 165].  

Although X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) and AES are comparable methods in the 

sense that both are based on the use of a spectrometer to measure electrons of relatively low 

energy, the main difference between the two methods is the source of the primary radiation, 

which is necessary to provoke ionisation of the atoms. AES makes use of an electron gun 

while XPS relies on soft X-rays. As a consequence of that, one of the main differences is the 

lateral resolution of the two methods [164-166]. The lateral resolution of AES is typically 

situated in the 10 to 100 nm range, while with XPS only a lateral resolution of a few to 100 

μm can be reached. These types of measurements are, out of necessity performed under ultra-

high vacuum conditions and only non-volatile samples restricted in size can be analysed 

[165]. 
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of the primary beam – sample interaction for AES 

analysis, (reprinted from [164]).  

 

AES uses, in contrast to XPS, electrons as primary radiation. The analysed electrons are not 

the emitted core electrons, but Auger electrons that are ejected as a consequence of the return 

of the ionized atom to its ground state [165].  

 

Figure 4: Schematic representation of the Auger electron emission process, (obtained from 

ref [167]). 
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For the AES process shown above (see Figure 4), a hole is created on the K level in the 

initial ionization step. This requires a primary energy greater than the binding energy of the 

electron in that shell. For the ionization to be efficient, a primary energy of about 5 times the 

binding energy is taken. In practice, typical primary energies are between 5 and 10 keV. The 

hole can be produced by either the primary beam, or the backscattered secondary electrons 

[165-167]. Figure 5 below shows the general set-up of AES, where all the parts are contained 

within a vacuum chamber. As for most techniques, the system is operated and controlled by a 

computer. 

 

Figure 5: Schematic representation of AES configuration with a cylindrical mirror analyser 

and a central electron gun, (reprinted from ref [167]). 

The electron spectrometer and sample room must be operating under true ultra-high vacuum 

(UHV) conditions typically in the range of 10-8 to 10-10 torr. The reason being that lowering 

the vacuum level to e.g. 10-6 torr, would immediately result in the formation of a monolayer 

of residual gas absorbed on the sample surface in less than a second [167-168]. A vacuum of 

10-10 torr allows measurements to be carried out for about an hour before a monofilm is 

formed thus allowing unambiguous, accurate surface characterisation by preventing sample 

contamination during analysis [168]. Hydrocarbon contamination, is a common interference 

in poor quality vacuum, but is reduced to insignificant levels on all sample types as with the 

PHI 700 Scanning Auger Nanoprobe which was used in this study. 
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2.14.2. Diffraction techniques 

2.14.2.1. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)  

 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a powerful, non-destructive technique that has widely been used 

for characterizing crystalline nanoparticles. It is used to interrogate crystallinity or grain size, 

crystal structure, lattice spacing parameters (and hence some information on the degree of 

mixing or segregation, provided that the lattice spacing of the two metals are distinct) and 

qualitative chemical composition information [117, 169]. The compounds or elements present 

in the sample are identified by comparing the fingerprint compiled in the library of XRD with 

the peaks obtained experimentally. Furthermore, for the analysis of nanoalloys, the 

diffraction patterns of monometallic and bimetallic alloys are compared to confirm the 

formation of a nanoalloy structure.  

XRD can be used to look at single crystal or polycrystalline materials. A beam of X-rays is 

allowed to pass through the sample and interact with the electrons inside the matter; the way 

the beam is scattered by the atoms in the path of the X-ray is studied. The atomic planes of a 

crystal cause an incident beam of scattered X-rays to constructively interfere with one 

another as they leave the crystal. This phenomenon is called X-ray diffraction. Therefore, 

diffraction of these X-rays is observed as patterns or peaks which provide information about 

size and shape of the crystal unit cell [162, 169, 170]. This interference can be looked at 

using Bragg’s Law to determine various characteristics of the crystal or polycrystalline 

material. Measurements are made in Angströms, 1 Angström = 0.1 nm.  

Therefore Bragg’s law is given by the equation below: 

2J sin N = �O          (37) 

This law was developed to explain why the cleavage faces of crystals appear to reflect X-ray 

beams at certain angles of incidence (theta, θ). The variable d is the distance between atomic 

layers in a crystal, θ is one half the angle between the incident and scattered X-ray beams and 

the variable lambda λ is the wavelength of the incident X-ray beam; n is an integer [170]. 
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Scheme 11: Illustration of the conditions required for Bragg diffraction to occur, (reprinted 

from ref [170]). 

Peak width from the X-ray spectrum is dependent on size of interacting volume that is large 

single crystalline material to give sharp, narrow peaks, while for smaller crystals the peak 

width is larger. XRD can be used quantitatively for the determination of average particle size. 

From the well-known Scherrer’s formula the average crystallite size, L, can be determined as 

[171]: 

P =
QR

S.TUV W
          (38) 

   

 

Figure 6: Illustration of the peak width at half maximum on a diffraction peak profile 

Where: L= diameter, 

λ= X-ray wavelength in nanometer (nm), 
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X= peak width at half maximum (FWHW) resulting from small crystallite size in radians,  

θ= the Bragg angle can be in degrees or radians and 

K= a shape factor (typical 0.9 for spherical shape) 

The lattice parameter (ao) could also be calculated using the following equation: 

ao = J(ℎ� + *� + .�) �

�
        (39) 

Where h, k and l constitute the reciprocals of the fractional intercepts which the plane makes 

with crystallographic axes (Miller indices) of a crystal facet and d is the interplanar spacing 

determined using Bragg’s equation [169, 170]. 

 

2.14.2.2. Selected Area Electron Diffraction (SAED) 

 

Electron diffraction is a diffraction technique that has been more widely used for molecular 

beams of clusters [117]. Although interpretation of the electron diffraction results is complex; 

information on the geometry, average size and temperature of the nanoparticles may be 

obtained [117]. SAED is a crystallographic experimental technique that can be performed 

inside a transmission electron microscope (TEM), and is referred to as “selected” because the 

user can easily choose from which part of the specimen to obtain the diffraction pattern. As a 

diffraction technique, SAED can be used to identify crystal structures and examine crystal 

defects. It is similar to X-ray diffraction, but unique in a sense that areas as small as several 

hundred nanometers in size can be examined, whereas X-ray diffraction typically samples 

areas several centimeters in size. SAED of nanocrystals gives ring patterns similar to those 

from X-ray powder diffraction and can be used to distinguish nanocrystalline from 

amorphous phases [162]. 
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2.14.3. Microscopic techniques 

 

Electron microscopy such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) are used the most and it is also one of the few techniques that are capable 

of imaging tiny individual nanoparticles and they are subsequently used to determine their 

particle size and shape. This is as a result of their high resolution and high imaging speed. 

 

2.14.3.1. High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) 

 

HRTEM is used for imaging nanostructures and is usually equipped with EDX and SAED 

microanalysis detectors, enabling elemental compositional analysis by energy dispersive X-

ray. Crystallinity of the NPs can also be studied using electron diffraction analysis. However, 

the information obtained from these images cannot always be used to verify the presence of a 

core@shell structure, thus other techniques like NanoSAM has to be used to support the TEM 

and TEM-EDX results obtained. The main difference between TEM and SEM is that TEM 

can achieve a higher lateral resolution than SEM because the electron energies used in TEM 

is well above 100 keV; hence the purchase and operation costs exceed those of SEM by 

several times [162]. 

In TEM the image is generated by detecting primary electrons transmitted through an ultra-

thin sliced sample, typically less than 100 nm [162]. Hence special sample preparation 

methods are required. Generally the nanoparticles are dispersed onto an electron-transparent 

substrate, such as a thin carbon-coated microgrid. TEM is particularly useful because of the 

high contrast between the metal atoms (especially heavy metals) and any passivating organic 

molecules or polymers [117]. Furthermore, electrons are emitted by a source and focused and 

magnified by a system of magnetic lenses, while the electron beam is condensed by the two 

condenser lenses which also control brightness of the beam. After passing through condenser 

aperture, the beam interacts with sample. The transmitted beam consisting primarily of 

elastically scattered electrons (i.e. electrons that did not lose energy during electron-sample 

interaction) passes through objective lens, aperture and magnifying system which comprises 

of intermediate and a final projector lens. Lastly, the magnified image is displayed on a 

fluorescent screen or on CCD camera system as observed in Figure 7 below [172].  
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Figure 7: The schematic diagram showing the inside features of TEM, (obtained from ref 

[172]) 

In many modern TEMs, there are two high resolution imaging modes: High-Resolution 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) and Scanning Transmission Electron 

Microscopy (STEM). HRTEM is essentially a phase contrast technique [173]. HRTEM offers 

resolution down to the Ångstrom level and enables information to be obtained on the 

structure (atomic packing) rather than just the morphology of the nanoparticles. Particle 

growth can also be studied using in situ TEM [117]. It provides information not only on the 

particle size and shape, but also on the crystallography of the monometallic and multimetallic 

nanoparticles.  
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2.14.3.2. High Resolution Scanning Electron Microscopy (HRSEM) 

 

Although, SEM provides a lower lateral resolution than TEM as discussed in the above 

section, its moderate electron energies of ~ 10 keV are sufficient to transmit particles in the 

nanometre size range, thus providing nanometre resolution [174]. SEM can image 

nanoparticles distributed over a surface, size and shape and it can offer surface imaging up to 

resolution < 2 nm. In SEM, electrons are focused in vacuum (10-7 and 10-9 mbar) into a fine 

probe that is rastered over the surface of specimen. A beam (2 – 30 kV) passes through the 

scan coils and an objective lens that deflect the beam horizontally and vertically so that beam 

scans the surface. As electrons penetrate surface, a number of interactions occur that can 

result in emission of electrons or photons from, or through, a surface. A fraction of the 

electrons emitted by surface is the collected by appropriate detectors. The collected electrons 

are amplified and converted into a digital image by a digital camera system connected to the 

different detectors. Scanning electron beams across a surface yields topographical 

representation of surface and three types of images produced by a SEM include: secondary 

electron, backscattered electron images and elemental X-ray maps [172]. 

Typically, the image in SEM is due to secondary electrons emitted by the sample surface 

following excitation by the primary electron beam. Although SEM images have lower 

resolution than TEM, SEM is better for imaging bulk samples and has a greater depth of 

view, giving rise to better 3D images of the sample [117]. HRSEM is used for better 

resolution. Below is the schematic illustration of working principles of HRSEM (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8: Schematic diagram of HRSEM [172]. 

 

2.14.3.3. Scanning Auger Microscopy (SAM) 

 

By combining an electron spectrometer with an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) SEM in a 

Scanning Auger Nanoprobe microscopy (NanoSAM) it becomes possible to carry out 

scanning Auger microscopy. Thus in this mode of operation various imaging and chemical 

mapping procedures become possible. SAM allows surface chemical maps to be collected 

with lateral resolutions better than 1μm [168]. However, the image resolution generally is 

influenced by some sample-specific effects such as the Auger electron escape depth, the 

surface topography and the contribution from secondary electrons. For topographical 

analyses, the imaging of SAM does not reach the same resolution as TEM, but since AES is 

based on reflection rather than transmission, it does not suffer from the intrinsic problem of 
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mixed signals from core and shell. [162]. Since the Auger electron yield is very sensitive to 

the electron take-off angle, an image of Auger electron intensities will invariably reflect the 

surface topography of the specimen, possibly more strongly than the chemical variations 

[168]. 

 

2.14.4. Electrochemistry  

 

The electrochemical techniques are of great importance when it comes to the study of 

nanoalloys because by investigation of the individual metal components of the trimetallic 

nanoalloy one can confirm the alloyed structure of the three various metal nanoparticles from 

their respective reduction-oxidation (REDOX) electrochemical reaction response. Electro-

analytical techniques are concerned with the measurements of electrical quantities such as 

current, potential or charge and their relationship to chemical parameters. Electrochemical 

processes are distinctive from many other chemical measurements in the sense that they take 

place at the electrode-solution interface [175, 176].  

Both potentiometric and potentiostatic measurements require an electrochemical cell 

consisting of the electrolyte solution and at least two electrodes. The electrode surface acts as 

the interface between an ionic conductor and an electronic conductor. One of the electrodes is 

termed the working electrode; this is the electrode on which the reaction of interest takes 

place. Based on whether the reaction on the electrode is oxidation or reduction, the working 

electrode can be called anode or cathode. The working electrode is often used in conjugation 

with other two electrodes termed the reference electrode and an auxiliary or counter electrode 

[175-177]. 

The electrode potential is used to study electron-transfer processes at the electrode-solution 

interface, while the resultant cell’s current is being measured. Consequently, the resulting 

current is in correspondence with the rate at which electrons move across the electrode-

solution interface [175]. Unlike the potentiometric technique (e.g., chronopotentiometry), the 

potentiostatic or controlled-potential techniques (e.g., cyclic voltammetry) have high 

sensitivity, selectivity towards electro active species, speciation capability, a wide linear 

range; they are portable and are lower in terms of cost of instrumentation [175]. 
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Compared with UHV and electron-based spectroscopic techniques, electrochemical 

techniques for surface measurement allow direct investigation of the surfaces of real catalysts 

under ambient conditions, thereby bridging the so-called “pressure” and “materials” gap 

between surface science and heterogeneous catalysis [117]. Hence, for particles aimed for 

applications in heterogeneous catalysis, information about the surface structure is of highest 

importance. This, in principle, means that the outer-most layer of atoms of the catalyst 

particle is of particular interest [162].  

 

2.14.4.1. Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) 

 

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) has become the most widely used technique for acquiring 

qualitative information about electrochemical reactions and is often the first experiment 

performed in an electroanalytical study [175]. In CV surface redox reactions are probed by 

letting the potential on the stationary working electrode be swept over a potential range as the 

current response is being measured by the potentiostat. The resulting plot of current versus 

potential is termed a cyclic voltammogram [175, 177]. The characteristic peaks in the cyclic 

voltammogram are caused by the formation of the diffusion layer near the electrode surface. 

As a result, the potential and kinetics of the redox reactions can be used as material specific 

fingerprints and be correlated to properties like catalytic activity, electrochemically active 

surface area, affinity for adsorbates etc. [178]. Figure 9 below illustrates the expected 

response of a reversible redox couple during a single potential cycle and the different 

parameters such as peak potentials (0\T, 0\]) and peak currents (<\T, <\]) of the cathodic and 

anodic peaks, respectively. Initially it is assumed that only the oxidized form O is present. 

Hence, a negative-going potential scan is chosen for the first half-cycle, starting from a value 

where no reduction occurs. As the applied potential approaches the characteristic formal 

electrode potential, 0^ for the redox process, a cathodic current starts to increase, until a peak 

is reached. After traversing the potential region in which the reduction process takes place (at 

least 90
� ,4_  beyond the peak), the direction of the potential sweep is reversed. During the 

reverse scan, R molecules (generated in the forward half cycle and accumulated near the 

surface) are reoxidized back to O and anodic peak results [175].  
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Figure 9: Typical cyclic voltammogram for a reversible � + ��� ↔ � redox process 

showing the basic peak parameters, (reprinted from ref [179]). 

 

The potential of CV gives information on redox couple if is fully reversible. By looking at the 

cyclic voltammogram showed above in Figure 9 the two peaks are positioned on either side 

of the formal potential of the analyte redox couple 0^ as follows: 

 

0^ =
`a,b�`a,c

�
          (40) 

 

The formal and standard potentials are conceptually similar as follows: 

 

0^ = 0W + de

!f
ln hi

hj
         (41) 

 

To fully investigate an electrochemical reaction, it should be run a series of CV experiments 

with varied experimental parameters such as temperature, potential scan rate etc. Therefore, 

depending on the outcome of diagnostic test, the redox system can be considered as 

reversible, irreversible or quasi reversible. Some of these diagnostic tests are tabulated below 

[82, 180]. 
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Table 5: Potential sweep rate (k) diagnostic for l + mn� ↔ o electrode reaction under 

semi-infinite diffusion condition. 

CV parameter Reversible Quasi-reversible Irreversible 

0\ Independent of � 0p,q shifts negatively 
with increasing � 

0p,q shifts by -
30/rh�s mV per 10-

fold increase in � 
∆0\ at 25ºC =59/n mV >59/n mV and 

increases with 
increasing � 

No reverse peak or > 
200/n  mV 

t<\,] I\,T⁄ t =1 =1 provided rh = 
0.5 

No reverse scan 

<\,T vs �� �⁄  Linear Curved increase Linear 

t0\,T − 0\ �⁄ t at 25ºC = 56.5/n mV Intermediate values =48/rh�s mV 
Data adapted from ref [179]. 

 

For a reversible system, the current peak height will increase linearly with the square root of 

the scan rate. The slope of the resulting line will be proportional to the diffusion coefficient 

and such a plot is known as Randles-Sevčik plot [82]. Furthermore, the peak current for a 

reversible couple is related to the concentration of the electroactive species as depicted by the 

Randles-Sevčik equation below: 

 

<\ = 0.4463�w(�w
�x_ )� �⁄  1y� �⁄ �� �⁄       (42) 

 

The Randles-Sevčik equation at 25ºC reduces to form: 

 

<\ = (2.69 × 10A)�� �⁄ y� �⁄ �� �⁄  1       (43) 

 

In equation (42) and (43) above, <\ is the peak current density and is in A cm-2, y is the 

diffusion coefficient and is in cm2s-1, Scan Rate �  is in V s-1 and  1 is in mol cm-3. Faraday’s 

constant F = 96485 C mol-1, Gas Constant R = 8.314 J mol-1 K-1 and absolute Temperature T 

= 298.15 K. 
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2.14.4.2. Square Wave voltammetry (SWV) 

 

Square-wave voltammetry is one of the recent techniques by electrochemists for kinetic and 

mechanistic work. SWV also has become a popular technique for analytical work mainly 

because its speed and sensitivity [175-178]. Square-wave voltammetry is a large-amplitude 

differential technique in which a waveform composed of a symmetrical square wave, 

superimposed on a base staircase potential, is applied to the working electrode. During each 

square-wave cycle the current is sampled twice, once at the end of the forward pulse (at t1) 

and once at the end of reverse pulse (at t2). The difference between the two measurements is 

plotted versus the base staircase potential. The resulting peak-shaped voltammogram is 

symmetrical about half-wave potential and the peak current is proportional to the 

concentration of the electroactive species [175]. Since the net current is larger than either the 

forward or reverse components, the sensitivity is higher than that of differential pulse 

polarography (in which the reverse current is not used) see Figure 10 below [175]. 

One of the drawbacks of fast scanning in CV is that it produces a large capacitive background 

current. This noise makes it hard to detect the Faradaic current (signal of interest) and 

severely affects the signal to noise ratio. Since SWV is a pulsed technique, it has an 

advantage over CV because it can discriminate against the charging current and eliminate this 

drawback [181]. In addition to that, SWV offers high speed measurements for faster reactions 

as it allows you to program on high scan rates, it further offers high sensitivity as it can detect 

micromolar concentrations of electroactive species whereas CV can detect only millimolar 

concentrations and lastly, since SWV effectively removes the background current from a 

measurement, it has a wide dynamic range (which is ability to respond to both high and low 

concentration of electroactive species) thus allowing for the use of concentration as an 

experiment variable [176, 177, 181]. 
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Figure 10: Square-wave voltammograms for reversible electron transfer. Curve A: forward 

current. Curve B: reverse current. Curve C: net current. (Reproduced from ref [175]) 

In summary, in this study, the electrochemical studies of the nanoalloys were carried out 

using CV and SWV. The size, the degree of aggregation and morphology of the nanoalloys 

were obtained using microscopic techniques such as HRTEM and HRSEM. EDX was used to 

determine the elemental composition of the nanoalloys while the complete reduction of the 

metal salts to nanoalloys was investigated using UV-Visible spectroscopy. Furthermore, 

XRD was used to confirm crystallinity of the synthesised nanoalloys and FTIR was employed 

to ensure a successful modification of nanoalloys’ surface with PVP capping agent. 

NanoSAM was used for surface analysis of multi-shell nanoalloy. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

 

Summary 

This chapter discusses the chemicals and instrumentations used. It further presents detailed 

experimental procedures for the chemical syntheses of Cu, Pt and Ir nanoparticles, 

Cu@Pt@Ir (multi-shell) and Cu-Pt-Ir (mixed) polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) capped 

nanoalloys obtained by a conventional borohydride reduction method. The description of the 

necessary sample preparations and parameters used for spectroscopic, microscopic and 

electrochemical characterisation of the synthesised nanoalloys are outlined. The details of 

how the electrocatalysts were fabricated from nanoalloys are also described. 

 

3.1. Reagents and materials 

 

Analytical grade iridium (III) chloride hydrate (IrCl3.xH2O), hydrogen hexachloroplatinate 

(IV) hexahydrate (H2Cl6Pt.6H2O), copper (II) nitrate hydrate (Cu(NO3)2.xH2O), ammonium 

hydroxide (NH4OH), polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, MW = 10000), lithium perchlorate 

(LiClO4), potassium hydroxide (KOH) and sodium borohydride (NaBH4) were all purchased 

from Sigma-Aldrich (Cape Town, South Africa). All chemicals were of analytical reagent 

grade and were used without further purification. Deionized water (18.2 MΩ cm) purified by 

a Milli-QTM system (Millipore) was used as reagent water for aqueous solution preparations. 

Alumina polishing pads and powder (0.05, 0.3 and 1.0 μm) were obtained from Buehler, 

Illinois, USA. Analytical grade argon gas purchased from Afrox Company, South Africa.  
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3.2. Instrumentation 

 

Electrochemical measurements (CV and SWV) were performed with an Epsilon 

electrochemical system from BASi. The system consists of a conventional three-electrode 

system. A catalyst coated glassy carbon (GC) disc (3-mm diameter) was used as the working 

electrode; a platinum wire was used as a counter electrode and an Ag/AgCl (3 M NaCl) as the 

reference electrode. Alumina polishing pads and powder (0.05, 0.3 and 1.0 μm) were used for 

polishing the GC electrodes. The platinum auxiliary electrode was cleaned by rinsing with 

acetone and deionised water to remove any contaminants while the Ag/AgCl electrode was 

just cleaned by rinsing with copious amounts of deionised water. All experimental solutions 

were purged with high-purified argon gas for at least 20 min prior to each set of experiments. 

Then the argon environment was maintained over the solutions in the electrochemical cell 

during the respective measurements. A fresh clean electrolyte solution was used for each set 

of experiments. The experiments were carried out at room temperature.  

The microscopic characterisation of the nanoalloys synthesised was carried out using a high 

resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) Tecnai G2. F20X-Twin MAT 200 kV 

HRTEM from FEI (E-indhoven, Netherlands) and the morphology was interrogated using 

high resolution scanning electron microscope (HRSEM) using a Zeiss Auriga HRSEM 

analyser. Sometimes, the system (HRTEM) is also equipped with other sources and detectors, 

so that other techniques such as selected area electron diffraction (SAED) and energy 

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) can be applied simultaneously.  

For the spectroscopic characterisation, X-ray diffraction analyses for crystallinity were 

performed by using a Bruker AXS (Germany) D8 Advance diffractometer (voltage 40 kV; 

current 40 mA), Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopic measurements were done 

with a PerkinElmer model Spectrum 100- series spectrometer (Perkin Elmer, Walthan, MA, 

USA) and a Ultra-violet visible (UV-Vis) spectrophotometer Nicolet evolution model 100 

(Thermo Electron Corporation, UK) was used for optical measurements. Furthermore, surface 

analysis of multi-shell nanoalloy was carried out with a PHI 700 Scanning Auger Nanoprobe 

(electron beam of voltage 25 kV, current 10 nA) and sample measurements were done under 

true UHV conditions. 
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3.3. Preparation of nanoalloys 

3.3.1. Synthesis of novel PVP-capped ternary nanoalloys 

 

Procedure 1: Cu@Pt@Ir nanoalloys 

The chemical synthesis was carried out via a direct heterogeneous nucleation and growth 

mechanism whereby there is a growth of one or more secondary material layers onto the 

surface of preformed nano-crystals seeds serving as starting “cores”. (In general multi-

layered nanostructures were formed by first preparing nanoparticles of one material which 

were then used as nucleation seeds to deposit other materials on the surface).  

In a typical synthesis of a trimetallic Cu@Pt@Ir multi-shell nanoalloy, the metal precursors 

were reduced successively. Thus firstly, a Cu(NO3)2.xH20 solution (2 mL, 0.102 M) was 

dissolved in 100 mL of highly purified water in a round bottom flask. The light blue solution 

was stirred for 5 minutes and then a freshly prepared solution of NaBH4 (3.1 mL, 0.2M) 

which was aged for 3 hours was added under vigorous magnetic stirring over 10 minutes. To 

this solution, H2Cl6Pt.6H2O solution (2 mL, 0.096 M) was added, with NaBH4, acting as a 

reducing agent, was added slowly drop wise (2.8 mL, 0.2 M) to the reaction mixture under 

vigorous magnetic stirring for further 10 minutes. Lastly, the IrCl3.xH2O solution (1.1 mL, 

0.188 M) and NaBH4 (1.5 mL, 0.2 M) was added. After a few seconds, PVP (1.5 mL, 

5mg/mL) was added drop-wise to the reaction mixture as a capping agent to stabilise and 

prevent agglomeration of nanoparticles and the reaction mixture was left under vigorous 

magnetic stirring for continuous 10 minutes. The resultant nanoparticle solution was black in 

colour after all metal precursors were fully reduced (see Scheme 12). The synthesis was 

carried out at room temperature ~ 25 ºC. More details on how multi-shell nanoalloys are 

formed via a direct heterogeneous nucleation and growth mechanism has been discussed 

under subsection of “Mechanisms leading to the formation of core@shell hybrid nano 

crystals (HNCs)” of the previous chapter. 
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Scheme 12: Methodology used for synthesis of Cu@Pt@Ir nanoalloys via a direct 

heterogeneous nucleation and growth mechanism. 

 

Procedure 2: Cu, Pt, Ir mono-metallic NPs and Cu-Pt-Ir nanoalloys 

Cu, Pt and Ir mono-metallic NPs were prepared in the same way using the appropriate 

precursors i.e. Cu(NO3)2.xH20, H2Cl6Pt.6H2O and IrCl3.xH2O solutions respectively. 

Similarly, the Cu-Pt-Ir mixed nanoalloys were prepared by one-pot synthesis through co-

reduction of Cu(NO3)2.xH20/H2Cl6Pt.6H2O/IrCl3.xH2O solution mixture with a NaBH4 

reducing agent in presence of the PVP capping agent. (The quantities used were the same as 

the one used in Procedure 1). 

 

3.3.2. Purification of the novel PVP-capped nanoparticles 

 

The resulting nanoparticle hydrosol was subjected to centrifugation at 14000 rpm for 30 min 

(and the precipitated NPs product was collected by discarding the colourless supernatant) to 

remove any remaining impurities such as excess PVP and unreacted metal precursors. The 

pre-concentrated NPs solution was washed twice with double distilled water and finally with 

ethanol. Some of the resultant nanoparticles were lyophilized (freeze dried) and analysed by 
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various techniques such as XRD, AES/SAM, etc. and for the purpose of HRSEM, FTIR, 

HRTEM and electrochemical characterisation techniques, the resultant NPs were redispersed 

in ethanol at room temperature. 

There are always obstacles when it comes to production of highly purified (that is free of 

excess starting salt material and ligand) and mono-dispersed nanoalloys; hence the strategies 

for overcoming this challenge needs to be developed. More specifically, these variables 

(purity and mono-dispersity) can affect the precise determination of optical and electronic 

properties [182]. In most cases when synthesised nanoalloys are water-soluble, then the 

purification process is even more difficult because other impurities also have similar 

solubility too. In such cases standard purification techniques known like precipitation, 

extraction, chromatography, centrifugation, or dialysis) becomes inefficient and diafiltration 

method can be used as a greener alternative to conventional methods [182]. In this study the 

diafiltration membranes (Vivaspin centrifugal tubes) were used to separate nanoparticles 

solution which could not be purified by conventional centrifuge systems. 

 

3.3.3. Formation mechanism of CuPtIr alloy nanoclusters in presence of PVP 

 

During this process, Cu (II), Pt (IV) and Ir (III) are reduced successively to their metallic 

(zero-oxidation) state i.e. Cu0, Pt0 and Ir0 with Cu being reduced prior to Pt and finally 

reducing Ir, to form the Cu@Pt@Ir. For the formation of the mixed Cu-Pt-Ir nanoalloys, the 

metal ions are reduced at the same time and their structure is controlled by the order of the 

respective chemical reduction potentials of their ions. The BH4− plays the role of being the 

reducing reagent, which is the source of electrons, while PVP acts as the stabilizing reagent 

for controlling the particle growth or the reduction rate of metal ions. A polymer like PVP, 

with its high affinity to bind strongly to noble metals, is often used to prevent agglomeration 

of metal atoms by inhibiting increasing particle size. PVP is the most commonly used 

polymer for NP stabilization and catalysis, due to the fact that it fulfils both steric and ligand 

requirements by binding to the NP surface via the heteroatom. The polymer becomes 

adsorbed to the cluster in aqueous solution, reducing the surface tension during synthesis.  
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Therefore, an oversimplified scheme of the interactions between the PVP capping agent and 

metal ions is shown in Figure 11 [183], which illustrates that the Pt (IV), Ir (III) and Cu (II) 

ions coordinate with the nitrogen (N) and oxygen (O) atoms of the amide group in a PVP 

polymeric chain by the strong ionic bonds. A covered layer would generate on the surface of 

the particles and through steric and electrostatic stabilization of the amide groups of the 

pyrrolidone rings and the methylene groups, this layer stabilises and inhibits the growth and 

agglomeration of the nanoparticles [183-185]. Steric hindrance is a phenomenon that is 

attributed to the large molecular weight (> 10 000) and the repulsive forces acting among the 

polyvinyl groups. However, the real mechanism is more complex, due to the presence of 

hydrogen bonds between water molecules themselves and between the water molecules and 

the carbonyl polarized groups or positively charged nitrogen from the pyrrolidone rings. 

Besides, each ion is surrounded with a shell of water molecules. 

 

Figure 11: (a) A one short chain of PVP polymer; (b) resonance structures of a pyrene ring 

in PVP molecule and (c) the proposed oversimplified mechanism of interactions between 

PVP and metal ions, (adapted from ref [183]). 

After the successful synthesis of the PVP capped nanoparticles, their surface is protected by a 

negatively charged protective layer of PVP which is coordinated to the surface of NPs 

through O atom as illustrated in Figure 12 below. Owing to the repulsion of negative charges 

on the surface coating of the NPs, the aggregation of clusters is avoided. 
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Figure 12: Sketch of nanoparticles protected by the PVP layer. 

 

3.4. Electrode Preparation 

 

Prior to electrochemical characterisation, the surface of the GC disc electrodes were cleaned 

by polishing the surface on polishing pads and aqueous slurries of (0.05, 0.3 and 1.0 μm) 

alumina powder. Eventually, the electrodes were rinsed and thoroughly washed by ultrasonic 

treatment in ethanol and doubly distilled water, for 5 minutes respectively. The electrodes 

were thoroughly rinsed and wiped to dry before modification.  

 

3.5. Fabrication of the GC electrode with nanoalloys  

 

The already prepared pure NPs solutions obtained after purification were used for the 

electrochemical characterisation and application. Thus, 10 µL solutions of the synthesised 

nanoalloys were drop-coated and spread evenly onto the surfaces of the GC electrodes to 

form the nanoalloy modified GC electrodes. Afterwards, the electrodes were allowed to dry 

overnight at room temperature. Consequently, the completely dried nanoalloy modified 
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electrodes were rinsed with distilled water prior to electrochemical characterisation and 

application, to remove weakly adsorbed sample particles. From there, the modified electrodes 

were ready for electrochemical characterisation and application. 

 

3.6. Characterisation of the nanoalloys and sample preparation 

 

The purpose of the present work is to report in the synthesis of the PVP-capped colloidal Cu-

Pt-Ir mixed and multi-shell trimetallic nanoparticles through a conventional borohydride 

reduction method. The structural and morphological characteristics of the prepared Cu-Pt-Ir 

trimetallic nanoparticles were studied with various techniques to verify the influence of PVP 

on the morphology, stability and particle size distribution of the nanoparticles, as well as to 

explore other parameters of interest. This sub-section presents various characterisation 

techniques employed to attain the objectives of the study. 

 

3.6.1. Structural characterisation 

3.6.1.1. UV-Visible spectroscopy 

 

UV-Visible spectroscopy was used to ensure complete reduction of metal ions to form the 

nanoparticles. The absorption spectra were collected using a Nicolet evolution model 100 

UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Thermo Electron Corporation, UK). The freshly prepared 

samples (from mother liquor) were measured against distilled water as a reference. All the 

samples were sufficiently diluted with distilled water in the 3 mL quartz cuvettes for 

measurements. All the measurements of samples were taken on the visible region (λ = 200 

nm - 800 nm) at scan speed of 1200 nm/min using both D2 (Deuterium) and W (tungsten) 

lamps.  
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3.6.1.2. Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy 

 

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy was used to identify the presence of certain 

functional groups of the capping agent so as to confirm the surface modification of the 

synthesised NPs with PVP. The FTIR spectra of pure PVP and PVP capped Cu-Pt-Ir 

nanoalloy systems were obtained on a PerkinElmer model Spectrum 100 series FTIR 

Spectrometer. Before recording spectra, the samples were placed on a Universal diamond 

Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR) sampling top-plate and pressed by applying pressure and 

then the spectra were recorded. The ATR crystals were cleaned by using ethanol soaked piece 

of tissue between sample measurements. PVP was used in its powder form, whereas PVP 

capped nanoparticles liquid samples from the mother solutions were used. FTIR spectra of all 

samples were recorded in the range 4000 - 400 cm-1. 

 

3.6.1.3. Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES)/Scanning Auger Microscopy (SAM) 

 

Surface analysis of a multi-shell nanoalloy sample was carried out with a PHI 700 Scanning 

Auger Nanoprobe working under (electron beam of 25 kV, 10 nA with Filament current = 

2.288 A, Extractor Voltage = 3.58 kV, Extractor current = 226 uA and rate of 1 eV/step; 50 

ms/step) to obtain AES surveys on different areas. To perform depth profiling, a “soft 

etching” process using low energy argon (Ar) ion gun was used for sputtering to remove 

surface contamination on the samples prior to analysis. The etching parameters for the ion 

beam energy (2 kV), total ion current (1.5 uA) at sputter rate of 15 nm/min for 1x1 mm raster 

and sputtering time (30 sec sputter intervals) for 5 sweeps/element were done.  

The SAM images on different areas were taken by the secondary electron detector 

incorporated in the AES system (PHI 700 Scanning Auger Nanoprobe) by passing electron 

beam of 25 kV 10 nA (same as AES analysis) to achieve a 5 nm The instrument was 

operating under UHV conditions (upper pressure = 9.9-10 Torr, main chamber pressure = 

3.47-10 Torr) and a beam diameter of about 12 nm (10 nA). The primary electron source was 

a Schottky thermal field emission electron column.  
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3.6.1.4. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 

 

The structure and crystallinity of lyophilized powder samples of PVP capped Cu-Pt-Ir 

nanoalloys system were analysed using XRD. The XRD patterns were acquired from a 

Bruker AXS (Germany) D8 Advance diffractometer (voltage 40 KV; current 40 mA). The 

XRD spectra were recorded in the range 10-100º using X-ray source of Cu Kα (λ=0.154 nm) 

monochromatic radiation source. 

 

3.6.2. Morphological characterisation 

3.6.2.1. High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) 

 

Liquid samples of nanoparticles dispersed in ethanol, which were obtained by washing the 

pre-concentrated mother solutions with ethanol by centrifuging were used for HRTEM 

analysis. The size, shape, crystallinity and elemental composition of the nanoalloys were 

interrogated using High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) coupled 

with Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy and Selected Area Electron Diffraction 

(SAED). The HRTEM images, EDX data and SAED patterns were obtained from Tecnai G2 

F20X-Twin MAT Field Emission Transmission Electron Microscope from FEI (E-indhoven, 

Netherlands) at an acceleration voltage of 200 kV after placing a small drop of dilute 

nanoparticles solution on carbon coated copper grids and dried under electric bulb for 20 

minutes. As for the copper containing nanoparticles nickel grids were used. Therefore the 

Cu/C grids were ready to be mounted on a microscope. 

 

3.6.2.2. High Resolution Scanning Electron Microscopy (HRSEM) 

 

The HRSEM was used to study the surface morphology of nanoalloys. The images were 

recorded using a Zeiss Auriga HRSEM analyser using the secondary electron (SE) mode with 

accelerating voltages of 25 kV. The HRSEM samples were prepared in a same way as 

HRTEM samples (described in section 3.6.2.1 above), that is catalyst suspensions were 
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drop-coated on nickel grids surface, allowed to dry and then placed onto a carbon adhesive 

mounted on aluminium stubs. From there the grids were ready to be mounted on a 

microscope. 

 

3.6.3. Electrochemical characterisation 

3.6.3.1. Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) 

 

For the electrochemical characterisation of the nanoparticles, the nanoalloy modified GC 

electrodes (described in section 3.5 above) were used as working electrodes. The 

electrochemistry of synthesised nanoparticles was interrogated in each of 3 mL of 0.1 M 

LiClO4 electrolyte at a potential range of -1.0 V to 1.0 V at different potential scan rates. The 

electrolyte solutions were degassed with argon gas for about 20 minutes before and blanketed 

with argon atmosphere during measurements at room temperature using an Epsilon 

potentiostat.  

 

3.6.3.2. Square wave voltammetry (SWV) 

 

Square wave voltammetric studies were done to complement the results obtained from CV as 

SWV is more sensitive. A conventional three-electrode system from BASi and an Epsilon 

potentiostat were used to record voltammograms. The same parameters (electrolytes and 

potential window) used for CV studies were applied for SWV of electrocatalysts and all 

experiments were carried under argon atmosphere. 

 

3.7. Application of nanoalloys in the electrochemical oxidation of ammonia 

 

Cyclic and square wave voltammetric techniques were used for the oxidation of ammonia at 

room temperature in a single compartment three-electrode glass cell. This was performed on 

Epsilon electrochemical analyser with conventional three-electrode system as explained in 
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section 3.2 above. The glassy carbon electrodes fabricated with Cu, Pt, Ir NPs, mixed Cu-Pt-

Ir and multi-shell Cu@Pt@Ir nanoalloys respectively (prepared in experimental procedures 

section 3.5 above) were used as the working electrodes. Thus the electrocatalytic activity of 

the GC|Cu, GC|Pt, GC|Ir, GC|Cu-Pt-Ir mixed and GC|Cu@Pt@Ir multi-shell electrodes for 

ammonia oxidation were tested by CV and SWV studies in an alkaline solution consisting of 

1 M KOH and 0.1 M NH4OH supporting electrolyte solutions. The electrolyte solutions were 

degassed with argon gas for approximately 20 minutes. The potential range of -1.0 V to 0.10 

V was applied at a scan rate of 10 mV s-1. Therefore, the voltammetric studies were also done 

at different scan rates to investigate the processes that occur on the electrode surface. The 

effect of ammonia concentration was also investigated. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION (I) 

 

Summary 

This chapter discusses the results obtained from the study of the novel Cu-Pt-Ir nanoalloys 

synthesised for the electrochemical oxidation of ammonia. The chapter specifically addresses 

the characterisation of Cu, Pt, Ir, Cu@Pt@Ir (multi-shell) and Cu-Pt-Ir (mixed) nanoalloys 

prior to their application in the electrochemical oxidation of ammonia. These 

polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) capped nanoalloys were successfully synthesised by the 

conventional borohydride reduction of metal precursors at room temperature. The optical, 

structural, morphological and electrochemical properties of these nanoalloys were 

characterised using UV-Vis, FTIR, XRD, NanoSAM, HRSEM, HRTEM, CV and SWV and are 

also discussed.  

 

4.1. Spectroscopic and microscopic characterisation of nanoalloys 

4.1.1. UV-Visible spectroscopy 

 

UV-Visible spectroscopy was used to show the complete reduction of the metal ions, which 

confirmed that Cu 2+, Pt 4+ and Ir 3+ were fully reduced to form the nanoparticles. Figure 13A 

illustrates the UV-Visible spectra of the solutions of the starting materials H2Cl6Pt.6H2O, 

IrCl3.xH2O and Cu(NO3)2.xH20, whereas Figure 13B shows the changes observed in UV-

Visible spectra for the Cu, Pt, Ir, Cu@Pt@Ir and Cu-Pt-Ir nanoparticles formed. The reaction 

mixture before reduction was pale yellow to colourless with the Cu(NO3)2.xH20 showing 

absorption peaks at 302 nm, 780 nm whereas the H2Cl6Pt.6H2O solution showed an 

absorption peak at 262 nm, while the IrCl3.xH2O solution showed absorption bands at 400 

nm, 490 nm, 606 nm, all of which are a result of the ligand to metal charge transfer 

transitions between filled and unfilled d-orbitals of the Cu, Pt and Ir metal ions (Cu(NO3)2, 

PtCl62-, IrCl3). The colour of reaction mixture turned dark brown, grey and finally black after 
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the reaction. The absorption peaks observed from the individual pure metal precursors 

solutions were no longer visible after the reduction process, signifying that the metal 

precursors were fully reduced to their respective zero-valent nanoparticles [143]. 

 

Figure 13: UV-Vis spectra of plain metal salts: Copper (II) nitrate hydrate, Iridium (III) 

chloride hydrate and Hydrogen hexachloroplatinate (IV) hexahydrate solutions (A) and UV-

Vis spectra of Cu, Pt, Ir mono-metallic NPs and Cu-Pt-Ir and Cu@Pt@Ir trimetallic 

nanoalloys (B). All spectra were measured in water. 

 

4.1.2. Fourier transform infra-red (FTIR) spectroscopy analysis 
 

FT-IR spectroscopy was used to ensure that the synthesised nanoalloys were PVP (Figure 

14) capped. A strong broad peak in the range of 3500 to 3200 cm-1 was observed due to the 

presence of hydroxyl groups from the water adsorbed onto the surface of NPs. Pure PVP also 

showed a similar but very weak absorption peak which may also be due to some moisture 

(Figure 15). The vibrational peak of carbonyl group in PVP was observed at around 1650 

cm-1 while that for the NPs (at 1644 cm-1) shows a slight red shift in the position of the peak 

(Figure 15). The peak shift of C = O absorption band reveals the strong interaction between 

NPs (Cu, Pt, Ir, Cu-Pt-Ir and Cu@Pt@Ir) and PVP. The other peaks which appear at 1285 

cm-1, 2860 cm-1 and 2941 cm-1 (Figure 15) corresponding to the C-N stretch of PVP 

monomer, the CH2 stretch modes of pyrrolidone ring and the polymer backbone and the 
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tertiary C-H stretch of the pure PVP respectively were weakened greatly on adsorption to the 

NPs [185]. These changes, including the shift in the peaks (Figure 15) indicate that there was 

some interaction/coordination between oxygen atom in the amide group of the PVP and the 

NPs [183, 185]. 

 

 

Figure 14: The structure of polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP). 

 

 

Figure 15: Typical FTIR spectra of PVP capped Cu@Pt@Ir, Cu-Pt-Ir, Pt, Ir and Cu NPs in 

comparison with pure PVP. 
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4.1.3. High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) analysis 

 

  

  

 

Figure 16: Typical HRTEM images and 

corresponding SAED patterns (insets) 

obtained for the PVP capped (A) cubic 

shaped Cu NPs, (B) triangular and cubic 

shaped Pt NPs, (C) spherical, well-dispersed 

Ir NPs, (D) the tiny, clustered and 

interconnected spheres Cu-Pt-Ir nanoalloy 

spheres and (E) the small, irregularly 

interconnected Cu@Pt@Ir nanoalloy NPs. 
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The particle size, shape and crystallinity of the NPs were investigated using High Resolution 

Transmission Microscopy. Figure 16A shows HRTEM image obtained for the PVP capped 

Cu nanoparticles. The nanoparticles produced were found to be well dispersed, cubic shaped 

with an average diameter of 400 nm. The disadvantage of Cu NPs is that their size and shape 

are difficult to control as they undergo very rapid growth, coupled with rapid colour changes. 

Spherical, cubic and triangular shaped (poly-oriented) 20-30 nm sized Pt nanoparticles were 

obtained (Figure 16B). The presence of cubic shaped nanoparticles is a characteristic feature 

of (100) oriented nanoparticles [143]. The spherical, well dispersed Ir NPs ~ 2-5 nm sized 

was observed as shown in Figure 16C. For the nanoalloys, dense agglomerates of 

interconnected Cu-Pt-Ir nanoalloy NPs with average particle size of ~ 3-10 nm (Figure 16D) 

and small interconnected irregular shaped Cu@Pt@Ir nanoalloy NPs with a ~ 5-10 nm size 

(Figure 16E) were observed. Upon close inspection of Figure 16E, one can observe that the 

Cu@Pt@Ir nanoalloy comprises spherical, as well as non – spherical, NPs. The spherical 

NPs are called the primary particles, while the non - spherical ones are referred to as the 

secondary NPs. The secondary nanoparticles grow at the expense of the primary 

nanoparticles via intraparticle Ostwald ripening which occurs during heterogeneous 

nucleation followed by ripening or coalescence [147]. The nanoalloys were found to be 

smaller (<10 nm) in size and aggregated compared to the individual NP counterparts, making 

measurement of exact particle size difficult. The non-aggregation observed in Cu, Pt and Ir 

nanoclusters is assumed to have resulted from the electrostatic, partial negatively charged 

oxygen atom, present in the PVP amide functional group [143]. Whereas aggregation of the 

produced nanoalloys may be due to insufficient PVP capping agent present as this would 

cause an increase in the surface area to volume ratio, with a concomitant increase in the 

attractive forces between the nanocrystals causing them to agglomerate [179]. Due to the very 

small size of NPs, HRTEM could not reveal nanoalloy structure was a multi-shell structure or 

not. The only observation that could be made was the difference in contrast between the 

structures, whereby black spots and grey spots can be detected, but not much else could be 

concluded. Hence, the multi-layered structures were probed with the NanoSAM technique. 

However, when it comes to catalysis, noble metal NPs of sizes of less than 10 or 20 nm are of 

particular interest due to their excellent high surface area effects and increased catalytic 

active sites [86]. On the other hand, HRTEM coupled to EDX is more restricted when it 

comes to confirming multi-layered structures of small systems due to the possibility of 

sample preparation damage and analytical artefacts which are related to the thin sample 
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preparation methods used for electron transparency and the utilization of high primary beam 

energy [186]. 

The selected area diffraction (SAED) data presented as insets showed a distinct pattern of 

very bright but diffuse spots for Cu NPs (Figure 16A), which is a characteristic of crystalline 

defects showing some degree of amorphousness. As for Ir NPs (Figure 16C) and Cu-Pt-Ir 

nanoalloy (Figure 16D), their SAED patterns resemble that of crystalline particles owing to 

the bright rings observed. On the other hand, the SAED pattern obtained for the Pt NPs 

(Figure 16B) and Cu@Pt@Ir nanoalloys (Figure 16E) exhibited polynanocrystalline 

diffraction rings from the few pronounced spots corresponding to their characteristic 

reflections [187]. High magnification HRTEM images (not shown) of the NPs showed lattice 

fringes associated with the crystallinity of the NPs. To further validate the crystallinity of the 

nanoalloy systems, XRD was used, which showed both the individual NPs and the nanoalloys 

to be crystalline (see Figure 19A-E), thus supporting the obtained SAED results.  

 

4.1.4. High resolution scanning electron microscopy (HRSEM) analysis 

 

HRSEM was utilized for the structural and morphological studies of the PVP-capped mono-

metallic NPs and nanoalloys, and the obtained HRSEM images are presented in Figure 17A-

E below. The Cu NPs possess well defined sharp faces and corners. The surfaces of the ~ 

200-350 nm sized Cu NPs are smooth and dispersed. Unfortunately, attempts to obtain 

HRSEM images for the particles did not yield clear images due oxidation of the Ir NPs 

surface (Figure 17C) resulting in a non-conducting iridium oxide. This caused charging of 

the specimen when it was scanned by the electron beam, resulting in scanning faults and 

other image artefacts. Nonetheless, the HRSEM images obtained (Figure 17) showed that 

only the image of Cu NPs (Figure 17A) was the most clear due to the size of the big 

particles, whereas the Pt NPs, Cu-Pt-Ir and Cu@Pt@Ir nanoalloys had their HRSEM images 

which exhibited particles with smooth shaped morphologies, but owing to their small size, 

the shapes were not quite clear. Furthermore, just as for HRTEM, the HRSEM data obtained 

was not sufficient to provide chemical information on the multi-shell structure because of the 

scale of the excitation volume [186].  
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Figure 17: HRSEM micrographs 

of PVP capped (A) cubic shaped 

Cu NPs, (B) Pt NPs, (C) Ir NPs, 

(D) Cu-Pt-Ir nanoalloy and (E) 

Cu@Pt@Ir nanoalloy. 
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4.1.5. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis 

 

EDX was used to investigate the elemental composition of the synthesised nanoalloys. 

Figure 18 (A), (B), (C), (D) and (E) illustrate the EDX spectra of Cu, Pt, Ir, Cu-Pt-Ir and 

Cu@Pt@Ir nanoparticles, respectively. The analyses confirmed the elemental composition of 

nanoalloy systems to be that of Cu, Pt and Ir. However, other impurities were also detected 

and these include: carbon, oxygen, copper, nickel and chlorine. The presence of copper and 

nickel in non-copper and non-nickel containing nanoparticles is due to the copper and nickel 

grids which were used as substrates for HRTEM analyses. The presence of oxygen is likely to 

be from the stabilizing agent (PVP) used, while carbon could be from the sample grids which 

were carbon coated and the PVP, while chlorine may be the result of unreacted metal chloride 

precursors. The absence of Ir in both the mixed and multi-shell Cu-Pt-Ir nanoalloy may be 

attributed to the overlapping of the Pt and Ir signals; hence EDX could not determine the 

atomic composition of the sample [12]. Due to time constraints inductively coupled plasma 

optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) analyses which could have indicated the Ir 

presence/content could not be carried out. When certain elements are present in small 

quantity in the sample, other elements which have close K-alpha, L-alpha or M-line energy 

values may be more dominant and hinder such elements and are therefore not detected. 
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Figure 18: Energy dispersive X-ray 

spectra of (A) Cu NPs using a Ni grid, 

(B) Pt NPs using a Cu grid, (C) Ir NPs 

using a Cu grid, (D) Cu-Pt-Ir nanoalloys 

using a Ni grid and (E) Cu@Pt@Ir 

nanoalloys using a Ni grid. 
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4.1.6. X-ray Diffraction (XRD) spectroscopic analysis 

 

  

  

 

Figure 19: Comparison of the XRD 

patterns for the individual metal 

nanocrystals (A-C), the nanoalloys 

(D) Cu-Pt-Ir and (E) Cu@Pt@Ir. 
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The diffraction patterns obtained from XRD gives information on the estimated nano 

crystallite size and the unit cell shape or structure from the peak positions observed as well as 

the electron density information from peak intensities. The XRD pattern of the mono-metallic 

NPs and nanoalloys showed that they are crystalline and it also showed successful reduction 

of metal salts, confirming the UV-Vis spectroscopy and HRTEM results. The diffraction 

patterns of the pure metallic NPs can be indexed to the (111), (200), (220), (311) and (222) 

planes of the face centered cubic (FCC) crystal structures [28]. In both the co- and 

successively reduced nanoalloys, the lines for Pt are shifted to higher 2θ values due to the 

incorporation of Cu and Ir. This is sometimes due to a solid solution of other atoms that 

modify the unit cell slightly to larger or smaller values. Thus a solid solution of Cu-Pt 

(Hongshiite) in Cu-Pt-Ir and solid solution of Pt-Ir in Cu@Pt@Ir could be the origin of the 

slight Pt peak shift to higher 2θ values. Again, as observed in the EDX spectra for both mixed 

Cu-Pt-Ir and multi-shell Cu@Pt@Ir nanoalloy the peaks of Pt and Ir were overlapping. 

Therefore, in general these observations suggest the formation of a solid solution 

corresponding to the specific nanoalloy, indicating that binary and ternary nucleation has 

been the major nucleation process involved in the formation of these nanoalloys [28]. The 

absence of Cu peaks in the XRD pattern of multi-shell Cu@Pt@Ir nanoalloy can be 

attributed to the coincidence that the signal peaks of all three elements (Pt, Ir and Cu) appear 

at almost the same positions. The Pt and Ir elements having much larger atomic size therefore 

exhibit more pronounced signals than that of the small Cu atom counterpart. The EDX 

analysis results however showed that the Cu@Pt@Ir nanoalloy has Cu. The Pt and Ir were 

observed to have crystallized with the same FCC crystallographic structure, with lattice 

constants in very good approximation i.e. Pt (a = 3.92310 Å) Ir (a = 3.83940 Å). Thus, the 

NPs may be successfully employed as metal catalysts for catalysis applications. The 

oxidation forms of Cu and Ir may have resulted from a slight, inevitable, surface oxidation 

during the process of PVP-capping, NP washing, or drying. However, it is a well-known fact 

that it is not easy to prepare pure Cu NPs without oxygen contamination from air [183]. This 

result is in good agreement with the EDX results of samples. The observed extra diffraction 

peaks are due to the presence of the impurity phases. The average particle size for the NPs 

were determined from the FWHM of the XRD signal patterns, using the well-known Scherrer 

formula cited in equation (38). 
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From the calculations made, the crystalline particle sizes were found to be 4.4 nm, 4.5 nm, 

12.3 nm, 3.5 nm and 3.4 nm for Cu NPs, Pt NPs, Ir NPs, Cu-Pt-Ir and Cu@Pt@Ir nanoalloys 

respectively. In comparing the average particle sizes estimated by powder XRD and HRTEM 

techniques, the average particles sizes estimated form XRD Scherrer equation were 

considerably smaller than the ones estimated from HRTEM images which were found to be 

400 nm, 20-30 nm, 2-5 nm, 3-10 nm and 5-10 nm for Cu NPs, Pt NPs, Ir NPs, Cu-Pt-Ir and 

Cu@Pt@Ir nanoalloys respectively. This may be because HRTEM images show the total size 

of a nanoparticle, whereas XRD provides the average size of the single crystalline domain 

inside the nanocrystal [188].  

 

4.1.7. Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES)/Scanning Auger Microscopy (SAM) 

 

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) provides spatially resolved surface elemental information 

analysis and is complementary to XPS results. Surface analysis of the multi-shell Cu@Pt@Ir 

nanoalloy was carried out with AES as the NanoSAM system analyses the top 10 nm of the 

samples. However there was a problem of excessive charging from the sample of interest 

which required the adjustment of Auger experimental settings to control the charging effect 

and the related drift parameter during the analysis. The suitable excitation conditions which 

give high sensitivity with the reduced beam current of 25 kV 1 nA was used as a strategy to 

reduce charging effects and the following results SAM images (Figure 20) from which AES 

surveys tests were conducted on different areas 3, 5, 9, 13-15spe (Figure 21), were obtained 

under these conditions. The % atomic concentrations of elements obtained from AES spectra 

are tabulated in Table 6.  
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Figure 20: SAM images of multi-shell Cu@Pt@Ir nanoalloy at different magnification (A) 

0.500 µm and (B) 1 µm scale view. 
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Figure 21: The full AES survey spectra for Cu@Pt@Ir is shown, along with the SAM maps 

(insets) for the location of various spots chosen for survey analysis.  
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Since the Auger peaks are small and exhibit some overlap, the spectrum is usually presented 

in derivative form for interpretation as in Figure 21 above. It is evident that sample 

requirements (conductive) play a significant role in surface analysis by AES. The SAM 

images obtained (Figure 20) are a true reflection of the HRSEM image obtained for the 

Cu@Pt@Ir nanoalloy. Thus a sample can give good results and be analysed using AES if one 

can obtain good SEM pictures from it without coating. 

 

Table 6: Atomic Concentration 

Spots C1 O1 Cu1 Ir2 Pt4 

3spe 35.51 3.07 4.13 14.50 42.79 

5spe 55.94 5.19 4.89 8.25 25.73 

9spe 46.75 16.46 2.97 3.46 30.37 

13spe 33.94 18.76 2.09 10.57 34.64 

14spe 35.26 14.37 3.47 10.97 35.93 

15spe 41.14 13.24 3.71 11.45 30.45 

Mean 41.42 11.85 3.54 9.87 33.32 

 

Analysis of all the points analysed showed element transitions for C1, O1, Cu1, Ir2 and Pt4 

which attests to the presence of all three metals with mixed boundaries. Thus according to 

this results, Cu@Pt@Ir which was assumed to be a multi-shell nanoalloy based on the 

mechanism of its chemical synthesis, was indeed proved to be a mixed nanoalloy of Cu, Pt 

and Ir, confirming that the Cu and Ir signals in the XRD and EDX were indeed obscured by 

overlap, and not due to the absence of Cu and Ir. All the surveys tests showed that Cu@Pt@Ir 

nanoalloy is composed of high concentration of Pt, with lower concentration for Cu. Any 

sample exposed to ambient atmospheric conditions will have C and O on the surface due to 

adsorption of hydrocarbons and water and surface oxidation. It could be that the sample had 

already decomposed and was no longer in its original state by the time of analysis. Hence the 
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structure was more for that of a mixed nanoalloy. Owing to charging effect of the specimen, 

AES elemental mapping and AES line profile experiments could not be carried out to validate 

the obtained AES survey results. If it were possible to accomplish profile spectra on some 

areas where there is no mixing of layers, it could have been detected. Again it could have 

been better if the AES results for both mixed Cu-Pt-It and multi-shell Cu@Pt@Ir were 

obtained for comparison, however due to limited time and accessibility of the instrument this 

could not be achieved. In the future it will be advisable to use classically effective methods 

such as charge neutralization, tilting and sample thickness reduction (cross polisher) to 

prevent the charging effect during AES experiments of non-conductive nanomaterials [186]. 

In addition, the combined use of both AES and XPS techniques can be very useful for the 

analysis of complex multi-shell structure. 

 

4.2. Electrochemical characteristics of the nanoalloys 

 

In order to gain a clear understanding of electrochemistry of the chemically synthesised 

nanoparticles, their redox studies were evaluated using CV. Figure 22 shows a series of 

characteristic voltammetric profiles of the Cu-Pt-Ir, Cu@Pt@Ir and their corresponding 

mono-metallic NPs counterparts in 0.1 M LiClO4 electrolyte. These were measured at a scan 

rate of 50 mV s-1 in a potential range of -1000 mV to 1000 mV. 
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Figure 22: Cyclic voltammograms of 

(A) GCE|Cu NPs, (B) GCE|Pt NPs, 

(C) GCE|Ir NPs, (D) GCE|Cu-Pt-Ir  

and (E)GCE|Cu@Pt@Ir NPs in 0.1 

M LiClO4 : Scan rate, 50 mV/s 

(arrow indicating the direction of 

potential scan).  
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Figure 22A showed two anodic peaks designated a and b for the oxidation of Cu(0) to Cu(I) 

(Ep,a = 283 mV) and Cu(I) to Cu(II) (Ep,a = 980 mV) respectively. The peak c (Ep,c = -443 

mV) represent the reduction of Cu(II) to Cu(I) or Cu(0) [189]. The three set of redox peaks 

were observed in Figure 22B, wherein peak a at Ep,a = -859 mV s and peak b at Ep,a = -166 

mV were attributed to the oxidation of adsorbed and absorbed hydrogen atoms on the surface 

of platinum, respectively. On the cathodic scan, peaks aʹ (Ep,c = -677 mV) and bʹ (Ep,c = -254 

mV) are due to the reduction of adsorbed and absorbed hydrogen atoms on the platinum surface. 

During the anodic scanning, the Pt0 nanoparticles deposited on the GCE surface were 

oxidised to Pt4+ and formed a platinum oxide layer (peak c Ep,a = 920 mV). The Pt oxides are 

reduced on the reverse negative-going scans to Pt metal (peak cʹ Ep,c = 350 mV ) [143, 190]. 

In case of GCE|Ir NPs Figure 22C, only two anodic peaks denoted (peak a Ep,a = -85 mV) 

and (peak b Ep,a = 960 mV) corresponding to oxidation of Ir(III) to Ir(IV) and formation of 

Ir(OH)3 or IrOOH layer on Ir surface [191].  

From the cyclic voltammogram of the mixed Cu-Pt-Ir nanoalloy (Figure 22D) a distinct 

broad anodic peak (peak b) around -4 mV was due to the combination of Cu, Pt and Ir 

confirming the formation of the nanoalloy. It was also notable that the characteristic of 

cathodic peak for Cu(II)/Cu(0) denoted peak c in Figure 22A was also noted in Figure 22D 

as peak b’ with a considerable shift to more negative potentials. The pair of peaks for 

hydrogen adsorption/desorption (a/a’) in Figure 22D were shifted to more cathodic potentials 

if compared to GCE|Pt NPs in Figure 22B. Additionally, the peak at about Ep,a = 900 - 980 

mV which is a characteristic of Pt and Ir oxides formation was still observed at the same 

potential region in both GCE|Cu-Pt-Ir and GCE|Cu@Pt@Ir NPs systems. 

The two pairs of redox couple peaks for hydrogen adsorption/desorption (a/a’) and hydrogen 

absorption/desorption (b/b’) were also depicted in Figure 22E at almost the same potential 

range as in GCE|Pt. Thus the electrochemical behaviour of Pt and Ir were more dominant in 

GCE|Cu@Pt@Ir NPs because they were deposited on a surface of Cu NPs during synthesis 

so they are the on the outermost surface exposed to the reaction. These observations indicate 

a successful incorporation of Pt and Ir into Cu in nanoalloy systems. Furthermore the shifting 

of peaks for GCE|Cu-Pt-Ir system confirms the presence of Cu, Pt and Ir as a solid solution 

(mixed alloy) whereas the segregated individual characteristics of Pt and Ir NPs (with very 

slight shifting in peaks) observed for GCE|Cu@Pt@Ir system shows that the surface of the 

nanoalloy consists mostly of Cu, Pt and Ir in layered multi-shell structural form with some 
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mixing between Pt and Ir layers. The higher current peak values showed higher 

electrochemical activity for nanoalloys electrode systems in comparison to the mono-metallic 

NPs modified electrodes, which is due to the synergistic effect of the combination of Cu, Pt 

and Ir in the nanoalloy systems. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION (II) 

 

Summary 

This chapter is the discussion of the results acquired from a comparative study of the Cu, Pt, 

Ir monometallic NPs, Cu-Pt-Ir (mixed) and Cu@Pt@Ir (multi-shell) trimetallic NPs for their 

potential application as electrocatalysts in ammonia electro-oxidation.  In addition to the 

application, the effect of different ammonia concentrations and potential scan rates were 

further investigated.  

 

5.1. The catalytic performance of Cu, Pt, Ir monometallic NPs and CuPtIr 

nanoalloys 

5.1.1. Electrocatalytic oxidation of ammonia 

 

The supporting electrolyte is usually comprised of ions that have a high mobility and are non-

reactive in the operating potential. Hence, the catalytic activity of the synthesised nanoalloys 

towards the electro-oxidation of ammonia was carried out in a strong alkaline solution (1 M 

KOH) and ammonium hydroxide. The KOH in the electrolyte acts as a source for the OH- 

ions for the anodic reaction. The CV was carried out in the presence and absence of 

ammonia.  
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Figure 23: Cyclic voltammograms of CGE|Cu NPs (B), GCE|Pt NPs (C), GCE|Ir NPs (D) 

GCE|Cu-Pt-Ir NPs (E) and GCE|Cu@Pt@Ir NPs (F) electrodes before (red curve)  and after 

(black curve) addition of 0.1 M NH4OH into 1 M KOH aqueous solution: Scan rate, 50 mV/s 

(arrow indicating the direction of potential scan). 
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Figures 23 above shows the cyclic voltammograms of Cu, Pt, Ir, Cu-Pt-Ir (mixed) and 

Cu@Pt@Ir (multi-shell) nanoparticles modified GC electrodes in 1 M KOH aqueous solution 

with and without 0.1 M ammonia hydroxide. Ammonia oxidation (between -400 mV and -

250 mV) was observed on all of the tested electrodes. However, both the potential and the 

peak currents of the oxidation peaks were dependent on the electrode material. The 

voltammograms in the presence of ammonia displayed less distinctive features as the same 

electrochemistry was observed for all electrodes in presence and absence of ammonia with an 

exception for nanoalloys modified electrodes which displayed current enhancement for 

additional peaks at (-900 to -600 mV). The slight increase in Ip,a for ammonia oxidation was 

observed for all tested electrodes. The nanoalloy of Cu-Pt-Ir was found to give slightly higher 

peak currents coupled with lower overpotential than bare GCE and monometallic NPs as well 

as Cu@Pt@Ir multi-shell nanoalloy (see Table 7), which can be explained by cooperative 

effects between Cu and PGMs metals, Pt and Ir. This showed that CuPtIr nanoalloys were 

suitable electrocatalysts for the oxidation of ammonia based on their reduced overpotential 

and increased current properties. An overlay of the different modified electrodes is shown in 

Figure 24.  

 

Figure 24: Overlay CVs of GCE, GCE|Cu NPs, GCE|Pt NPs, GCE|Ir NPs, GCE|Cu-Pt-Ir 

NPs and GCE|Cu@Pt@Ir NPs electrodes in 0.1 M ammonium hydroxide and 1 M KOH 

aqueous solution: Scan rate10 mV/s (arrow indicating the direction of potential scan).  
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The catalysis of ammonia oxidation by CuPtIr electrocatalysts was validated with square 

wave voltammetry techniques under the same conditions used for CV studies. Therefore the 

data obtained from the cyclic voltammograms results in Figure 24 and anodic scans of square 

wave voltammetric experiments are summarised in Table 7. The cyclic voltammetric studies 

on PVP capped CuPtIr nanoalloy systems in 0.1 M NH4OH + 1 M KOH solution showed a 

well-defined peak around -298 mV (vs. Ag/AgCl), confirming the activity of the 

electrocatalyst for ammonia electro-oxidation. This anodic peak observed was attributed to 

the oxidation of NH3 to N2. Other oxidation products such as nitrite and nitrogen oxide form 

at above -200 mV [143]. Whereas, the cathodic peak at -500 mV was related either to the 

reduction or desorption of oxidised species of ammonia such as NHads and NH2ads. The 

cathodic peak at -839 mV corresponds to the reduction of other oxidised species such as 

nitrite anions. These cathodic peaks are dependent on the upper sweep limit of the preceding 

anodic scan [91]. The electrochemical activity of mixed Cu-Pt-Ir nanoalloy towards ammonia 

electro-oxidation was similar to that witnessed for a multi-shell Cu@Pt@Ir nanoalloy, 

although Cu-Pt-Ir exhibited much higher oxidation current.  

Table 7: CV parameters of Cu-Pt-Ir nanoalloy systems in 0.1 M ammonium hydroxide and 1 

M KOH (experimental conditions as in Figure 24) 

Electrode Ep,a (mV) Ip,a (A) EOnset
ox (mV) 

GCE -322 5.652 ×10 -6 -427 

GC|Cu NPs -419 2.001 ×10 -6 -460 

GC|Pt NPs -310 8.316 ×10 -6 -445 

GC|Ir NPs -298 3.597 ×10 -6 -384 

GC|Cu-Pt-Ir NPs -382 110.615 ×10 -6 -536 

GC|Cu@Pt@Ir NPs -337 29.805 ×10 -6 -509 

  

In comparing the electro-catalytic activity of the various GCE modified electrocatalysts 

towards NH3 oxidation, it was observed that the nanoalloys have high current values as well 

as reduced on-set potentials than mono-metallic NPs (see Table 7 above), with the mixed Cu-
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Pt-Ir nanoalloys exhibiting enhanced properties compared to the multi-shell nanoalloy. The 

high catalytic activity of Cu-Pt-Ir mixed nanoalloys can be attributed to the very small 

particle size of this nanoalloy as evidenced from the HRTEM images obtained, since noble 

metal NPs of sizes of less than 10 or 20 nm are known to exhibit excellent catalytic properties 

owing to their high surface area effects and increased catalytic active sites [86]. The observed 

behaviour may also be due to the properties evolved from synergistic effect between Cu, Pt 

and Ir. Since, for the Cu@Pt@Ir NPs are likely to experience segregation between layers of 

core, interlayer and shell, thus the catalytic behaviour observed might be due to Ir only. This 

means that the structure of the synthesised Cu@Pt@Ir NPs did not have nano porosity which 

has resulted in difficulties for guest species to access the Pt interlayer. The obtained results 

are controversial in a sense that according to the literature [15, 91], Cu was expected to have 

a low affinity for Nads, however based on the results obtained Cu showed the highest affinity 

for Nads, hence ammonia was dehydrogenated at significantly lower potentials than on Pt, Ir 

and nanoalloys, leading to the formation of surface poisonous Nads at much lower potentials 

than on the Pt, Ir and nanoalloys. This may be ascribed to the surface oxidation of the 

synthesised Ir NPs which formed iridium foams (IrO2) as well as the morphology of Cu NPs 

synthesised. For example, the cyclic voltammetric study by Endo et al. [91] reported that the 

main ammonia oxidation peak on Ir was located at a lower potential (and hence lower 

overpotential) than that on Pt. However, the peak current density on Ir was much lower than 

that on Pt, thus based on their results the addition of inactive Cu to Pt has lowered the activity 

of Pt. Therefore the results obtained for Ir and Pt in this study, were in disagreement with the 

study conducted by Endo et al [91]. In this work, Pt NPs showed lower overpotential as well 

as higher anodic peak current than Ir NPs and the combination of Cu with PGMs (Pt and Ir) 

resulted in higher activity than individual Pt and Ir NPs towards ammonia oxidation with a 

good dehydrogenation capacity and sufficiently low affinity for the formation of Nads, leading 

to a steady-state production of the active intermediates needed to form N2. 
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5.1.2. Effects of potential scan rates  

 

To investigate the effect of potential scan rates, the ternary Cu-Pt-Ir and Cu@Pt@Ir 

nanoalloy electrocatalysts which showed the highest ammonia oxidation current density and 

lower overpotential were used. 

 

Figure 25: Cyclic voltammograms of GCE|Cu-Pt-Ir NPs in the presence of 0.1 M ammonium 

hydroxide and 1 M KOH aqueous solution at different scan rates: (A) 1 - 10 mV/s and (B) 50 

- 300 mV/s (arrow indicating the direction of potential scan). 

In order to study the nature of the oxidation of ammonia on ternary CuPtIr nanoalloys, the 

CVs measured on GCE|Cu-Pt-Ir NPs (Figure 25) and GCE|Cu@Pt@Ir NPs (Figure 26) in 

0.1 M ammonia and 1 M KOH solution were performed at different scan rates. The anodic 

peak currents at about -298 mV increased significantly with the increasing potential scan rate 

(see Figure 25A) but at higher potential scan rates the main oxidation peak of ammonia 

started weakening (see Figure 25B). Furthermore, the additional anodic peak observed at 

approximately -760 mV and the two cathodic peaks observed at about -500 mV and -839 mV 

in all the curves turned out to be more pronounced (high peak currents) at higher scan rates 

and deactivated the ammonia oxidation peak (-298 mV) as presented in Figure 25B. This 

could be due to the intermediates (NHads and NH2ads) generated during NH3 oxidation 

blocking the ammonia adsorption hence a degradation in anodic peak current (-298 mV) of 

NH3 oxidation was witnessed. The peak currents followed a linear ν1/2 (ν: potential scan rate) 

dependence as shown in Figure 27, indicating a diffusion controlled rather than a surface 

controlled electron transfer kinetics. Information pertaining to the reversibility of an 
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electrochemical process can be obtained from the values of the peak separation, ΔEp, the 

anodic current Ip,a and the peak cathodic current Ip,c for the redox species (see Table 5). The 

peak potential shifted positively with increasing scan rates indicative of an irreversible 

process of the oxidation of ammonia [189]. Figure 27 below show the same CV experiment 

for GCE|Cu@Pt@Ir NPs. 

 

 

Figure 26: Cyclic voltammograms of GCE|Cu@Pt@Ir NPs electrode in the presence of 0.1 

M ammonium hydroxide and 1 M KOH aqueous solution at different scan rates: (A) 1 - 10 

mV/s and (B) 50 - 300 mV/s (arrow indicating the direction of potential scan). 

The behaviour witnessed for the GCE|Cu-Pt-Ir NPs was also observed for the 

GCE|Cu@Pt@Ir NPs. The anodic peak currents at about -298 mV increased significantly 

with the increasing potential scan rate (Figure 26A). The process of ammonia oxidation got 

deactivated at higher scan rates where the anodic peak of interest started fading with the 

positive shift in peak potential (Figure 26B). This behaviour can be attributed to the 

instability of the electrocatalyst after numerous cycling scans which is caused by Cu metal 

being easily oxidised to form oxide compounds in the alkaline medium [192]. Randles- 

Sevčik plots in Figure 27 below were plotted from the data obtained from cyclic 

voltammograms presented in Figure 25 and Figure 26 above to study the relationship of 

peak current (Ip) with square root of scan rate (v ½) so as to confirm the irreversibility of this 

systems.  
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Figure 27: Randles-Sevčik plot, square root of scan rate versus anodic peak current for 

ammonia oxidation reaction on GCE|Cu-Pt-Ir NPs (A) and GCE|Cu@Pt@Ir NPs (B) 

electrodes in the presence of 0.1 M NH4OH and 1 M KOH aqueous solution mixture over a 

range of 1 - 300 mV/s. 

To obtain additional information on the process of electrochemical oxidation of ammonia on 

GCE|Cu-Pt-Ir and GCE|Cu@Pt@Ir surfaces, the Ip values calculated from the anodic peak at 

about -298 mV of the CVs in Figure 25 and 26 at the scan rate range of 1 - 300 mV/s were 

plotted. Therefore, a linear relationship between Ip,a versus ν1/2 was observed since the linear 

correlation coefficients (R2) was 0.95 and 0.98 for GCE|Cu-Pt-Ir and GCE|Cu@Pt@Ir 

respectively. The slope of 1.79×10-3 A (V s-1)-1/2 and 4.82×10-4 A (V s-1)-1/2 for GCE|Cu-Pt-Ir 

and GCE|Cu@Pt@Ir respectively were obtained from the Randles-Sevčik plot. These results 

indicate that the electron transfer reaction anodic peak current was diffusion controlled in 1M 

KOH and 0.1 M NH4OH solutions.  

 

5.1.3. Effects of ammonia concentration 

 

To investigate the effect of ammonia concentration, ternary Cu-Pt-Ir and Cu@Pt@Ir 

nanoalloy electrocatalysts which showed the highest ammonia oxidation current density and 

lower overpotential were used. Figure 28 shows cyclic voltammograms measured on 

GCE|Cu-Pt-Ir NPs in 1 M KOH solution with various ammonia concentrations. It can be seen 

that two anodic current peaks were observed at approximately Ep,a = -760 mV and Ep,a = -298 
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mV in all the curves, respectively. With an increase in ammonia concentration, the peak 

current at -298 mV increased continuously. This can be attributed to the adsorption of more 

ammonia on the electrode surface resulting in increased oxidation of the ammonia [148]. 

Thus, the anodic current increases continuously with the ammonia concentration. In 

particular, there was a significant increase in peak current when the ammonia concentration 

increased from 0.1 M to 3 M. With respect to the influence of the ammonia concentration on 

peak current at -760 mV, there was also a significant increase in peak current at lower 

ammonia concentration resulting in inhibition of peak current of interest at -298 mV (see 

Figure 28A). However, the opposite was observed at higher concentrations of ammonia 

presented in Figure 28B where the ammonia oxidation peak started increasing with a shift to 

more positive potentials. 

 

  

Figure 28: Ammonia oxidation reaction activity on GCE|Cu-Pt-Ir NPs in 1 M KOH solutions 

with various concentrations of ammonia: (A) 0 - 0.07 M NH4OH and (B) 0.1 - 5 M NH4OH: 

Scan rate 10 mV/s (arrow indicating the direction of potential scan). 

When the ammonia concentration reached a certain level, i.e. 3 M in this work, the adsorption 

of ammonia on GCE|Cu-Pt-Ir NPs achieved a relatively saturated status. The intermediates 

generated during ammonia oxidation, such as NH2,ads and NHads, could remain on the 

electrode surface and block the ammonia adsorption [148]. Therefore it is reasonable to 

assume that the blocking effect was significant when the solution contains too high, and too 

low, concentrations of ammonia. However, 0.1 M was chosen as an optimum concentration 

due to the fact that even though, 0.5 M, 2 M and 3 M show higher peak current values, they 
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also have high overpotentials. Whereas oxidation of ammonia on GCE|Cu-Pt-Ir 

electrocatalyst in 1 M KOH and 1 M NH4OH occurs at lower potentials with high peak 

current. Therefore, an increase of the ammonia concentration beyond 3 M resulted in a 

sudden decrease in anodic peak current which increased again when the concentration was 

further increased showing some instability of ammonia oxidation at higher ammonia 

concentrations (Figure 28B). The present results showed that ammonia can be oxidised 

effectively on GCE|Cu-Pt-IrNPs electrode from -1000 mV to 100 mV at a concentration 

range of 0.1 – 3 M. 

 

 

Figure 29: Ammonia oxidation reaction activity on GCE|Cu@Pt@Ir NPs in 1 M KOH 

solutions with various concentrations of ammonia: (A) 0 - 0.07 M NH4OH and (B) 0.1 – 5 M 

NH4OH: Scan rate 10 mV/s (arrow indicating the direction of potential scan).  

Figure 29 shows cyclic voltammograms measured on GCE|Cu@Pt@Ir NPs in 1 M KOH 

solution with various ammonia concentrations. It can be seen that two anodic current peaks 

were observed at approximately Ep,a = -760 mV and Ep,a = -292 mV in all the curves, 

respectively. The catalytic cyclic voltammograms presented above are characterised by a 

steady increase of the anodic current with increasing concentration, this behaviour continues 

up to a concentration of 3 M where the adsorption of ammonia on GCECu@Pt@Ir NPs 

electrode has achieved a relatively saturated status as presented in Figure 29B. However, a 

similar behaviour observed for GCE|Cu-Pt-Ir NPs Figure 28A was also witnessed at lower 

concentrations (see Figure 29A) where there was a significant increase in peak current for 

anodic peak at -760 mV at lower ammonia concentration resulting in inhibition of peak 
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current of interest at -298 mV. Then suddenly, there was a sharp rise of peak current coupled 

with a significant shift of ammonia oxidation peak to more positive potentials when the 

concentration was increased from 0.5 M to 3 M as seen in Figure 29B. Therefore, an increase 

of the ammonia concentration beyond 3 M resulted in slight decrease in anodic peak current 

due to ammonia saturation on the electrode surface. It is reasonable to assume that the 

blocking effect was significant when the solution contains too high and too low 

concentrations of ammonia. Therefore, in this work the optimum ammonia concentration was 

chosen to be 0.1 M due to reasonable lower overpotential and high peak current achieved at 

this concentration. 

 

5.2. Sub conclusion 

 

According to the comparative CVs, which were illustrated in Figure 24, the height of the 

peak current observed for each electrocatalyst presented in Table 7, the tested electro-

catalysts can be classified as: GCE|Cu-Pt-Ir NPs > GCE|Cu@Pt@Ir NPs > GCE|Pt NPs > 

GCE|Ir NPs > GCE|Cu NPs in terms of maximising the peak current while the overpotential 

of ammonia oxidation decreases as follows: GCE|Ir NPs > GCE|Pt NPs > GCE|Cu@Pt@Ir 

NPs > GCE|Cu-Pt-Ir NPs > GCE|Cu NPs. The increased electrochemically active surface area 

of the nanoalloys and electronic effect generated by the core and existing synergism among 

three metals in the trimetallic nanoparticles might be responsible for increase in the catalytic 

activity of Pt-containing catalysts. Thus, increasing the stability of nanoalloys against 

adsorption of poisonous Nads intermediate that suppresses reaction (29) in the Gerischer–

Mauerer mechanism which was the main problem for monometallic NPs. Ammonia electro-

oxidation on both Cu-Pt-Ir and Cu@Pt@Ir nanoalloy modified GC electrodes is controlled by 

mass-transfer process of ammonia towards the electrode surface. The concentration of 

NH4OH and potential scan rates were found to significantly affect the performance of the 

electrocatalysts and the optimal concentration was found to be 0.1 M at lower potential scan 

rates of 1 – 20 mV/s. Cu-Pt-Ir trimetallic nanoalloy is a promising, high performing catalyst 

for future large-scale application in ammonia electro-oxidation. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

Summary 

This chapter gives brief overview of the results obtained in correlation with the conceptual 

framework of the research and specific objectives of the study to validate whether the aims of 

this study were achieved or not. The success, challenges encountered and shortcomings of the 

study are further discussed. Also outlined here, are the perspectives on future developments 

for enhancing the performance of the non-noble@PGMs multi-shell nanoalloys based 

electrocatalysts at the end. 

 

6.1. Conclusion 

 

The study was set out to explore the electrochemical activity of mixed and multi-shell 

structured nanoalloys of CuPtIr for the oxidation of ammonia. We  have reported for the first 

time according to our knowledge, the successful synthesis of small irregular, interconnected 

PVP stabilised Cu-Pt-Ir (3 - 10 nm) and Cu@Pt@Ir (5 - 10 nm) nanoalloys, which was 

achieved by a simultaneous or successive reduction of their respective metal salts in a 

mixture of PVP, NaBH4 and water at room temperature under vigorous magnetic stirring. The 

high surface sensitivity of AES surveys revealed the presence of Pt, Ir and Cu elements in all 

probed spots suggesting some mixing between the layers of the nanoalloy. The tested electro-

catalysts can be classified as: GCE|Cu-Pt-Ir NPs > GCE|Cu@Pt@Ir NPs > GCE|Pt NPs > 

GCE|Ir NPs > GCE|Cu NPs in terms of maximising the peak current while overpotential of 

ammonia oxidation decreases as follows: GCE|Ir NPs > GCE|Pt NPs > GCE|Cu@Pt@Ir NPs 

> GCE|Cu-Pt-Ir NPs > GCE|Cu NPs. Moreover, it was evident that both mixed and multi-

shell CuPtIr electrocatalysts showed enhanced catalytic activity than mono-metallic based 

electrocatalysts owing to their high electro-active surface area and synergistic effects arising 

from combined properties of Cu, Pt and Ir. Thus in revisiting the aims, objectives, research 
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questions and literature gap stated earlier on this work, one could say that this was a 

successful study, although is incomplete as research is continuous and never ending. 

However, progress was made by focusing on novel electrocatalysts development and 

successful characterisation of the nanoalloys. 

Based on the results obtained, the Cu-Pt-Ir electrocatalytic material can be considered as a 

promising candidate for anode electrode materials in hydrogen production from electro-

oxidation of ammonia. Moreover the knowledge acquired from this research would 

potentially aid in guiding future research to improve the efficiency of ammonia electro-

oxidation. However, they were few challenges encountered during the process of this study 

such as not being able to get a cross-sectional composition profile of Cu@Pt@Ir due to the 

charging effects from the sample and not achieving nanoporous Cu@Pt@Ir architectures to 

take the advantage of synergistic role of the three metals involved. These problems can be 

avoided by taking into consideration various factors influencing segregation, mixing and 

ordering of nanoalloys as well as the mechanism of their synthesis. The cross sectional 

composition profile characterisation can be obtained with AES depth profiling, however it 

will be advisable to use classically effective methods such as charge neutralization, tilting and 

sample thickness reduction (cross polisher) to prevent the charging effects of non-conductive 

nanomaterials or to use synthesis methods that will preferentially yield conductive 

nanomaterials or rather use XPS. Unfortunately, due to the time constraints the 

characterisation of related binary core-shell nanoalloys such as Cu@Pt, Cu@It and Pt@Ir 

could not be completed for proper comparison to obtain a tangible conclusion that the 

synthesised ternary nanoalloys can perform better than both their binary and monometallic 

counterparts, hence the conclusion in this study was only based on comparison of mono-

metallic and mixed and multi-shell ternary nanoalloys. 

 

6.2. Future work and recommendations 

  

Although this study may be considered to be successful, it still leaves a knowledge gap that 

can be further explored and interrogated. As the major requirements for practical application 

of the catalytic decomposition to develop efficient, economical and easily recyclable catalysts 
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still remains a major challenge. Consequently, the following improvements are recommended 

for future research activities: 

• The green synthesis of nanoalloys is recommended because when it comes to catalysis 

application purposes pure metallic NPs are of significance and capping agents that are 

used in conventional synthetic methods are not easy to be completely removed on the 

surface of NPs. Following that, inductively coupled plasma atomic emission 

spectroscopy (ICP-AES) measurements can be carried out to ensure purity of metal 

catalysts and also to quantify its real metallic loadings. 

• Interrogation of the electrocatalytic behaviour of iridium based multi-shell ternary 

nanoalloy systems anchored on graphene with controlled morphology and size ranges 

of approximately 10–30 nm to enhance catalytic activity, conductivity, stability and 

durability can be explored.  

•  Thus the use of graphene as substrates of catalysts can provide an innovative 

opportunity for designing and fabrication of next-generation catalysts due to its 

unique nanostructure properties, such as the high strength, high thermal conductivity 

and high specific surface area, etc. 

• It is suggested that the role of crystallinity of the core in a novel multi-shell nanoalloy 

(e.g., Fe@Pt@Ir) and its use as electrocatalyst for ammonia oxidation can be of 

importance in producing magnetically recyclable anode materials. 

• It is proposed that the analysis of multi-shell nanostructures with grazing incidence 

small-angle X-ray scattering and grazing incidence X-ray diffraction 

(GISAXS/GIXRD) measurements by examining the internal structure and core and 

shell sizes of the multi-layered nanoalloys will be helpful for confirming core@shell 

structures. 

• In addition to NanoSAM, further characterisation of multi-shell nanostructures with 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) might be useful in complementing 

NanoSAM results.  

• The mappings from high angle annular dark field (HAADF) in conjugation with 

scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) mode and X-ray energy 
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dispersive spectroscopy (XEDS) can also be employed to reveal the multi-shell nature 

of nanoalloys using elemental mappings and imaging.  

• The application and turnover rate studies of the fabricated electrocatalysts as next 

generation anode materials in a direct ammonia fuel cell prototype is worth 

investigating. 

In particular, future work should pay more attention to the evaluation of the stability and 

durability of the electrocatalysts during ammonia electro-oxidation reaction. It is anticipated 

that such an integrated approach will assist in understanding the degradation mechanisms and 

fabrication of electrocatalysts with both long term performance and high activity for 

ammonia electro-oxidation. Further research on the alloying strategies and synthesis of novel 

unique nanostructures is also expected to enhance the development of active and low-cost 

electrocatalysts for large-scale applications of ammonia electro-oxidation technologies, 

contributing to solving some of the challenging energy and environmental problems.  
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